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Orn HE LIFE HISTORY ‘OF THE 

CODLING-MOTH* 

By STEPHEN A. FORBES anp PRESSLEY A. GLENN 

The extraordinarily hot and dry summer of 1914 so stimulated 

the development of the codling-moth in Illinois and advanced the 
progress of its life history that the spraying programs of apple 
erowers, based, as they were, on the course of events in an ordinary 

year, were out of gear with those of that unusual season, and 
failed to control injuries to the crop. These became especially 
abundant towards the end of the summer, a fact due, as it ap- 

peared, to the great numbers of small apple-worms apparently be- 
longing to a third generation. Even where these were killed by pro- 
fuse and persistent spraying, they ate into the surface of the apple, 
in getting their fatal dose of poison, sufficiently to blemish the 
fruit and greatly to lessen its market value. The consequences 
are thus described by Mr. R. A. Simpson, one of the most intelli- 
gent and careful apple growers in the state, in a letter dated De- 
cember 28, 1914: ‘‘We made a total failure this year in control- 
ling the codling-moth, notwithstanding the fact that we sprayed six, 

and in some cases seven, times. After the worms began to show up, 
they seemed to come continually until fall, and practically all of 

them entered the apple at the side. A single apple was often at- 
tacked by many worms, sometimes as many as fifteen, and in one 
case which I saw, twenty to the apple.”’ 

These conditions called loudly for a reexamination of the life 
history of the codling-moth in Illinois, and a more exact and com- 
prehensive study of the subject than had ever been made in this 
state. Plans were consequently laid last fall for a timely begin- 
ning this year on a program of field observation and experiment 

which should give us an accurate and detailed knowledge of the 
hfe history of the pest for this season, and also of the weather con- 
ditions which might be supposed to affect it in any way. This pro- 
gram has now been carried thru in the most thorogoing manner at 

Olney, where a completely equipped station was established last 
April, and in a less elaborate way at Ozark, in Johnson county, at 

*The following article is an advance impression, only slightly changed to 
adapt it to its present use, of a paper read to the State Horticultural Society at 
its annual meeting December 17, 1915. 
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Plainview, in Macoupin county, and at Princeton. A great mass 
of detailed facts has thus been accumulated, a full presentation and 
complete discussion of which will be given in due time in one of 
the reports of the State Entomologist of Illinois, and probably in 
an Experiment Station bulletin also. It is expected, however, that 
at least another year’s work of this kind will be done before a 

final report is written up. In the meantime we printed an illus- 

trated pamphlet defining our problem and conveying such infor- 
mation concerning it as we could then collect, and we have now 
prepared this preliminary paper giving the main practical results 
of our operations of 1915 and a description of the lines of work 
which have led to them. 

To make sure that everything may be readily understood as 
we go, it seems worth while to recall a few elementary facts in 

the life history and economy of the insect. (Fig. 1). The winged 
codling-moth is properly called a moth, belonging to the order 
Lepidoptera and to the family of leaf-rollers. Its larva, commonly 
known as the apple-worm, is consequently a caterpillar; and, like 
other caterpillars, it changes when. full-grown into a dormant, mo- 
tionless pupa, having first spun itself up in a loose cocoon. From 

these pupe come out in course of time the winged moths, male and 
female, which pair for the fertilization of the eggs in the females’ 

ovaries, without which, of course, the eggs will not hatch. The 
flat, scale-like eggs are laid on the leaf or the surface of the apple, 
er sometimes on the twigs, and from them the larve are hatched 
which presently enter the apple and begin their life of mischief. 
When full-grown, they leave the apple and spin their cocoons in 
some sheltered spot. The insect passes the winter in the larva or 
apple-worm stage, changes to the pupa when the weather begins to 
warm up in spring, and gives out, a little later, the moths of the 
first generation, which lay the eggs for the apple-worms to fol- 
low. (Fig. 2, 3, 4.) 

Two questions of special practical interest present themselves: 
one, the number of generations in a year; and the other, the time 

when the eggs of each generation hatch to give out the young 
worms. To these we may add a third question, as to variations in 
the number of generations and the times when the young larve of 

each appear in different parts of the state, and in successive years 
of unlike weather conditions. It was the main object of our work 
of this year to answer these questions as definitely as possible after 
a single season’s precise experiments. 

We can now say positively that there were two complete gen- 
erations of the codling-moth in both central and southern Illinois 
this season, and that there was a small or partial third generation 
at Olney and farther south. We can say furthermore that the 
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temperature of the season has very much to do with the rate at 
which the successive changes go on, the time when the different 

generations make their appearance, reach their largest numbers, 
and disappear, and the size and importance of the last or third 
generation of the year. It is also certain that 1914 was a very 
different year from 1915 thruout southern Illinois in respect not 
only to temperature and other weather conditions, but also to the num- 
bers and importance of the last generation of the codling-moth. Fin- 
ally, we are convinced that the nice and successful timing of 
spraying operations to the life history of the insect, such that 
effective poisons shall be on the apples when they are most needed 
and will be most destructive to the young apple-worms, requires 
a careful and intelligent observation of the course of events for 

each year, since no two years can be exactly alike, and one can 

never tell in advance what sort of a season to expect. We believe 

that, for the best results, an observing station with an experienced 
man in charge, equipped with apparatus of observation and ex- 
periment, is necessary for each of the principal fruit sections of the 
state; but we have to propose a practical method by which the 
fruit-grower can himself follow the course of events thru the 
season in a way to serve fairly well the necessities of the case, 

enabling him to learn for himself and for the fruit growers of his 
region about when spraying should be done and how often re- 
peated to protect his crop. The remainder of this paper is in- 
tended to show how these conclusions were reached and upon what 
evidence they rest. . 

We may begin with the equipment of the Olney station and 
the method of its use. We had there a rain-gage to give us a rec- 
ord of the rain-fall, a self-recording thermometer which gave us, 
on a tracing across a ruled diagram, the temperature reading for 

every hour of every day in the season, a pair of thermometers for 

determining the humidity of the atmosphere, a self-recording ap- 
paratus also, for determining the atmospheric humidity continuously, 

the record being made as a continuous line upon a ruled diagram, 
and a peculiar and comparatively new instrument, known as an at- 
mometer, the object of which was to show the joint effect of tem- 
perature, moisture, and movement of the air as exhibited in the 
rate of evaporation from a wet surface. Continuous records were 
kept with all these kinds of instruments from the beginning to the 
end of the season; but for reasons which we need not stop here to 
explain, we have found the temperature record the only one of any 
very important use in our present inquiry. Similar instruments were 
supplied to L. M. Smith at Ozark, and to W. P. Flint for use at 
Plainview. (Fig. 5.) 
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For an analysis of the life history of the insect itself, three dif- 
ferent series of experiments were carried on, each designed to sup- 
ply, independently of the others, some of the principal facts in the 
seasonal history of the codling-moth. These experiments may be 
distinguished as the large-cage series, the breeding-cage series, and 

the band-record series. In the large-cage experiments, eight frames 
of timber covered with black wire cloth were used to inclose entire 
trees. These cages were erected in place just after the trees had 
come into full bloom. They were made so tight as to prevent the 
entrance or the escape of the moths, and were used to keep the dif- 
ferent generations wholly separate. As moths developed from the 
over-wintering larve collected in April, some of them were lib- 
erated in cages 1 to 5, the first to emerge being placed in cage No. 
1, the last to emerge in cage No. 5, and the intermediate specimens 
in cages 2, 3, and 4. All the eggs and larve in these cages thus be- 
longed to the first generation. Moths developed from larve reared 
in these cages were liberated in cages 6 and 7 for the purpose of 
rearing the second generation, and the moths from this second gen- 
eration of larve were liberated in cage No. 8 to give us the third 

generation of larve. No moths developed from these third-gen- 
eration larve, and hence no fourth generation appeared. By means 
of these experiments we secured exact data as to the number of 
geenerations and the dates when each began and ended. (Fig. 6, 
15 -S3) 

Since eggs and newly hatched larve are very hard to find on 
the tree, some of the first pairs of moths of each generation, and 
some of the last pairs hikewise, were confined in small cheese-cloth 
bags or cages of wire netting on separate branches each bearing 
only a few leaves, so that observations could be readily made and 
the dates when the first eggs and the last eggs were laid and when 
the first larve and the last larve were hatched could be accurately 
ascertained. (Fig. 9.) To learn precisely when the first and last 

pup of each generation were formed within the cocoon, some of 
the hibernating larve and some of the larve of each of the genera- 
tions reared in the large cages were placed in special observation 

cages so constructed that their contents could be readily examined 
and times of pupation noted from day to day without opening up 
the cocoons. 

In the second or breeding-cage series, pairs of moths were se- 
lected and confined together in small cages and their progeny was 
followed from generation to generation thruout the remainder of 
the season, complete record being kept of each stage and step in 
the process for each of the successive generations. 

In the band-record series forty-four unsprayed and sixteen 
sprayed trees were used. The bands were examined every third 
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day thruout the season, and the number of larve collected from 
each tree was recorded on a separate blank each time the bands 
were turned. All these larve were placed in observation cages, and 
records were made of the number of larve pupating and the num- 
ber of moths emerging every day. (Fig. 10.) 

The facts obtained, concerning both insects and weather, by 
these various operations, have been brought together on a diagram 
for convenient inspection and discussion. (Diagram 1.) 

This diagram, altho there is very little about it to suggest at 
first sight either codling-moths, apples, or the weather, is worthy 
of our most attentive study, because it presents the general sub- 
stance of all we have learned upon the subject this year. It will 
be noticed that it is divided into vertical sections, each represent- 
ing a month, from April to October. The upper series of three 
black blotches running across from left to right represents the 

three successive generations of the pupe occurring during the sea- 
son. The horizontal length of each black figure shows the period 
over which larve were pupating, and the vertical height of any 
portion of it shows the number of larve which pupated in our ex- 
periments at that particular time. Examining, for example, the 
first figure in detail, we see that pupation of the over-wintering 
larve began on the 4th of April, but that it amounted to very little 
until the 16th, when it took an upward start, still more of the 
larve pupating from the 19th to the 22d, and most of all from the 

22d to the 25th. From this point the number pupating fell off by 
degrees until the 13th of May, when it rose suddenly, fell again 
three days later, and continued small until the 23d of that month. 
A similar reading will give corresponding details of the pupation 
process of the second generation of larve, extending from the mid- 
dle of June to the end of July, and also of the third, running from 
the first of August to the last of that month. The three successive 
generations of the insect are shown still more distinctly in the fig- 

ures of the second line, representing the time and numbers in which 
the moths emerged from the pupz. In the third line we have the 
times and numbers in which the eggs of the three generations were 
laid, and the fourth line shows the same facts with reference to 
the hatching of the eggs. On the fifth line we have times and 
numbers in which larve of the various generations left the apple 
after having completed their growth within the fruit, while the 

bottom figure gives the mean daily temperatures of the entire sea- 
son at Olney, averaged, like the life-history data, by three-day 

periods. 
Essentially the same data as those of the diagram are presented 

in different form in the following table. In the column giving the 

dates of appearances and headed ‘‘Maximum,”’ the middle figure, 
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DIAGRAM 1. Illustrating life history of codling-moth at Olney, Ill., in 1915, and temperature and rain-fall records, April to October; all computed by threc-aay 
periods, Figures labeled ‘‘pupae’’ and ‘‘moths’’ illustrate the number of each forming and emerging in each such period; those labeled ‘‘eggs’’ and ‘‘larvae hatch- 
ing”’ show for each three-day period the number of females which deposited eggs an 1 the number from whose eggs larvae hatched. The figures labeled ‘larvae leaving 
apples’’ show the number of the larvae themselves. 
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where there are three, gives the time when the largest numbers 
actually appeared, the other dates in this column being those when 
the numbers were smaller, but still relatively large. 

SEASONAL HISTORY OF THE CODLING-MOTH AS OBSERVED AT OLNEY, ILL., IN 1915 

Number Dates of appearance 
of gen- |Stages of development |————__ ——_ = 
eration Earliest | Maximum Latest 

Pupation Apr. 7*| Apr. 19-26-May 4 |June 2 
Emergence of moths | ’’ 27 | May 10-15-22 79 24 

First |Egg-laying [May 5 |* 7’? 16-31 1) 
Hatching of larve | ?? 17 |*May 26—-June 12 July a 
Larve leaving apples June 12 | June 19-25-July 7 |Aug. 9 

Pupation ‘June 17 | June 25-29-July 10 |Aug. 17 
Emergence of moths | ES 7? 10-12—July 22 |Sept. 6 

Second |Egg-laying July 3 |* 7’ 19—July 28 7/27 sales 
Hatching of larve 72 MAL ES 22 ees es 7) ah 
Larve leaving apples Aug. 2 | Aug. 18—Sept. 17-20 |........ t 

Pupation |Aug. 3 Aug. 18 [30] 
Emergence of moths 724 NAS Sept. 5+ [16] 

Third |Egg-laying ee 7” See 
Hatching of larve ME 7? 19} |@erar 
Larve leaving apples |Sept. 22 Se t 

*Dates computed. 

tLarve were collected Noy. 1, the date when observations ceased. 

t{These dates are for material collected from cages, but larve from the much 
larger band collections continued to pupate until August 30, and moths to emerge 
until September 16. No doubt egg-laying continued to about September 26, and 
hatching of larve until about October 7. 

The part of this history which. especially interests the apple- 
erower is the time of the hatching of the larve of the successive 

generations, because upon this depends the time when he must spray 
to destroy them. Referring to our diagram we see that the first 
generation of larve hatched from the egg this year during the lat- 
ter half of May and the whole of June but in much the largest 
numbers during the first few days of June, that the second genera- 

tion of larve began to appear before the middle of July, that the 
largest numbers of this generation hatched from the middle to 
the end of that month, and that hatching continued during the 
ereater part of August. Practically all of the larve of the last 
generation hatched from the egg in September. It follows from 
this that an insecticide spray applied to catch these successive gen- 

erations should have been on the trees this year by the middle of 
May for the first generation, before the middle of July for the 
second, and about the end of August, if necessary, for the third. 
Whether each or any of these sprayings, so applied as to be effective 
when the first larve of a generation begin to hatch, should be fol- 
lowed by a second spraying when the larve are hatching in the 
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largest numbers—in a fortnight, that is, after the first—will de- 
pend in part on the number of the codling-moths infesting the 
apple that year, and in part on the character of the season, and 
the length of time during which the sprayed apples may continue 
effectively poisoned. From the fifth line of our diagram we see 
that we can not distinguish the second and third generations of 

the larve with regard to the times when they left the apple. As 
a matter of fact, most of these represented by our diagram were 

second-generation apple-worms, only a small percentage of which 
changed to the pupa, the remainder going into hibernation as larve 
to pupate next spring. 

We may use this diagram in another way by following each 
generation of the season obliquely from above downwards thru its 

successive stages, beginning with the figure at the upper left-hand 

corner, passing to the moth period below and to the right, and so 
on down. By this means we see that the first generation of the 

year, beginning as pupe in April and May, became moths in May 
and early June, laid its eggs a little later in each month, its larve 
hatching from the eggs mainly in the first half of June, and emerg- 
ing from the apple during the last half of June and the whole of 

July. <A similar use of the diagram will give the history of each of 
the other generations in the same order. 

We have next to give especial and careful attention to the ups 
and downs of the lower figure, representing the rise and fall of tem- 
perature during the season, for comparison with the ups and downs 
of the life-history figures on the same dates. We see, for instance, 
that from its beginning in April, pupation jumps upward with the 
rise in temperature, declines as that falls, reaches its minimum at 

the time of the lowest temperatures, starts upward when tempera- 
tures rise again, and falls finally with the drop in the thermometer 
to its minimum for that time of the year. 

We see this correspondence of temperature and life history 
still more strikingly shown in the emergence of the first generation 
of the moths, which made a slow beginning on a falling tempera- 
ture, shot suddenly upward in two successive jumps with corres- 
ponding rises in the thermometer, dropped to a standstill when 

the thermometer fell to 51 degrees, rose again suddenly as the 
temperature went up to 67 degrees, and then fell away to a finish. 
The egg-laying period and the hatching period of this first genera- 
tion are similarly but not so strikingly influenced by the weather 

changes. In July, when the means of temperature ranged from 70 
degrees to 82 degrees, and none were lower than 67 degrees, we 
see less marked relation between temperatures and life histories, 

altho even here the rise and fall of the thermometer is not without 
its effect. The fall, for example, during the first week of July is 
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reflected in a corresponding drop in the pupation of the second 
generation at that time, and the next drop in temperature beyond 
the middle of that month shows most conspicuously in the number 
of eggs laid and in the sudden drop in the number of moths emerg- 
ing; and finally, the September figure of temperature changes is 
copied in practically every detail by the figure showing the rate at 

which the full-grown apple-worms were escaping from the apples. 
As the thermometer warms up their number increases, and as it 
falls their number diminishes, and so again and again to the end 
of the season. 

It will be noticed that it was quite impossible to distinguish the 
second and third generations by means of the band records only. 

The larve of the third generation began to come out of the apple long 

before those of the second generation had all escaped, and the highest 

numbers taken under bands were made up from these two generations 
indiscriminately. 

Besides this diagrammatic illustration of the effect of tempera- 
ture on life history, we have some facts which may be given in 
the more precise form of numbers. Comparing the hatching periods 
of two large lots of codling-moth eggs, one of which was laid in 

early May and the other in late July, we find that the time re- 
quired for the hatching of the July eggs averaged seven and two 
thirds days less than the time required for the May eggs, while the 
average temperature of the corresponding July days was 14.2 degrees 
higher than the temperature of the corresponding days in May. 
That is, as the average of temperature rose fourteen and two thirds 
degrees the incubation of the egg was shortened by about half that 
number of days; or, otherwise stated, two degrees of increased tem- 
perature meant one day less in the egg. Next, comparing the pupal 

periods of two lots of codling-moths, one of which lots formed the 
pupa in late April and the other in late July, we find that the time 
spent in the pupal stage was a little more than fourteen days 
shorter in July than in April; while the corresponding July tem- 
peratures averaged a little more than fourteen degrees higher than 

the April temperatures. That is, as the average of temperature 
advanced one degree the pupal period was shortened by about 
one day. It may seem strange, at first thought, that it should re- 
quire two additional degrees of heat to shorten the egg period by 

a day and only one additional degree to take a day off the pupal 

period, but the pupal period is, in fact, about twice as long as the 
egg period at the same temperatures, and a change of a degree in 

temperature changes each in approximately the same ratio. A rise 
in temperature which will shorten the egg period by one fifth of its 
length would shorten the pupal period also by about a fifth. 
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As another method of describing our results, we may add that 
our data show that, with the highest range of temperatures regis- 

tered at Olney this season, an entire generation of the codling-moth 
from the egg thru the larva, pupa, and adult around to the egg 
again, might have been produced in forty days; but that under 
the lowest temperatures which prevailed there for any considerable 
time, eighty-two days might have been necessary for the same 

course of development. 
Having thus clearly shown the pronounced effect of differences 

of temperature on the rate of development of the codling-moth— 
the effect of unusually warm weather in bringing forward the sec- 
ond and third generations at unusually early dates and in multi- 
plying immensely, as a consequence, the numbers of the third or 
last generation of the apple-worms in fall—we may now turn to a 
comparison of the Olney records of this year and last year and of 
both these years with the records of a normal or average year, for 
the weather of neither of the last two years was normal in southern 

Illinois. 
The diagram on page 11 (Diagram 2) gives a carefully prepared 

illustration of the temperature data for Olney in 1914, 1915, and a 
normal year, the 1915 data being from our own observations and 
the others from the reports of the U. S. Weather bureau. Follow- 

ing across the diagram the line of equal short dashes showing the 

monthly means for 1914, and the line of alternate long and short 
dashes for 1915, we see that the month of April in 1915 was 
seven degrees warmer than in the preceding year, but that May, 

June, July, and August were from 4 to 7.5 degrees colder in 1915. 

September was about four degrees warmer in 1915 than in 1914, 
while in October the two lines run practically the same. Compar- 

ing the course of the 1915 line with that of the unbroken line repre- 
senting the weather of a normal year, we find that in April and Sep- 
tember the temperatures of 1915 were higher than normal, but that in 

all the rest of the season they were farther below the average than 
those of 1914 were above it. When we eall attention to the further 
fact that the excess of heat in 1914 and the deficiency of heat in 1915 

both came in the midsummer months, when ‘insect life is at its highest 

point and temperatures are most effective, the consequences to the life 
history of the codling-moth will be readily understood. For the three 
summer months the deficiency in heat this year was 50 percent greater 
than the excess of heat last year. This year the insect was retarded in 

its development and reduced in its numbers much below the average 
by the same causes which last year produced an accelerated devel- 
opment and an overwhelming production of young apple-worms 
towards the end of the season in the second and third generations. 

So much for the Olney record; which we have given rather 
fully because it is much the most detailed and complete. A few 
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words additional will serve for the less complete records at Ozark, 
Plainview, and Princeton. Codling-moths were, however, so scarce 
at the two latter points that they have given us scanty material 
for a reliable comparison of seasonal life histories. At Ozark we 
found three generations of the codling-moth this year, the same as 

at Olney; but no trace of a third generation could be detected either 
at Plainview or Princeton. At Ozark, apple-worms of the first 
generation became full-grown and began to leave the apple ten 
days before they did at Olney, at Plainview ten days later than at 
Olney, and at Princeton fifteen days later than at Plainview. Ap- 
ple-worms of the first generation hatched from the egg at Ozark 
four days earlier than they did at Olney, those of the second gen- 
eration nine days earlier, and those of the third generation thir- © 

teen days earlier, the differences between the generations at these 
two places naturally increasing as the season went on. Indeed, the 
several stages of the third generation made their appearance at 

Ozark twelve days earlier, on an average, than they did at Olney, 

and the numbers of this last generation, with this advantage of a 

twelve-days’ earlier start, must have become materially greater 
before the season ended than at Olney, if conditions had been other- 
wise substantially the same. We have not had time since the final 
reports for the season came in to figure out the temperature records 
for the substations at Ozark and Plainview, and hence we can not 
show at present how these differences in life history are related 
to differences in temperature. There is enough im our data from 
different localities to show, however, that a single general program 

or spraying calendar can not be made to fit the varying conditions 
of the different parts of our Illinois fruit-districts, but that at 
least three points of observation must be established if we are to 
get the full benefit of what we can learn. When we are farther 
along with this whole subject of inquiry it seems quite probable 
that the weather records of the season, checked by some orchard 
observations, will enable any well-informed man to judge the pro- 
gress of the codling-moth in his orchard without precise observa- 
tions on the insects themselves; at present, however, this is not 

possible. 
Of course we well understand that the complex operations we 

have been describing are quite impossible to the orchardist, and 
must be carried on, if at all, by trained experts at stations prop- 
erly equipped. What may the fruit-grower do, nevertheless, to 

determine for himself when the larve of the various generations 
are to appear and when, consequently, his spraying operations 
should be done? The adult moths, the eggs, and the young larve 

about to enter the apple are very difficult to find in an orchard 
unless they are present in large numbers, but the moths are easily 
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recognized when they emerge in confinement. We suggest that 

each fruit grower collect three hundred or four hundred larve dur- 

ing March or early April and place them in a breeding-cage—a wire 

fly-trap, for example—for observation. If he has banded forty or 
fifty apple trees the previous season and allowed the bands to re- 

main thru the winter, an abundance of larve can be obtained from 
them in spring. Care should be taken not to injure the larve in 
removing them or to disturb them by tearing open their cocoons any 

more than necessary. Bits of bark and fragments of bands eon- 
taining cocoons should be removed along with them. The cages 

containing them should be kept where they can be examined daily, 
but where they will be under the same weather ccnditions as those 
of the orchard. As the moths emerge from the cocoons they should 

be taken out daily, counted, and killed, and the number recorded 
in a note-book kept for this purpose. If the weather is fairly uni- 

form the number emerging daily will gradually increase until a 
maximum is reached, after which it will decline until all have 
emerged. The first moths to come out in spring will usually begin 
to lay eggs within four or five days, and the eggs will begin to 

hatch in ten to fourteen days after they are laid. The first larve, 
therefore, will appear in fourteen to nineteen days after the first 
moths appeared in the cage; and the larve will be hatching most 

abundantly in twelve to fifteen days after the time when the largest 
number of moths are coming out. These facts will enable the fruit- 
crower to judge with approximate accuracy when first to spray 

against this generation, and when to repeat the spraying if he 
thinks that necessary. If he finishes his first spraying for the first 

generation in a fortnight after the first of his moths come out, and 
sprays a second time in another fortnight, he will meet the require- 
ments of the year about as closely as possible by this method. To 
foretell the time when the second brood of larve will appear, sev- 

eral trees, each of which bears a good set of fruit, should be banded 
about the middle of May. If wnsprayed trees of this deseription 

can be had, they will yield more larve than those which have been 
sprayed. A dozen such trees should be sufficient. Beginning the 
last week in May, these bands should be examined daily until 
the first larve are found, after which they may be examined every 
third day, or perhaps once a week. The number of larve collected 
each time should be recorded and the larve themselves should be 
placed in small glass jars like large jelly glasses, containing strips 
of corrugated paper. At this time in the year the larve may be ex- 
pected to pupate in about five days, and the moths to come out in 
about eleven days more. In two or three days later egg-laying 

should begin, and in six or seven days after the moths emerge the 
eggs should begin to hatch. That is, from eight to ten days after 
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the moths begin to emerge in the jelly-glasses the orchardist should 
expect the larve of the second generation to put in an appearance, 
and he should be prompt to spray accordingly. The same method 

may be followed for the third generation also. 

This program may seem a little complicated, and does undoubtedly 

require careful and constant attention, but since it will enable the 
fruit grower to get for himself the information which he most needs 
in regard to the hatching of the larve in his orchard long enough 
beforehand to enable him to adjust his schedule of spraying opera- 
tions to the actual facts of the season, it seems to us well worth the 

effort which it will require. There is this difficulty, of course—that 

the weather of the season may be so extraordinary that even this close 

watching will not give wholly dependable results, and for this, as we 

have already said, there is no remedy except expert observation in 

the general interest. It must be, however, continuous work at three 
or more fixed stations, and not casual field observation by a traveling 

agent. 

There is one point of which a good deal was made in the pre- 
liminary cireular of last spring, but of which we have made no men- 

tion in this paper; that is, the fact that in determining the effect of 

temperature on the codling-moth, or any other insect, all low tem- 

peratures must be dropped out of account—all temperatures at and 

below a certain minimum called the zero of development—since in- 
sects remain physiologically dormant at these lower temperatures. We 

have ignored this matter here because this developmental zero has 

never been accurately determined for the different stages and the 
different generations of the codling-moth, and we have thought it 

best to avoid all use of hypothetical guess-work in this purely prac- 

tical paper. We are happy to say, however, that we are now getting 

an equipment which will enable us to take up this subject for in- 

vestigation next spring—an equipment in the new vivarium building 

at the University, by means of which we can place an insect in any 

of its stages at any degree of temperature and of atmospheric hu- 

midity and either hold it right there during its whole life or vary 

these conditions from time to time at our own pleasure. By this 

means we shall be able to tell by precise experiment at just what de- 

grees of both conjoined developmental activity and growth begin and 

continue, and just how they are advanced and stimulated by additional 

degrees up to the optimum for each insect species and stage. When 

these facts are known, the practical problem of following and fore- 
telling the progress of the codling-moth in any season will be greatly 

simplified and facilitated, and the orchardist will be much better able 
than now to put his labor and his money in at just the points where 

and when they are needed and thus to get more certain results than 
are now possible, and at much less cost. 
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CODLING MOTH. | 

Tic. 1. Developmental stages of codling-moth and injuries to apple:—adult 
moth; the larva or apple-worm; an entire wormy apple; apple-worm in seed; the 
adult moth and egg on young apple; section of injured apple; the egg, much en- 
larged ; the pupa under seale of bark; the young apple at stage when first spray- 
ing should be done. 
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Fig. 2. Eggs of codling-moth on apple leaf. Much enlarged. 

Fic. 3. Codling-moth with spread wings on very small apple leaf. Enlarged 
3 diameters, 



ls 
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Fic. 4. Freshly emerged codling-moths, dorsal and side views, Olney, IIL, 
May 19, 1915. Lower figures magnified 2 diameters; upper figures, 3 diameters. 



Fig. 5. Rain-gage (left), and atmometer (right) for determining rate of 
evaporation. 

Fic. 6. Frame-work of screened apple-tree No. 1 in Olney experiment. Rain- 
gage and atmometer in foreground, 
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Fig. 7. View in orchard showing screened trees. 
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Fic. 10. Packages of strips of corrugated paper containing cocoons of cod- 
ling-moths, and glass jars in which they were kept until the moths emerged. 





Pm GENERAL SURVEY OF THE MAY- 

bee ET LES (PHYLELOPHAGA) 

OF ILLINOIS 

By STEPHEN A. FORBES, State ENTOMOLOGIST 

The following discussion is based on a study of the numbers, dates 

of occurrence, food-plants, and distribution in Illinois of 114,493 May- 
beetles or ‘‘ June bugs’’ belonging to thirty-four species of the genus 
Phyllophaga, and very nearly all collected by my field assistants in 
forty-two Illinois counties during six of the years from 1907 to 1913, 
no collections being made in 1912. Occasional use is also made of the 
data of 4,224 specimens additional, obtained in central Illinois in 1905 
and 1906, and two tables of the most important of these collections, 
that made at Urbana in 1906, are printed with the other statistical 

summaries. It is the general object of these studies to distinguish the 
several species of Illinois May-beetles (the parents of the white-grubs) ; 
to see which of them are numerous enough anywhere and at any time 
to be notably injurious in the grub stage to agriculture and horti- 
culture; to learn the food, when in the beetle stage, of these more 
injurious species; and to learn, so far as practicable, what are the 
conditions favoring the increase and decrease in numbers of each 
species, in the not unreasonable hope that a knowledge of these funda- 
mental matters may help, now or eventually, to a solution of the old 
and very difficult problem of the control of economic injuries by the 
white-grubs. I have also had especially in view the food habits and 
preferences of our most abundant May-beetles, as related to the choice 
of trees and shrubs for roadside planting and for the home premises. 
Other studies of mine have clearly shown that fields and lawns in 
the neighborhood of trees upon which May-beetles may feed, are much 
more liable to injury by the white-grubs than those at some distance 
from such trees, and it is important, consequently, that those con- 
cerned should know what kinds of plants offer special inducements to 
an infestation of their premises by those destructive insects. 

LOCATION OF THE COLLECTIONS 

Of the forty-two counties from which collections were obtained 
thruout the state, nine were in northern, eighteen in central, and 
fifteen in southern Illinois, those in each section extending well across 
the state. 

23 
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COUNTIES IN WHICH COLLECTIONS WERE MADE, AND 

Northern. Illinois 

NUMBERS OF COLLECTIONS FROM EACH 

(ToTaL, 1959 COLLECTIONS) 

Central Illinois Southern Illinois 

Carroll, © 21 Adams, 2 Alexander, 8 
Cook, 194 Champaign, 274 Clay, 3 
DeKalb, 1 Coles, 2 Gallatin, = 
JoDaviess, 1 DeWitt, 8 Hamilton, 4 
Kane, 426 Hancock 6 Jackson, 144 
Kankakee, 5 Troquois, 8 Marion, 21 
McHenry, 23 Knox, 380 Massae, 3 
Whiteside, 5 Logan, iE Perry, 32 
Winnebago, 5 McDonough, 4 Pulaski, 10 

McLean, 252 Richland, 13 
661 Macon, 1 St. Clair, 5 

Mason, 2 Union, 24 
Morgan, 3 Washington, 29 
Piatt, it White, 11 
Pike, 5 Williamson, 2 
Sangamon, 3 —— 
Vermilion, 29 313 
Warren, 4 

985 

The localities from which specimens were collected within these 
counties were twenty in northern, forty in central, and twenty-four 

in southern Illinois—a total of eighty-four separate points or stations. 
By far the larger part of our material was obtained, however, from 
Aurora and Chicago and its suburbs in northern []linois, from Cham- 
paign, McLean, and Knox counties in the central part of the state, and 
from Jackson, Perry, Washington, Union, and Marion counties in 
southern Illinois. In these ten counties, indeed, nearly 97 percent of 
all our collections were made, only 142 of our 1959 lots of specimens 

coming from the remaining thirty-two counties. 

NUMBERS OF SPECIES AND OF SPECIMENS 

The total number of species recognized in the state was thirty- 
four, not counting for the present nineteen specimens as yet undeter- 

mined. The number of representatives of these species varied from 2 
specimens of hirtiventris to 48,439 of hirticula. Our collections of 

the sixteen most abundant species amounted, in fact, to 97.9 percent 
of the total number of the thirty-four species, and those of the ten 
most abundant species amounted to 91 percent. In the northern sec- 
tion of the state we took 15,457 May-beetles, belonging to twenty-one 
species. The five most numerous of these species were represented by 
84.8 percent of the entire number, and the nine most numerous, by 
98.2 percent. In the central part of the state we collected 78.915 
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May-beetles belonging to twenty-seven species, the first four of which, 
in order of numbers, were represented by 91.1 percent of the whole 
and the first six by 98.2 percent. In southern Illinois our 20,121 
specimens belonged to twenty-eight species, the first nine of which 
were represented by 87.2 percent of the specimens and the first four- 

teen by 97.2 percent. 
It is evident from the foregoing that only a comparatively small 

number of these species of our rather long list have, in any section or 
location, any special significance either as economic or ecological fac- 
tors in the general system of life, and to these more abundant species 
principal attention must be given. 

MAY-BEETLES OF THE THREE SECTIONS OF THE STATE 
IN THE ORDER OF THEIR ABUNDANCE* 

Southern Illinois 

(20,120 specimens) 

Central Illinois 

(78,916 specimens) 

Northern Illinois 

(15,457 specimens) 
Fusea, 4356 
Futilis, 3197 
Rugosa, 2326 
Anxia, 1959 
Inversa, 1259 
Implicita, 718 

Hirticula, 40,484 
Implicita, 14,222 
Inversa, 9,762 
Fusca, 7,442 
Futilis, 4,547 
Tristis, 1,037 

Forbesi, 3,367t 
Hirticula, 2, 
Mieans, . * 2; 
Implicita, 2, 
Bipartita, 1, 
Fraterna, 1, 

874 
671 
040 
719 
448 

Tlicis, 560 Rugosa, 410 Vehemens, 1,405 
Tristis, 523 llicis, 234 Profunda, 1,335 
Drakii, 279 Fervida, 174 Fervida, 682 
Hirticula, 81 Drakii, 142 Futilis, 556 
Nitida, 76 Crassissima, 97 Crenulata, 503 
Crenulata, 54 Anxia, 82 Corrosa, 475 
Micans, 19 Crenulata, 73 Tristis, 324 
Congrua, 14 Horni, 66 Congrua, 175 
Forsteri, 9 Fraterna, 58 Delata, 106 
Villifrons, 8 Vehemens, 21 llicis, 79 
Prunina, 8 Prunina, 19 Anxia, 75 
Fraterna, 6 Forbesi, 13 Crassissima, 68 
Balia, 3 Micans, 10 Forsteri, 60 
Corrosa, 1 Bipartita, 6 Praetermissa, 55 
Fervida, 1 Balia, 5 Rugosa, 33 

Calceata, 2 Longitarsa, 15 
Barda, 2 Arkansana, 11 
Congrua, I Calceata, 8 
Forsteri, 1 Drakii, 8 
Villifrons, 1 Prunina, 6 
Profunda, 1 Barda, 3 
Undetermined, 3 Hirtiventris, 2 

Fusea, 2 
Undetermined, 16 

*The nomenclature of this list, and of course of the entire paper, is that of 
Dr. Robert D. Glasgow, as given in Article V, Vol. XI, of the Bulletin of the 
Illinois State Laboratory of Natural History. (For synonymy see column of 
remarks in table on p. 47.) 

tSpecial collection of 352 specimens obtained in 1911 not included. 
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IMPORTANT SPECIES, GENERAL LIST FOR THE WHOLE STATE 

Hirticula, 43,439, central and southern 
Implicita, 16,980, ee ieee in 
Fuscea, 11,800, northern and central 
Inversa, 11,021, ai as $5 
Futilis, 8,300, as e se! 
Forbesi, 3,980, southern 
Rugosa, 2,769, northern 
Micans, 2,700, southern 
Anxia, 2,116, northern 
Bipartita, 1,725, southern 
Fraterna, 1,512, ee 
Vehemens, 1,426, Bs 
Profunda, 1,336, is 

108,504 = 94.9 percent of 114,493 

MeEtTHOopDSs OF COLLECTION 

With the exception of those picked up from the ground in fol- 
lowing the plow, our May-beetles were, of course, all collected at night, 
those at light-traps and electric lights early in the evening, as a rule, 
when the beetles were flying freely, and those from trees and shrubs 
generally after the night coolness had made the insects sluggish and 
ready to fall to the ground when jarred or shaken off. Generally 
speaking,.no attempt was made to select the trees and shrubs from 
which collections were made, but possible food-plants of the beetles 
were taken indiscriminately, as my collectors chanced to come to them. 
The 1906 collections and a part of those of 1911 are exceptions to 
this statement. Records were made in every case of the date, place, 
and method of collections, and, if obtained from plants, of the kind 
of plant from which each lot of specimens was gathered. 

Tt was not possible to assign any single assistant or group of 
assistants to this work, but those favorably situated were instructed 
to use for this purpose all the time left them from their other em- 
ployments. The product of the work was, consequently, very unequal 

in character as to numbers of specimens obtained in different years, 
at different places, and in different parts of the season. The data 

are especially difficult to organize in any thoroly satisfactory manner 

because the only available unit, the single collection (by which is 

meant the lot of specimens obtained by one person in one night from 
a single kind of tree or shrub), was not by any means of uniform or 
equal value at all times and places, and in the nature of the case could 
hardly be made so even tho great pains were taken to that end. It 
has seemed to me, however, that, with a sufficient number of collec- 
tions from food-plants, this unitary value might approximate closely 
enough to an equal average to make it available for cautious statis- 
tical use, provided conclusions are drawn only where contrasts are 
obvious and pronounced. Such use as has been made of the numbers 
of beetles obtained from lights has had reference only to time and 
place, and not to the number of ‘‘collections’’ recorded. 
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DISCUSSION OF THE SPECIES 

In the following summaries of my data concerning our Illinois 
May-beetles, I have taken the species up in the order of the numbers 
collected, the most abundant species first, and have given for each 
such information as I have concerning their numbers in different years 
in each of the three main divisions of the state, the places from which 
the principal collections were made, the periods of their occurrence 
in the beetle stage, and the plants on which they were taken, with the 
numbers or ratios from each kind of plant. 

Phyllophaga hirticula Knoch 

Hirticula, ajiho nearly wanting in our northern Illinois collec- 
tions,* is much the most abundant May-beetle in the state, comprising 

nearly 38 percent of all our specimens. Only 81 of our 43,439 speci- 

mens of the species came from northern Illinois, and this is only about 
half of 1 percent of all our May-beetles from that section of the state. 
In central Illinois, on the other hand, nearly 52 percent of our col- 
lections, and in southern Illinois about 14 percent, were of this species. 
In central Illinois, indeed, we found it nearly three times as numerous 

*Among 4,794 May-beetles obtained by J. J. Davis at Galena, in northwestern 
Illinois, May 28 and 31, 1914, were 758 specimens of hirticula. It is possible that 
this central and southern species extends farther north along the Mississippi than 
elsewhere, a supposition consistent with what is said on another page concerning 
the extension of southern species into central Hlinois along the watercourses. 
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as the next most abundant species (implicita), and in southern []linois 
it was surpassed in numbers only by forbesi, for which we made so 
special a search in midsummer that our recorded numbers of it are 
probably disproportionate. This predominance of the species in cen- 
tral Illinois is not due to excessive numbers in any one year, but is 
well marked in four of the six years during which our field work was 
done. While the central Illinois ratios of hirticula for 1907 and 1909 

are only 9.1 and 12.8 percent respectively, those for the four remain- 
ing years range from 56.9 to 70 percent, with an average of 64.7 

percent. / 

I do not find in these general data any clue to the life history 
of the species, but this must be found, if anywhere, in the May-beetle 
population of smaller areas than one of the principal divisions of the 

state. Such an examination of our more local data shows us that 
hirticula was not abundant at Urbana in 1906; that it was nowhere 
dominant in 1907; that it was immensely dominant in central Illinois 
generally in 1908, and possibly at Carbondale, in southern Illinois 
also, where 349 of the 1242 of our specimens of Phyllophaga were of 
this species; that it was perhaps subdominant in McLean county in 

1909; that it was strongly dominant in 1910 at Galesburg and dis- 
tinetly so (with inversa) at Urbana (hirticula, 871; iversa, 715), 

and also at Carbondale, at which latter place, however, its numbers 

were approached by micans and vehemens (hirticula, 1813; muicans, 
1379; vehemens, 1267) ; and that at Urbana it was strongly dominant 

in 1911, comprising nearly two thirds of the 10,203 specimens eol- 
lected there, but followed at some distance by inversa (2107 iversa 
to 6501 of hirticula). As only 102 May-beetles were collected in cen- 
tral Illinois in 1918, the fact that 58 of these belonged to hirticula 
probably has little importance. Its prevalence in central Ilinois in 
1908 and again in 1911 is consistent with the supposition that it has 
a three-year life cycle; but as this apparent periodicity in seasons of 
unusual abundance might well be due to other causes, we are thrown 
back upon breeding experiments for this detail of the life history. 

Our earliest open-air collections of hirticula have been made 
from April 28 to May 10 in different years in central Illinois and 
from April 4 to 18 in southern Illinois, and our latest collections from 

June 30 to July 21 for the central section and from June 17 to 23 
for the southern. The periods of the greatest abundance of the species 
have extended from about the middle of May to the middle of June 
for central Illinois, and from the last of April to the last of May 

for the southern part of the state. 

By following the plow in central Illinois, my field assistants have 
obtained from the ground 822 specimens of hirticula in many fields 
at twenty-six dates between April 6 and June 16, as well as 15 more 
specimens on the 16th of July. The April-June series were probably 
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hibernating beetles which had transformed the year before, but those 
taken in July were most likely newly transformed from pupae of the 
year, not to come up from the ground until the following spring. In 
northern Illinois, where but few collections were made behind the 
plow, one of these beetles was found in the ground April 22, and in 
southern Illinois nine were taken on the same date. 

Quite consistently with its general abundance, hirticula is a rather 
general feeder. Among the trees and shrubs on which we have found 
it present in large numbers at night are oak, blackberry, mountain 
ash, cherry, hickory, black walnut, persimmon, and birch—abundantly 
in the order named—, and, in smaller but still considerable numbers, 
gooseberry, linden, poplar, elm, and willow. It has also occurred 
occasionally, and perhaps only accidentally, on apple, plum, box- 
elder, ash, and maple. In a systematic special collection made at 
Urbana May 14 to June 28, 1906, from four food plants only—that 
is, oak, elm, poplar, and willow—342 specimens of hirticula were 
taken, of which 309 were from oak. An examination of my table on 
page 60 will show that this species had a larger percentage of its 

numbers on oaks than twelve of the fourteen other species of. that 
table, and a smaller percentage than two. It was, in other words, 
third in the order of apparent preference for the oak; and it was also 
third on the list of hickory species and on blackberry—facts which 
bring it clearly into the oak-hickory group of May-beetles. On the 
other hand, it is sixth on poplar, persimmon, and elm, and thirteenth 
on willow. Its ratios on the other plants of our list are too small to 
serve as indications of its choice of foods. The trees and shrubs which 
it seems to frequent by preference are so numerous and so generally 

distributed in central Illinois that it can scarcely need to go far for 
food from any field in which it may originate, and the effort to poison 
it by spraying its food plants seems therefore practically hopeless. 
It is, on the whole, one of the most dangerous species in the state. 

Phyllophaga iwmplicita Horn 

Sixteen thousand nine hundred and eighty specimens of zmplicita 
are in our Illinois ecollections—nearly 15 percent of our six years’ 
total for the May-beetle genus. This is next to the most abundant 
species in the state, surpassed only by hirticula. Like that species, it 
is relatively poorly represented in the northern part of the state, 
where it made 4.5 percent of our total number of May-beetles for the 
period. In central Illinois, on the other hand, it made 55.5 percent, 
and in southern Illinois, about 10 percent, of those collected in these 
sections. Taken year by year in central and southern Illinois, we 
find this species making, in 1906, 72.2 percent, and in 1907, 36.6 per- 
cent of the total of our central Illinois collections—virtually all in 
both years from Champaign county; in 1908, 6.1 percent; in 1909, 
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78.8 percent (4541 zmplicita out of 5758 of all species) ; in 1910, 5.5 

percent; and in 1911, .8 of 1 percent (88 of zmplicita in a total of 
10,203). The recurrence of a strongly marked implicita year in east- 
central Illinois in 1909, after the great preponderance of the species 

at Urbana in 1906, is consistent with a three-year life cycle for the 
species. In southern Illinois our ratios were: 1907, 3.8 percent; 

1908, 4.4 percent; 1909, 22.2 percent; and 1910, .6 of 1 percent. A 

notable feature of the southern Illinois record is the dominance in 
the south of implicita in 1909, when it was overwhelmingly dominant 
in central Illinois also. 

Our earliest dates for wmplicita in northern Illinois vary from 
May 20 to 28 in the different years, and our latest, from June 6 to 
25, the period of greatest abundance coming from the last two or 
three days of May to about the 10th or, in one ease, to the 2ist of 
June. Our central Illinois dates of earliest appearance range fiom 
April 27 to May 15, and those of latest occurrence, from June 5 te 

July 1. The time of its greatest abundance commonly fell between the 
last days of May and the middle of June or a little beyond, but in 
the relatively early season of 1906, it came between May 17 and June 
4. In southern Illinois we have found the beetles out as early as April 
21 and as late as July 1, with the month from May 20 and June 21 
as the tine when our collections of the species were largest. 

Implicita is unusually definite in its choice of food, being rather 
closely limited to apple, poplar, and willow. Of our 15,724 specimens 

of this species collected from food-plants within our six-year period, 
5107 were from poplar-trees, 4335 from willows, and 4279 from the 
apple—92.5 percent of the whole number from these three kinds of 
trees. The remaining 8.5 percent were divided in only insignificant 
numbers over twenty-four other kinds of trees and shrubs, the largest 
ratios being from oak and elm, 1.5 percent for each. In 1906, when 
2517 specimens of this species were obtained in collections regularly 
made from only four kinds of trees, 2311 of them were from poplars 
and willows, and 206 from oaks and elms. 

The contrast in food habits between this species and hirticula, 
both widespread thruout the state and extraordinarily abundant es- 
pecially in central Illinois, is interesting and suggestive. In the table 
on p. 60, the relative importance to the species of each food-plant is 
shown by the ratio which the number of specimens taken from the 
plant bears to the total number of the species collected from food- 

plants of all descriptions. Since the main features of the food are 

the only ones of any significance in this comparison, ratios of less than 
1 percent are indicated only by a check. From this table it will be 
seen that 30,213 specimens of hirticula and 15,724 of implicita were 
the numbers obtained from food-plants during our six years’ collec- 
tions; that oak and hickory are represented in the food of hirticula 

by 43.6 percent and 18.8 percent respectively, blackberry giving the 
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next largest ratio of 9.2 percent; and that in the ratio for implicita, 

oak is represented by 1.6 percent and hickory and blackberry by less 
than 1 percent. The principal food resorts of implicita, on the other 

hand, were apple, poplar, and willow, represented by nearly equal 
ratios and frequented by 92.6 percent of our specimens. The corre- 
sponding ratios for hirticula were poplar, 2.4 percent, willow, 2.9 
percent, and.apple, less than 1. It is evident that these species, seem- 
ingly so closely associated over our whole territory, have a different 
ecological distribution, the one frequenting oak and hickory uplands 
primarily, and the other, cottonwood and willow lowiands. 

It seems quite possible that this destructive May-beetle, the sec- 
ond species in the state for abundance, might be effectively poisoned 
by spraying, in May, poplar and willow-trees, if these were so distrib- 

uted and grown over one’s premises as to attract the beetles to them 
and, by regular replacement of old trees by young ones, kept small 
enough to be readily reached with a convenient spraying equipment. 

Phyllophaga fusca Froelich 

Fusca is a distinctly northern species, 4356 of our 11,800 speci- 
mens collected coming from northern Illinois, 7442 from central IIli- 
nois, and but 2 from the southern part of the state, at Carbondale and 
Anna. Within its area it is one of the more abundant species, giving 
us 12.5 percent of the total number of all our collections from the 
northern two thirds of the state. It is one of our earliest May-beetles, 
appearing in 1910 as early as April 9 in central [llinois, and in north- 
ern Illinois April 14. It commonly continues numerous to the middle 
of July, its period of adult activity thus covering some three months. 

Our 1907 collections were made chiefly in Champaign county, and 
in McHenry county at Algonquin. In northern Illinois there was no 
indication that 1907 was a fusca year in the districts represented by 

these points. In 1908, however, it was the leading species at Aurora, 
altho futilis crowded it closely for the dominant position. In Cook 
county its numbers, altho small, were nearly double those of futilis— 
the next most numerous species in our collections of that year. In 
1910 it was subdominant at Aurora and in Cook county, being second 
in both places to anxia. In central Illinois (Urbana and Galesburg) 
it was also subdominant, second only to hirticula, which was, however, 
more than six times as abundant. In 1913 it was dominant at Aurora 

and Rockford, and subdominant in Cook county, where it was ex- 
ceeded by anxia and futilis. Its predominance in Cook county and 
at Aurora in 1910 and again in 1913 indicates a three-year cycle for 
this species. It is a rather indiscriminate feeder, found by us at 
various times in large numbers on apple, ash, blackberry, poplar, and 
walnut. In respect to the ratios of its numbers on its different food- 
plants, it stood first among our species on ash, walnut, hazel, and 
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gooseberry, third on poplar, fourth on elm and blackberry, fifth on 
apple, sixth on hickory and willow, and eighth on oak. It is appar- 
ently the species whose larvae were mainly responsible for the heavy 
injury to crops in northern Illinois in 1912, as shown by its numbers 
in Davis’s collections there in 1914. It was then the leading species 
in that part of the state, comprising more than 60 percent of the 

13,521 May-beetles obtained by him there that year. 

Phyllophaga inversa Horn 

Inversa is limited to northern and central Illinois, and is espe- 
elally abundant, apparently, in the central part of the state, where it 

made 12.4 percent of all the May-beetles of our collections, as com- 
pared with 8.8 percent in northern Illinois. Curiously, not a speci- 
men of this species was found among the more than 20,000 obtained 

bv us in the southern part of the state. In northern Illinois it was 

fifth in point of numbers, being surpassed there by fusca, frtilis, 
rugosa, and anxia, while in central Illinois it was the third species, 

only hirticula and implicita being more numerous. 
In 1907 inversa was a dominant May-beetle in Champaign county, 

where it made 27 percent of our collections and was second only to 
implicita (implicita, 6964; inversa, 5157). In 1908 and 1909 we 
found no evidence of its dominance anywhere, our northern Illinois 
material containing only 4 percent of inversa in 1908 and 7 percent 
in 1909; and our central Illinois collections, 2.4 percent and 4 per- 

eent in those years, respectively. In 1910 it was again dominant, with 
hirticula, in Champaign county, 39.7 percent of our collections there 
belonging to hirticula and 32.6 percent to wversa. The same was 
true, however, in 1911, when hirticula contributed 63 percent to our 

Urbana collections (6501 out of 10,203 specimens) and inversa 21 
percent. In 1913 it was apparently a dominant species at Aurora, in 
northern Illinois, second there only to fusca (fusca, 47 percent; im- 
versa, 36.6 percent of our 1940 specimens). 

Our earliest captures of inversa in northern Illinois varied in 
different years from April 15 to May 22 and in central Illinois from 
April 20 to May 9. Its latest occurrences fell between June 21 and 
July 9 in the northern part of the state and between June 13 and 
July 5 in central Illinois. Its periods of greatest abundance ranged 
from the middle of May to the middle of June at the north and from 
about the middle of April to the last of May in central Illinois. 

In respect to its favorite food-plants, znversa differs radically 

from most of our species. It belongs neither in the oak-hickory nor 
in the poplar-willow groups; on the other hand, it is third on our 
list of elm species (anxia, 33 percent from that tree; ilicis, 17.2 per- 
cent; and znversa, 14 percent) ; second of our apple species (implicita, 
32.6, and znversa, 19.6 percent) ; and second also on the blackberry 
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(futilis, 45 percent, and inversa, 22 percent). Its next largest ratio 

was 19 percent on willow, altho it was sixth of the willow May-beetles 

in order of its relative frequency on that plant, and sixth also among 

those taken on poplar. Furthermore, it was first among the small 

numbers collected from the linden, second in the still smaller number 

from hackberry, second also in our 71 collections from the ash, eighth 

from the hickory, and twelfth from oaks. Elm, blackberry, ash, and 

apple seem, from our data, to be its favorite foods. 

Phyllophaga futilis Leconte 

Futilis was one of the moderately numerous species in Illinois 

during our period, its numbers amounting to about 7 percent of all 

our collections. It occurs thruout the state, but we have found it 
less abundant in southern Ilinois than farther north. This and fusca 
were the dominant or most abundant species at Aurora in 1908, and 
were possibly more distinctly so than at the same place the following 
year, altho our collections of these species in 1909 ‘were too small to 

make this certain. Our data are not so distributed in time as to give 
us any information concerning the length of life of the generation. 
This is a rather early spring species, sometimes appearing even in 
northern Illinois by the middle of April and in southern Ilinois be- 
fore the end of March. It is also rather long-continued, not disap- 
pearing as a rule in the central part of the state until July is well 
advanced. Among the 1650 collections of May-beetles from the 45 
food-plants which yielded our specimens, we found futiis in any 
considerable number only on blackberry, apple, hackberry, elm, and 
corn; but, curiously, 73 of 102 specimens from the four food-plants 
in 1906 were from poplars. Sixteen hundred and thirteen of our 
specimens were taken in 38 collections from blackberry bushes, and 

331 in 58 collections from apple-trees. A larger proportion of futzlis 
than of any other species was taken from blackberry. In our list of the 

fifteen most important May-beetles it stood first, also, on hackberry 
and corn, second on elm, box-elder, birch, honey-locust, and goose- 
berry, fourth on apple, ninth on willow, and thirteenth on oak. Its 
numbers on ash, hickory, and poplar were each less than 1 percent 
of the whole number of the species obtained from food-plants. The 
collections from corn were made in a field which had been heavily 
infested by white-grubs the year before, and the beetles, coming out 
of the ground in early spring during a cool wet time, fed freely on 
the young corn, to its considerable injury, without leaving the field. 

Futilis was evidently one of the species responsible for very heavy 
erop injuries by white-grubs in northern Illinois in 1912, as shown 
by its numbers there in 1914, when it yielded more than 17 percent 

of all the northern Illinois collections contributed by Davis. 
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Phyllophaga forbesi Glasgow 

Forbes is a species recently described,* hitherto frequently con- 
fused with ephilida Say. It is abundant in southern Illinois, and has 
a considerable additional range in the Southern States. It was ob- 
tained by us first at lights in Odin, Marion county, May 21, 1908, and 
also June 21 of the same year at Thebes, Alexander county, again at 
lights, and August 10 from the ground in collections made by follow- 
ing the plow. A special search was begun for it in 1909 with the 
result that 2766 specimens were obtained at Odin, Olney, Ashley, 
Carbondale, and Anna, the earliest May 21 and the latest August 6. 
It was most abundant from June 17 thru July to early August. In 
1910, 602 additional specimens were collected, July 21 to 25, at Patoka 
in Marion county and at Carbondale, and 13 were taken July 21 at 

Urbana, the northernmost point at which the species has been found. 
In 1911 an attempt was made to ascertain the limits of its dis- 

tribution northward, with the result that 352 specimens (which have 
not been included in my tabulations or summaries) were collected 

July 27 to August 6 at Centralia, Odin, and Kinmundy in Marion 
county, at Effingham in Effingham county, at Greenville in Bond 
county, and at Ramsey in Fayette county, but none were found at 
Taylorville, Pana, Mattoon, Charleston, Neoga, or Litchfield. 

The food of forbes: has proved to be as peculiar as its late sea- 
sonal period. Of our 2088 specimens collected from their food-plants, 
852 were from cherry-trees, 463 from peach, 422 from apple, 29 from 
persimmon, and 15 from plum—1781 specimens, or 85 percent of the 
whole, from these various fruit-trees. Except for 58 specimens from 

the rose, the remaining 15 percent were scattered in small numbers 
over sycamore-, walnut-, elm-, oak-, hickory-, and willow-trees. It is 

thus essentially a cherry, peach, and apple species, at least in Illinois. 
Its larva has not been identified by us, and nothing is known to me 
of its life history. 

Phyllophaga rugosa Melsheimer 

Rugosa is essentially a northern species in Illinois, 84 percent of 
our 2769 specimens having come from northern Illinois, 14.8 percent 
from central, and only 1.2 percent from the southern part of the state. 
This was, indeed, the dominant species in northeastern Illinois in 
1907, if we may judge by collections from lights made at Algonquin, 
McHenry county, from June 14 to July 16, 67 percent of our speci- 
mens taken there at that time belonging to rugosa. It was subdomi- 
nant the following year in Cook and Kane counties, when it was sur- 
passed only by fusca (fusca, 35.2 percent; rugosa, 18.9 percent), but 
in the three following years and in 1913 it dropped away to insig- 
nificant numbers in our northern Illinois collections—to 7 percent in 

*Bull. Ill. State Lab. Nat. Hist., Art. V, Vol: XI, p. 378. 
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1909 and 1 percent or less in 1910, 1911, and 1913. That this decline 
was not local merely, is shown by the fact that it affected our numbers 
for central Illinois also, which fell from 341 specimens in 1908 to 15 
in 1909, to 5 in 1910, to 3 in 1911, and to none at all in 1913. 

Rugosa is very scarce in Davis’s northern Illinois collections made 
in 1914, and it evidently had no share in the extensive injury done 
to crops thruout northern Illinois by white-grubs in 1912. 

It is a late species in its seasonal appearance, our earliest col- 

lections in northern Illinois coming from May 25 to June 14, and those 
in central Illinois from May 15 to June 12. 

It stands first on our list of poplar species, and second among 
those from willow, where it is surpassed only by bipartita. Seventy- 
one percent of our specimens of rugosa collected from food-plants 
came, in fact, from these two trees. It is eighth on our list from the 

oak and fourth on that from the blackberry. Of 200 specimens ob- 
tained in systematic work on oaks, elms, poplars, and willows, in 1906, 
169 were taken on poplars and the remainder on elms. This is ap- 
parently a species of minor economic importance. 

Phyllophaga micans Knoch 

Micans is a persimmon-oak May-beetle with distinctly southern 
distribution, 2671 of our 2700 specimens having come from that part 
of the state, with 10 from central and 19 from northern Illinois, the 

last from Aurora and stations about Chicago. In southern IIlinois it 
is a common species, third in order of abundance there, and making 
13.3 percent of all our collections from that section. It was, indeed, 
our dominant species there in 1907 and 1908, fourth in abundance in 
1909, and second in 1910. Our earliest southern Illinois dates for its 

occurrence are April 4 and. 18, and our latest are June 30 and July 12. 
Highty-five percent of the 1431 specimens collected from food- 

plants came from persimmon- and oak-trees—50.7 percent from the 
former and 34.2 from the latter. Indeed if we take account of the 
larger number of collections made from oaks than from persimmons 
in southern Illinois, and adjust our ratios accordingly, we find that 
about four times as many of these beetles would have been obtained 
from persimmons as from oaks if equal numbers of these kinds of 
trees had been taken. Micans thus seems to be essentially a persimmon 
species. 

Phyllophaga anxia Leconte 

Anxia (formerly known as dubia) is almost as distinctly a north- 
ern species as micans is a southern one, 1959 of our 2116 specimens 
coming from the northern part of the state, 82 from central Illinois, 
and 75 from southern. Five hundred and ninety-three of these beetles 
were obtained, however, in 1911 and 1913, when we made no southern 
IVinois collections; and after subtracting these, the ratios for the 
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remaining years are 90 percent for northern Illinois and 5 percent 

for each of the other divisions of the state. The species was dominant 
in northern Illinois in 1910, when it gave us 36.9 percent of all our 
northern Illinois May-beetles, the one next in abundance (fusca) giv- 
ing us 22.9 percent. Anzia was subdominant at the north in 1913, 
when it was exceeded only by fusca and inversa. It is apparently a 
three-year species. In the year of greatest abundance, 1910, it was 
first collected by us in northern Illinois April 15 and last oceurred 
there June 30, its greatest numbers falling between May 16 and June 
16. It was taken by us, however, in that part of the state as late as 
July 8. 

In respect to its food, as shown by 1244 specimens obtained by us 
from food-plants, it is peculiar in the combination of a preference for 
elm and willow. It is, in fact, first on our list of species from the elm, 
in respect of course to its proportionate numbers on that tree. It is 

fourth on our willow series, and fourth also on our series from the 

poplar. It is thus essentially a willow-poplar species, with a further 

exceptional preference for the elm. It was sixth on our list from 
the apple, third on the cherry, third on the box-elder also, first on 

the hackberry, second on the linden and the mountain ash, and tenth 
on the oak. Three fourths of our specimens came, however, from the 

elm, willow, poplar, and apple. 

Phyllophaga bipartita Horn 

Bipartita is a southern Illinois species, only 6 of our 1725 speci- 
mens coming from central Illinois and none at all from northern. 
Urbana is at present our northernmost point for the species in this 
state. In 1907 and 1908 its numbers were very small, only 2 speci- 
mens in the former and 46 in the latter, but in 1909, 797 were taken 
and in 1910, 850, all in both years from a number of stations in south- 
ern Illinois, Olney and Odin the northernmost and Carbondale the 
farthest south. Its seasonal range was best shown in 1910 when our 
earliest specimens were taken April 15 and our latest June 30. This 
is primarily a willow species, 86 percent of our 645 specimens from 
food-plants coming from willows. It has also some tendency to hick- 
ory and oak, these two together yielding 12.2 percent additional. The 
small numbers remaining were found only on persimmon and apple. 

Phyllophaga fraterna Harris 

Fraterna is another southern species with a very sparse distri- 
bution north as far as Chicago. There were 1512 specimens in our 
six years’ product, all but 64 of them from southern Illinois. Fifty- 
eight came from various points across the state between Danville and 
Galesburg, and 6 from Aurora, Edgebrook, and Calvary, in Kane and 
Cook counties. Our earliest date in any year was March 28 in 1908. 
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and our latest was July 8, also in 1908. Fvraterna is one of the oak- 
hickory-persimmon species, especially characteristic of southern I]li- 
nois, these three kinds of trees giving us 95 percent of our specimens. 
Three and five tenths percent came from willows, and a very few from 
poplars and black walnuts. F 

Phyllophaga profunda Blanchard 

Profunda is strictly confined to southern Illinois, all our 1336 
specimens coming from that section except one from Hoopeston, in 
Vermilion county. This species was especially abundant in the south 
in 1910, when it made 11 percent of our collections there, being sur- 
passed in numbers only by hirticula, micans, and vehemens. It was 
first taken that year on April 9, and for the last time July 21. All 
but scattering specimens, however, came between May 2 and 26. It 
is to a marked degree an oak-hickory species, 90 percent of our 10838 
specimens coming from these two kinds of trees, and another 7 per- 
eent from the persimmon. 

Phyllophaga tristis Fabricius 

Tristis, nowhere very abundant in our collections, is one of the 
May-beetles most closely limited to a single food-plant, being essen- 
tially an oak species. Sixteen hundred and thirty-four specimens 
were obtained in 130 collections from oak—an average of 9.6 to the 
collection—only 131 specimens coming from other food-plants, of 
which hickory was the most important. Nevertheless, it appears from 

our data that if equal numbers of collections had been made from 
hickory and oak, the specimens from hickory would have numbered 
only 3.4 percent of those from oak. Notwithstanding this controlling 
preference for oak leaves as food, only about 9 percent of the Phyl- 

lophaga specimens obtained from oaks belonged to this species. 
Tristis was obtained thruout the state in collections ranging from 

Cook to Union counties, numbering 523, 1037, and 324 in those from 
northern, central, and southern Illinois respectively. 

It was curiously limited, however, in its local occurrence, all our 
specimens from oaks coming from Aurora, Galesburg, Anna, and Car- 
bondale, while large collections made in the same years from these 
trees in McLean and Champaign counties and small collections from 
Cook and Perry counties, did not give us a specimen of this species. 
It was taken infrequently at lights, only 191 specimens of it occurring 
among 29,752 May-beetles obtained by us from lights and light-traps; 
and these small miscellaneous collections were distributed like those 
from their food-plants, except that 24 specimens came from Danville, 
in Vermilion county, on the eastern border of the state. Evidently 
the distribution of this species is restricted by ecological conditions 
other than those connected with latitude and food. 
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It seems to be a rather early species, occurring in our southern 
Illinois collections from March 28 to June 21, in central Illinois from 

May 2 to July 2, and in northern Illinois from May 16 to July 2. Our 
data of local abundance in different years are not sufficient to give us 
any definite clue to the length of its life cycle. 

Altho the preference of this species for oaks, and the well-known 
greater injury done by white-grubs to crops growing near forest trees, 
might lead us to give to it an unusual economic consequence, its num- 
bers are apparently so small that it does not seem likely to do any 
considerable general injury in any stage. 

Phyllophaga ilicis Knoch 

Ilicts is a minor species represented here by only 873 specimens 
which is less than 1 per cent of the grand total of our collections. It 
is distributed thruout the state, but seems somewhat the most abun- 
dant in northern Illinois, where it amounted to nearly 4 percent of 
our whole number collected. It was, indeed, dominant in the northern 
section, together with futzlis, in 1909, making 27 percent of our 2073 
northern Illinois specimens for that year to 37 percent of futilis. It 
is a comparatively late species to appear in spring, our earliest cap- 
tures coming between May 2 and 26 and our latest between June 16 
and July 13. 

It is a rather general feeder, with a marked preference, however, 
for oaks. It is, in fact, the third of our fifteen principal May-beetles 
in the size of its ratios on oaks, greatly surpassed by tristis and a trifle 

only by hirticula, but very nearly equalled by fervida and fraterna. 
Its next strongest preference seems to be for elm, in respect to which 
it is second only to anxzia (anzia, 33 percent; ilicis, 17.2 percent). 
On the other hand, its numbers on poplar and willow, altho relatively 
small, were too large to be merely accidental. In the four-food-plant 
series of 1906, 317 out of 351 specimens were from oaks, and 21 from 
elms. It, was eighth in order of our willow beetles and fifth of those 
from poplar. It was sixth on blackberry, fourth on ash and black 
walnut, and second on hazel, hawthorn, and rose. Plum, persimmon, 
linden, honey-locust, gooseberry, birch, and apple each yielded a few, 

perhaps merely accidental visitors. 

Phyllophaga fervida Fabricius 

Fervida, better known under its synonym of arcuata, is a south- 
ern and central species, only one of our 857 specimens coming from 
northern Illinois. It was furthermore some fifteen times as numerous 

in southern Illinois as in central, due account being taken of the dif- 
ferent numbers of our total collections from these two sections. It 
was proportionately much more abundant at the south in 1910 than 
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‘ in any other of our collection years, but was, nevertheless, even then 

only fifth among our southern Illinois species in frequency of occur- 
rence. There is nothing peculiar in the seasonal dates of this species. 
Our earliest southern Illinois captures were made between March 28 
and April 17, and our latest from the middle to the last of June. 
With respect to its food it is like many other southern species—an oak- 
hickory-persimmon May-beetle, 88 percent of our specimens having 
been taken from these trees. Some 10 percent from willows and 2 
percent from ash account for the small remainder. 

Phyllophaga vehemens Horn 

Vehemens, represented by 1426 specimens, is a typical southern 
species in Illinois, only 21 coming from central and none from north- 
ern Illinois. The central Illinois specimens were collected in Macon 
and McLean counties in 1907, 1908, and 1909; in southern Illinois 
we have taken the species at many points from Belleville to Shawnee- 
town and Cairo. All but 36 of our specimens were collected at lights, 
and we have no sufficient data for a discussion of the food of the 
species. About nine tenths of our vehemens collection was obtained 
at Carbondale in 1910, mainly between March 27 and April 15, addi- 
tional scattering specimens occurring up to May 24. This seems to be 
the earliest in spring of all our May-beetles, altho occasional captures 
of it have been made by us up to July 1. Vehemens was among the 
dominant species in southern Illinois in 1910, where it was exceeded 
only by hirticula and micans, but its numbers in the three other years 
of our southern Illinois collections have been but few. Its food, as 
already remarked, is practically unknown. 

The foregoing sixteen species are represented by 112,118 speci- 
mens, thus amounting to nearly 98 percent of our Illinois collections. 

The remaining eighteen species are represented by only 2356 specimens 
in all—too few to give their numbers any important ecological or 

economic significance. It seems, nevertheless, incumbent upon me to 
report such facts as the record contains, as hints or clues which may 
be of use to other entomologists. These remaining species will be 
treated, like those preceding, in the order of their numbers in our 
collections. 

Phyllophaga crenulata Froelich 

Crenulata was represented by 630 specimens, 503 of which were 
from southern, 73 from central, and 54 from northern Illinois. It is 

thus distinctly a southern species, as is most elearly seen from the 
ratios of its numbers in each section of the state to the total for the 
state as a whole. These are, respectively, 79.8 percent for southern, 
11.6 percent for central, and 8.6 percent for northern Illinois. It 
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showed, during the years covered by our southern Illinois collections, 

no conspicuous fluctuations in abundance. So far as we may judge 

from the 255 specimens collected from plants, crenulata seems to be 

a persimmon species, with willow and hickory as second choices. One 

hundred and five of our specimens (41 percent) were taken from per- 

simmon trees, 41 (16 percent) from willows, and 25 (10 percent) from 

hickory—two thirds of our little collection from these three trees. A 

unique additional feature is the occurrence of 22 specimens in four 

collections from poison ivy. Elm, grape, and hackberry are repre- 

sented by small numbers, and oak by still smaller. 

Phyllophaga corrosa Leconte 

Corrosa is represented by 476 specimens, only 1 of which was 

from northern Illinois, all the rest coming from the southern part of 

the state. The earliest date of capture was April 9 in 1910, and the 

latest, July 2, in 1907. Ninety-five specimens taken from food-plants 

show that corrosa is clearly an oak-hickory-persimmon species, with 

persimmon apparently preponderating as food. All the specimens 

were taken from these plants except 2 from blackberry. 

Phyllophaga draku Kirby 

Drakiu, commonly labeled grandis in collections, is northern in its 
Illinois distribution, only 8 of our 429 specimens having come from 

the southern part of the state. Its increasing abundance northward 
is shown by the fact that our central Illinois collections amount to 
less than 2 percent of our total for that part of the state, while those 
for northern Illinois were nearly 18 percent of the northern Illinois 
total. 

This species is evidently late in appearance, our earliest dates 
generally coming from the middle to the end of May. We have, how- 
ever, one capture made April 21 in central Illinois, and another May 

2 in the southern part of the state. Our latest specimens were ob- 

tained from the middle to the end of June, with the exception of one 
on July 7. 

The food of drakiu seems to be highly composite, if we may judge 
from our 378 specimens collected from trees and shrubs. The species 

was taken most frequently on willow, poplar, oak, elm, hazel, and 
blackberry, in ratios diminishing from 20 percent on willow to 13.5 
percent on elm and 9.8 percent on blackberry, the total for these seven 

plants being 86.4 percent. Other plants resorted to, by small num- 
bers of the beetles, were rose, ash, gooseberry, mountain ash, birch, 

honey-locust, raspberry, apple, hawthorn, plum, box-elder, and Vi- 
burnum. 
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Phyllophaga congrua Leconte 

Congrua is also a species of somewhat general distribution in the 

state, with a strong tendency southward, however, where 175 of our 

190 specimens were captured in 1907, 1908, and 1909. In two of 

these years, indeed, none were taken outside of southern Illinois. In 

the third year, fourteen came from northern Illinois and one from 

central. Our dates of occurrence range from May 12 to July 7. Our 

notes on the food-plants of the species are limited to 66 specimens, 65 

of which were obtained from willows and 1 from the oak. 

Phyllophaga crassissima Blanchard 

One hundred and sixty-five specimens of crassissima were col- 

lected in central and southern Illinois during the four years 1907 to 

1910, at dates ranging from May 21 to June 28. All came from lights 

except 1, taken April 6 behind a plow, and 10 from various plants— 

in numbers quite too small to give us any useful hint of the food of 

the species. 

Phyllophaga delata Horn 

Delata is apparently a southern species, all our 106 specimens 

having come from southern Illinois in 1908, 1909, and 1910. The 

earliest date of collection was April 15 and the latest June 30, both 

in 1910. Altho we obtained but 29 specimens from food-plants, the 

fact that 16 of these came from hickories, 12 from oaks, and 1 from 

the persimmon, seems sufficient evidence that this is an oak-hickory 

species. 

Phyllophaga nitida Leconte 

Our specimens of nitida are only 76, all from northern Illinois 
in 1907 and 1908. Seventy-five of these were taken at Aurora in the 

latter year, 73 of them from hazel bushes, and 2 from lights. Our 
only other specimen was from Algonquin, in McHenry county. July 
6. The Aurora specimens were captured at various dates from May 
25 to June 9. 

Phyllophaga forstert Burmeister 

Forsteri, for which nova is a synonym, is represented with us by 
70 specimens, of which 60 were southern, 1 central, and 9 northern 
in this state. It was taken in each of the first four years of our period 

at dates ranging from May 18 to June 18. Sixty-two of the 70 were 
collected from food-plants, 42 of them from oaks, 12 from hickories, 
7 from persimmons, and 1 from the willow, a clear indication that 
this is one of the oak-hickory-persimmon group of the southern part 
of the state. 
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Phyllophaga horni Smith 

Horni was obtained by us only from central Illinois in the years 

1908 and 1909, 64 specimens in the first year and 2 in the second, 

from May 17 to June 21. Forty-six of our specimens were from food- 

plants, 36 of these from blackberries, 4 from oaks, 2 from poplars, 1- 

from willow, 2 from cherry, and 1 from elm. 

Phyllophaga praetermissa Horn 

Praetermissa is apparently a distinctly southern species, repre- 

sented, it is true, in our materials by 55 specimens only, but all of 

these coming in three different years from the southern part of the 

state at dates ranging from May 14 to June 22. They were well dis- 

tributed from Odin, Ashley, and Duquoin to Shawneetown on the 

Ohio. Only 26 of our specimens were from food-plants, 13 of them 

from oak, 9 from willow, and 4 from apple. 

Phyllophaga prunina Leconte 

Prunina is represented by small scattering collections made dur- 

ing three years in all parts of the state and amounting to only 33 

specimens. The fact that 3 were from oaks and 1 from hickory gives 

us only a hint of the probable character of its food. 

Prunina was surprisingly abundant among May-beetles collected 

near Chicago for Mr. J. J. Davis in 1914, where 2142 of this species 

were taken in a total of 16,550. I am informed by Mr. Davis that 

this is characteristically a species of sandy situations, a facet which 

will account for its general scarcity in Illinois. 

Phyllophaga longitarsa Say 

Longitarsa, represented with us by 15 specimens, was taken only 

at lights in Grand Tower, Jackson county, July 12, 1909. We have 

thus no hint of the character of its food. 

Phyllophaga arkansana Schaeffer 

Arkansana was represented by a single collection of 11 specimens 

taken from lights at Ashley, Washington county, May 4, 1908. 

Phyllophaga villifrons Leconte 

Our 9 specimens of villifrons came from northern and central 

Illinois, 8 from lights at Algonquin, June 14 to July 8, and 1 from 

an oak at Galesburg, June 4. 
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Phyllophaga balia Say 

We obtained but eight specimens of balia, all from the northern 

and central sections of the state at various dates between April 28 and 
June 8. They were from birch, hazel, apple, and gooseberry, but in 
numbers too small to give any definite indication of the food of the 
species. | 

Phyllophaga barda Horn 

Our 5 specimens of barda, obtained from April 25 to May 26, 
1908, at Danville, Carbondale, and Anna, in central and southern 

Illinois, were all from lights. 

Phyllophaga calceata Horn 

Calceata was obtained by us only in 1907, 2 specimens from the 
central part of the state and 8 from the southern part, May 22 to 
June 27, all at lights. 

Phyllophaga hirtiventris Horn 

Hirtiventris is represented by but 2 specimens from Metropolis, 
on the Ohio River. They were obtained from lights June 22, 1908. 

The foregoing accounts for all our collections of the years men- 
tioned, except some twenty specimens not yet satisfactorily determined. 

THE SPECIES BY SECTIONS OF THE STATE 

Northern Illinois Species——In northern Illinois there were but 
three species, rugosa, anxia, and nitida, so far limited to that section 
that they may properly be called northern species. Rugosa yielded 
us from northern Illinois 2326 specimens out of 15,457 of all species 
collected there, 410 specimens out of 78,916 from central Illinois, and 

33 out of 20,120 from southern Illinois—numbers equivalent to 15 
percent, .52 of 1 percent, and .16 of 1 percent from the three sections, 
respectively. As a poplar-willow species its ecological affiliations lie 
northward rather than southward, but its food-plants are common 
enough, at least along watercourses, in central and southern Illinois 

to permit its extension into those areas. Ania, a May-beetle of di- 
versified food habits, distinguished by its preference for elm but other- 
wise mainly a willow-poplar species, occurs thruout the state, but it 
gives from northern Illinois a percentage of specimens a hundred and 
twenty-seven times as large as that from central Illinois and over 
forty times as large as that from southern Illinois; that is, our north- 
ern Illinois collections of anxia were 12.7 percent of the total number 
of May-beetles there, and the corresponding ratios for the other two 
sections were .1 of 1 percent for the central and .37 of 1 percent for 
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the southern sections. Nitida seems even more distinctly northern, if 
we may judge from our small collections, entirely from Aurora and 
Algonquin, and nearly all from hazel thickets in the forest border. 

Northern-Central Species—Three of our May-beetles, fusca, in- 
versa, and draki, altho most abundant northward and virtually ab- 
sent from southern Illinois, are sufficiently at home in the central 

district to warrant our grouping them as northern and central species. 
Fusca, for example, which gave us 28.2 percent of all our northern 
Illinois May-beetles, yielded also 9.4 percent of those from central 
Illinois, but virtually none from farther south. The corresponding 

ratios for inversa were 8.8 percent northern, 12.4 percent central, and 
none southern; and for the much less abundant draki they were 1.o 

percent, .18 of 1 percent and .04 of 1 percent respectively. Otherwise 
stated, for each 1000 of draki taken in northern Illinois we might 

expect, in an equal number of similar collections, 100 from the central 
part of the state and 2 or 3 from the southern. What physiological 
or ecological conditions limit the distribution of these species south- 
ward it is impossible to tell without much more detailed and intensive 
ecological work than has thus far been attempted by us. We may 
only note that all three of these species have a diversified food habit, 
and belong to neither of the great groups of Po aa or oak- 

hickory-persimmon species. 
Central-Southern Species—Two of our species, hirticula and 

fervida, common to central and southern Illinois, are nearly wanting 
to the northern part of the state. Huirticula, a decidedly general 
feeder with an apparent preference for oak and hickory, has a much 
larger representation in southern Illinois than in central, making 
more than half our total collections in the former and less than 15 
percent in the latter. Its numbers in northern Illinois we found quite 
insignificant; altho 11.6 percent of the Galena May-beetles collected 
by Davis in 1914 were of this species. Fervida, on the other hand, 
was much more distinctively southern, giving us 3.4 percent of our 
southern Illinois May-beetles and a little over 1 percent of those from 
central Illinois, with only a single specimen from farther north. it is 
an oak-hickory-persimmon species. 

Southern. Illinois Species——The eleven properly southern [ll]1- 
nois May-beetles are all species of the southern states which find their 
northern limit in the southern part of Illinois. They are a fairly 
uniform group in respect to their food, as is shown by the following 
list of their principal food-plants. 

Bipartita: willow, hickory, oak. 
Corrosa: persimmon, oak, hickory. 
Crenulata: persimmon, willow, hickory. 

Delata: oak, hickory. 
Forbesi: cherry, peach, apple. 
Forsteri: oak, hickory, persimmon. 
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Fraterna: oak, hickory, persimmon. 

Micans: persimmon, oak. 
Praetermissa: oak, willow, apple. 
Profunda: oak, hickory, persimmon. 
Vehemens: food unknown. 

COMPARISON OF THE SECTIONS OF THE STATE 

The greater diversity of surface and variety of ecological situa- 
tion shown in southern Illinois, with its level prairies of gray silt 
Joam to the north changing gradually into the broken country of the 
Ozark hills at the south, bordered on the west by the broad bottom- 
lands of the Mississippi and on the south by the Ohio, create local 
conditions whose wide diversities are reflected in the various composi- 
tion and ratios of their insect inhabitants. Central Illinois, on the 

other hand, has a much more monotonous topography and a May- 
beetle population more uniformly distributed. Our May-beetles from 
Anna in the years 1908 and 1909 were much less like those from 
Carbondale, only seventeen miles away, than were those of Galesburg 
like those at Urbana, a hundred and twenty-four miles apart but both 
in the central Illinois prairie region. The five most abundant species 
in 1908 were the same at the latter two towns, differing only slightly 
in the order of their numbers, which amounted, at each place, to 99 
percent of the May-beetles collected at these points in that year; while 
in southern Illinois only two of the five most abundant species at 
Carbondale and Anna were common to both lists. The first and sec- 
ond of the Anna list were ninth and tenth of the Carbondale list, the 

third at Anna was the second at Carbondale; the fourth was the first, 

and the fifth was the fourteenth. 
Looking in some detail at the extension of distinctively southern 

species into central Illinois, we find that it is especially notable at 
points where central Illinois streams are bordered by broken wood- 
lands—where, in other words, the ecological conditions approach those 
of the hill country of the southern part of the state. Danville on the 
Vermilion, Decatur on the Sangamon, and Havana on the Illinois, are 
such locations, and here southern species were taken in 1907 and 1908 
as follows: at Danville, crenulata, forsteri, fraterna, and vehemens; 
at Decatur, crenulata and vehemens; and at Havana, crenulata, and 
micans,—five of the eleven mainly southern species at one or more of 
these central Illinois points. The real boundaries of our areas of dis- 
tribution are, of course, not the artificial lines separating the con- 

ventional sections of the state, but they run a highly irregular course, 
their meanderings guided largely by the location of our streams. 
The southern species are, however, represented, as a rule, in central 
and northern Illinois by numbers so small that they can cut no figure 
in the general mass of the May-beetle population of the central and 
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northern parts of the state, and are hence of little or no economic 
interest there. 

COMPARATIVE COLLECTIONS AT LIGHTS, 
CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN ILLINOIS, 

1907 AND 1908 
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We notice a much greater similarity of food habit in the southern 
species than in the northern—oak, hickory, and persimmon being the 
principal elements of the food of eight of the ten such species whose 
food we know, the ninth being the peculiar fruit-tree species forbesi, 
and the eleventh, vehemens, which we have taken only at lights. 
Furthermore, fervida and hirticula, which are southern and central 
species, are both oak-hickory May-beetles, fervida being especially 
common on persimmon also. The four northern and central species, 

on the other hand, ‘licis, fusca, inversa, and drakii, are all of a differ- 
ent food habit from the foregoing group, ilicis most abundant on oak 
and elm, fusca and draki rather general feeders, and imversa espe- 
cially abundant on the willow, elm, and hickory. 
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SEASONAL SUCCESSION OF THE SPECIES 

That the different species of May-beetles do not make their first 

appearance on the wing in spring at the same time is a fact familiar 
to all collectors, but the actual order of their succession is not easy 

of determination. Species rare in any locality are much less likely 
than abundant ones to be taken at the very beginning of their period 
of activity; even the same species may seem, consequently, to differ 
in position in the seasonal list in different years according as it is 
relatively abundant or relatively scarce; the position of a species in 

the seasonal list may differ in different parts of the state, since the 

assemblage of species themselves will be different; a species sensitive 

to cold may be relatively early in the south and yet relatively late in 
the north, where its activities are restrained by too low a temperature; 

an apparent difference of date between two species may be due to the 
fact that collections were not made from their respective food-plants 
at the same times; if collections from lights are depended on, it may 
easily happen that the distances from these lights to the places where 

the different May-beetles breed and emerge most abundantly or to the 
food-plants on which the different species assemble, are widely differ- 

ent; or the abundance of these food-plants in the neighborhood of the 
lights may differ so widely that, of equally common species, some may 

appear in collections abundantly and early and others sparingly and 
late; the various weather of different seasons and of different parts 
of the same season may have its disturbing influence; and finally, in 
our ease, these differences of successive years in respect to the distri- 
bution of our collections in time, space, and food-plants must have 
introduced differences in succession which are artificial and apparent 
only. The subject is, nevertheless, sufficiently important to those who 
would understand the economy of our May-beetle population to make 
it worthy of careful inquiry. 

For this purpose I have prepared tables showing the precise dates 
on which all our dated collections of each species were made, in each 
part of the state and in each of the four years from 1907 to 1910 

inclusive, the species of each table being arranged substantially in the 
order of their first appearances in spring. In a few eases this order 

has been slightly changed where the mass of one species appeared 
earlier than that of another, even tho the first collections of the latter 
might have antedated a little those of the former. By a comparative 
study of these seasonal tables, all necessary allowances being made for 
differences in abundance of the various species in the collections of 
each year, it seems possible to arrive at a fairly correct idea of the 
normal order of succession of the more important kinds of May-beetles 
for northern, central, and southern Illinois respectively—the succes- 
sion which would be exhibited if collections were sufficiently numerous 
and so distributed in space and time as to draw at each collection in 
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equal ratios from all the species. As the product of such a comparison 
and adjustment, we may take the following numerical lists of the 
principal species of each section collected in each year, and the final 
comprehensive lists showing approximately their general order of 
succession. These latter lists represent 98 percent or more of the total 
number of May-beetles from each part of the state. The arrangement 

of species in the northern and central Illinois lists seems plausibly 
valid, but the adjustment of the list for southern Illinois is a much 
more difficult matter, and I am less confident of my success in es- . 

tablishing the correct chronological order there, especially as the or- 
dinal relations of some of the species of the southern list seem different 
from those of the same species in the list for central Illinois. More 

reliable data upon this subject might be obtained by general nightly 
collections made from the very beginning of the season over a con- 
siderable area in one or more localities for each section of the state; 

but until this ean be done the following may be accepted as the best 
practicable with my materials. 

SUCCESSION OF SPECIES IN NORTHERN ILLINOIS 

1907 | 1908 1909 1910 
| m D POT n im 

| 5 5a eee ied eee E 
bm 2gihn 2sgl|>n) }2e] ba! |.2 
=| ‘es\ee ES|es \e8l2 8 ‘e8 
$8 Ae|8§ ze|S 3 | |25/38 EE «i #| Species | 2 |, = Species | 7 2 la, | Species a ess =| Species | © 
=e 1S e1°S SoO1° S) |oo| o§ ie 

oS \'o-8 3 3! S.A D3 ee 3 8 pe 
) ks ipa © Sane, ey aCe. oe A lO 

| | 

1 fusca 2 1 | fusea t 1 | anxia 6 1 | fusea | 2 
2 anxia 5 2 | anxia 6 1 | fusea 7 2 | anxia 1 
3 rugosa 1 3 | futilis 2 3 | tristis 3 5 jinversa | 6 
- ilicis 3 4 | inversa 5 4 | inversa ~ 4 | tristis 8 
5 futilis - 5 |implicita| 4 5 | ilicis 2 5 | drakii 7 

6 | rugosa 3 6 ;drakii | 5 6 | futilis 3 
7 |\implicita) 7 7 \implicita 4 
8 | futilis £ 8 | rugosa 5 
9 | rugosa = 

General Chronological List, Northern Illinois 

1, anzia; 2, fusca; 3, inversa; 4, tristis; 5, drakti; 6, implicita; 7, tlicis; 
8, futilis; 9, rugosa. 
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SUCCESSION CF SPECIES IN CENTRAL ILLINOIS 

1907 1908 1909 1910 
n Zz Ke n 

Lee Pe fee ae Sale Be 
"Ss H.Sin Ss B.SlnS E.cls 8 —£.° 
& & - Solo : Aol oS 8 ao/S8 : =) 

au, & | Species a, Zila, & | Species |. S|] 4, 4| Species |. Si,, & | Species Ma 
os ooleos @) rey MS oolos os 
oe jc | ae so] oS 5 ole S ae 
78 o.8lo s o.A1 38 ro Alo & ro A 
am & a] [nal & La) H 

Ons SS Oe Oo NO ‘10 

1 | fusca 3 1 |fusea 1 1 |hirticula | 2 1 | fusca 2 
2 | inversa 1 2 |tristis 6 2 |implicita| 1 2 |inversa | 3 
3 |hirticula| 5 3 |inversa é 3 4 fusca 4 3 | implicita| 4 
4 |implicita| 2 4 |hirticula 2 4 | drakii 5 4 |hirticula; 1 
5 | futilis 4 5 |futilis 5 5 | ilicis 7 5 | tristis 5 

6 jimplicita | 3 6 | inversa 3 6 | futilis 6 
7 |rugosa 7 7 | futilis: 6 7 fraterna | 8 
8 |erenulata| 9 8 | ilicis 7 
9 |horni 10 

10 jilicis 11 
11 |crassis- | | 

sima 8 | 

General Chronological List, Central Illinois 

1, fusca; 2, inversa; 3, hirticula; 4, tristis; 5, implicita; 6, futilis; 7, 
rugosa. 

SUCCESSION OF SPECIES IN SOUTHERN ILLINOIS 

1908 1909 1910 

5 | 5 3 
bs es |23 ee| 8 zs 
& 8 AS | 38 AS | S& ; aS 
eS Species PRE [Cog Species ee lee Species Ba iS 
38 Salos oo] oS O'S 
5 s. | 35 aie 5 | S 5 
C8 dey || us) Sy oAlcoes RS 
lawl =) i=) 4 & eH 6 ee Sista | 6 
1 |micans 2 1 |fervida 11 1 |vehemens 3 
2 |hirticula ib 2 |vehemens 15 2 |tristis 9 
3 |futilis 3 3 thirticula 5 3 |fervida 8 
4 |vehemens 8 4 |rugosa 16 4 |fraterna 5 
5 |fervida 4 5 |micans a 5 |futilis 12 
6 |bipartita 12 6 /|fraterna 6 6 |micans 1 
7 |fraterna 14 7 |eorrosa pe al(6) 7 |hirtieula 2 
8 |implicita 7 8 |bipartita Vanes 8 |profunda 4, 
9 |profunda 9 9 /|profunda 7 9 /corrosa 10 

10 |congrua i0t 10 |futilis 9 10 |bipartita 6 
11 |erenulata 6 11 (praetermissa | 14 11 _j|crenulata 11 
12 |corrosa 5 12 |implicita 2 12 |implicita 13 
13 |delata 13 13 |erenulata 8 13 | forbesi 7 
14 |anxia 10 14 |forsteri 13 

15 |forbesi a 
16 |congrua 12 

; General Chronological List, Southern Illinois 

1, vehemens; 2, tristis; 3, fervida; 4, futilis; 5, fraterna; 6, micans; 
7, hirticula; 8, bipartita; 9, profunda; 10, corrosa; 11, crenulata; 12, delata; 
13, implicita; 14, congrua; 15, forsteri; 16, forbesi. 
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17\|18| 19|20| 21] PPPS 1 
Futilis 7 | 11| 4| 259) 246) 7|10 2/81 1 
Anxia 13 2| 3 3 1 1 
Fusca. 8 8) 3 8 3 1 
Rugosel4 |34 95/89| 32! 141; 3/16/38 1/| 4 8 }10 
Inversi 1 1 
Implici 2 
Drakii 1/3 é | 
Nitida. 
Tlicis. . 1 

| 
| 

Micans 2 
Tristis. 
Congru 
Prunin 2 
Fraterr | 
Balis.. 
Forster 4 / 
Orenuli 2 1 | 

| 

eS ee 

ee aa GS STIS Totals 
|16|19 | 20 | 22 | 23 | 24 | 25 | 26 | 29 | 30 

2 ei 1 i 2 69 
50 

17 a 1 144 
3/ 2 411 

17/12/16] 8 12 3 430 
A) &\ 6 7 126 

1 1 54 
10|} 5} 8{11/] 4] 1 |268/11 | 97 | 82 637 

1 7 
7 47|1 |30/ 12/ 2 144 

1 
ese SS ee ee | ee SE 

-|57|24/29|74| 5 | 82 (8301/13/97 |85]| 2073 

CC Totals 

|15 |16|19| 20 | 21 | 22 | 29 | 30 
i) 11) 15] 4 1119 42) i) 8 653 
i 7] 2l16| 1| 38 1 | 29 389 
| 568] a1! 6 | 36 1/14] 1045 

2| 9 | 8 137 
|| 671 43 5| 4 2 54 

18| 9 / 46 
2| 5 | s 22 
i 7 18 

1 
14| 81 201 256 

73 2 19 3 228 

2) 1 | 8 r 
)\122|129| 26 | 74 |319| 8 |22 | 49 | 2857 

July 

| 7 

Aug. 

27 

52 

Totals 
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DATES oF COLLECTION, NogTHEEN ILLINOIS, 1908 

May 
June 

24| 25| 26| 27/ 28/2 a | 4s" 20|21| 22/23 sl | ae | 2 oo Sili{ 2{s/4/] 5| 6| 7{ 8| 9 |aa| 12] 18|14]16117\18 19|20| 21| 22 |23|24]/25|26| 27/28 wl | ee 
ae 3/14 1 14 7/10) 89) 64/15) 274) 20) 433; 43). 7) 1 4 2 7 Il) 4) 259) 246) 7)10 2/81 | a | 108/38] 72] s20) sol ort] a50/88) aes] 3] 8 fl 31°) 24) a3] 3] dl ald] @] sft] alas] | 7a] #7 4 : a 10 i il 2 a] 8 1 1960 ryjfa A a 88 Bol seolmeee len : : 2 a 7 108 11; || 248] «197 10/14/84] 95/89] 82] 141] s/1e|/8|}1] « 1054 

Implicita. 1 a 2 SB ot 1| 2 6 2) 3 1 1| 24 3 | H 3 : 372 Drakii. . 2 19 1 11 1 24 5 2 5 ils 6 89 
Nitida. . - 8 3 ‘t 23 1 29 ne 
Tlicis. ..- 3 8 6 3 1 | A | 75 

Micans. - 2| 4 5 1 | 2 19 
Tristis. .. | | 14 4 10 Congrua. | | 2 14 Prunina. | i 3 2 7 Fraterns. | 1 Balia.... 2 F 2 Forsteri. . 4 Orenulate saa 376 aT cst 3 i 1 2 1 7 

Totals.|22| 7 | 198|89| 14 111) _723| 290/85 | 217/10] 27/125] 187/231 816] 173/552! 165| 1351 7 | 261/ 207| 6 |a1|40|84| aielo9 | e0s| eoalai|a7| a 8 1851718 5569 

DatES OF COLLECTION, NORTHERN ILLiNoIs, 1909 

Species Ay) - dune Totals 11 sella Tella 18 |21|22|23 |24|26|27|28|29| 80) 11/3 | 415] 6 | 9 |11|12]13|15| 16/19 | 20/22 | 28 |24 | 25 26 | 29 | 80 
1 4 2 rupee 3 3] 4) 8; 12) 2 6| 8 Toye Ties ve | eB) || ae Ta ete eal 3 il 5| 6] 4 Bil ao > ae 50 2 2 4| 2) 1 |11 5] 1] 2] 10] 2] 6 9| 53| 8 17 2] 1 144 1 | 2 |60}11)15 | 14 | 27 | 46 6| 61] 21] 49| 55| 30 3| 4 1/28) |) 29 411 

8| 8| 7|238 44 42] 85) 32) 53| 10 16| 63|29| 2 |17}12|16] 8 12 3] 430 
: BY] Te GI 8 10] 86] 9) 16) 5| 1 4| 1 4| 2) 6 7 126 Implicita. 1 3| 2] to} 1 5| 14 15| 1 | 1 1 54 Fatilis. 1 3/1) G6] 6) 2) 8) 35) 3] 8/80} 85] 5| 2|10| 5| 8]11| 4] 1 \268/12|97/82] 637 

Crenulata . 1 3) 2 1 iz Rugosa... 1 36 6| 2 7 47| 1 |80| 12| 2 144 
Forvida. . 1 1 

Totals. .| 1 | 7 |12| 9 | 8 |60|14!24|28 | 48/93 | 1 |72| 91189] 108|104|201|102| 10| 3 | 89 |168| 451 6 |57|24|29|74| 5 | 82 (801/18 |97|85| 2073 

Dates OF COLLECTION, NORTHERN ILLINOIS, 1910 

= April May June 
Species Totals 

15 |28|29 | 6 |15| 16|18| 19|25| 27) 115 |7 1819 {10 |11 |[12|18|14|15|16|19|20 | 21] 22 | 29 
29/66)44) 2/38) 97/86) 40 74) 11) 64) 1) 7) 8 11) 5) 11) 15) 4 Ii) 4) 1|] 1) 658 

1 1| 3/88|17/25| 2 |22 |23| 83! 79] 7) 2/16| 1| 38 1/29] 389 
90 1| 175 189|20| 125} 95] 51] 2| 4/81 7 | 30| 69| 58| 41] 6 86 1/14] 1045 
2 69 27 19 1 2| 9 8 187 

q 4 6 6| 7] 13 5| 4 2 54 
9 5 5 18| 9 46 
6 1 2| 5 8 22 
4 8 1| 38 1 18 
1 1 

ici 9 14| 81 201 256 Implicita. . 1 1 129! 4 13 | 5 19] 3 208 
Rugosa... 2 al 4 3 8 
Orenulata. 4 james ane 

Totals..|89 [121156144] 2 |34| 3868/86| 179/20| 287) 107|161| 41|28 |115| 2 |22 |80 |256|160/122|129| 26 | 74 (319! 8 |22 | 49} 2857 
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VARYING ABUNDANCE OF THE SPECIES IN DIFFERENT YEARS 

An examination of my data of the relative numbers of specimens 

of the several species in successive years gives little reason to suppose 

that periods of unusual abundance in any locality are commonly sep- 
arated from one another by an interval equal to that between succes- 
sive generations of a species. Times of abundance and scarcity are 
much too irregular, and either one or the other is often too long con- 
tinued, to make this a plausible explanation of the facts. In view of 

the number and effectiveness of the animal and vegetable parasites of 
white-grubs and of the insect parasites of the beetles, it seems much 
more likely that parasitism, possibly more or less modified by the 

weather of the period, is a principal cause of these frequently enor- 
mous fluctuations in numbers; and even if a periodicity appears 
corresponding to the length of the life cycle of an abundant species, 
it is likely soon to be broken up or set aside by a consequent rapid 
multiplication of parasitic insects and annelids and the spread of 

contagious diseases due to parasitic fungi and Protozoa. The practical, 
importance of this conclusion is evident. In the absence of such para- 
sitie disturbances of the normal course of events, a season of injurious 
abundance would be always followed by another such season after a 
period of years sufficient to bring the next generation of the abundant 
species to the same stage of larval activity; and if the species con- 

cerned and their life history for the latitude were generally and ac- 
curately known, measures of precaution might be taken, especially 
with crop rotations, of a kind to reduce to a minimum the injuries to 
be expected. This is indeed the case in Europe, with the Old World 
representatives of our American white-grubs—the vers blancs of the 

French and the engerling of the Germans.. There the so-called ‘‘ flight 
year’’ of the beetles or a season of serious injuries by the grubs, may 

be accurately foretold for any locality and measures taken accord- 
ingly; but in Europe no parasites of these insects are known, and in 
their absence there is comparatively little to interfere with the peri- 
odiecal recurrence of these seasons of their destructive abundance, es- 
pecially as the species are but two as compared with the thirty-four 

species in Illinois alone. To understand the probabilities with respect 
to our American white-grubs it is, in my judgment, at least as im- 
portant to know the status, at the time, of their most effective parasites 

as to know the life histories of the May-beetles for all our latitudes 

and climates. This is especially true because of a latent possibility 

that the grub and beetle parasites, especially the fungi of disease, may 

be so cultivated and distributed as to assist materially in the control 
of the insects—an undertaking in which there have been many failures, 
but one the possibilities of which have been by no means exhausted. 
We have lately found, for example, that a new annelid parasite of 

the grubs is the cause of epidemic destruction of them, and that it 
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may be readily bred and grown in pas abundance and by the simplest 
methods, on raw egg. | 

RELATIVE ATTRACTIVENESS OF DIFFERENT KINDS 

oF TREES AND SHRUBS TO MAY-BEETLES 

The following is a list of the plants from which our Illinois May- 

beetles were collected from 1907 to 1913, with the number of collec- 
tions from each kind of plant, the number of specimens which these 
collections contained, and the average number of specimens per col- 
lection. 

PLANTS FROM WHICH MAY-BEETLES WERE COLLECTED 
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In eases where a sufficient number of collections were made to 
give us a fair idea of the attractiveness of the plant to May-beetles 
at night, we have the means of a significant comparison of these trees 
and shrubs as a lure to these insects and a consequent source of danger 

to the crops of neighboring fields. 
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If we adopt twenty collections as our minimum number from any 
kind of tree we may make a list of our common forest, shade, and 
ornamental trees in the order of their attractiveness to May-beetles. 
In the following, the number after each name is the average number 
of beetles per collection taken by us from that tree: oak, 79; per- 
simmon, 77; poplar, 73; hickory, 42; willow, 40; walnut, 34; linden, 

19; maple, 19; elm, 18; hawthorn, 16; ash, 12; hackberry, 10; box- 

elder, 5; honey-locust, 4. Making due allowance for the unequal 
character of the collections unit necessarily used in the computation 
of my averages, I think there can be no reasonable question of the 
general meaning of the facts represented by this list, and that we may 
rely upon these index numbers sufficiently to divide the trees of this 
list into about five groups, as follows: (a) oak, poplar, persimmon ; 
(b) hickory, willow, and possibly walnut; (c) elm, linden, maple, and 

birch; (d) ash, hackberry, and hawthorn; and (e) honey-locust and 
box-elder. Perhaps the only things to regret in this list are the ap- 
parent marked preference of May-beetles for the oaks and the indif- 
ference of these insects to the box-elder. While our field notes do not: 
make sufficient mention of the various species of oaks to enable me to 
recognize differences among them as food for May-beetles, some of the. 

most experienced and observant of my collectors tell me that the 
shingle-oak (Quercus imbricaria) and the oaks with rounded lobes to 
the leaves, like the white and bur oaks, are much more resorted to by 
the beetles than are the red, black, and pin oaks, and other species 
the lobes of whose leaves are pointed or bristle-tipped. The most 
dangerous tree on our list is the poplar or cottonwood, of which the 
much used Carolina poplar is simply a variety. Certainly in the 
linden, maple, elm, hawthorn, ash, hackberry, and honey-locust, to 
which we may probably add the red oak and the pin-oak, we have a 
sufficient variety of fairly safe trees from which to choose for planting 
either on the village lawn, the country roadside, or the rural home 
premises. 
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SPECIAL COLLECTION FROM FOUR Foop-PLants, UrsaNa, Iuu., 1906 
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PRINCIPAL MAY-BEETLE SPECIBS ON PRINCIPAL ‘FOOD-PLANTS 
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PRINCIPAL KINDS. OF FOOD-PLANTS OF MAY-BEETLES 

BY SECTIONS OF THE STATE 

Northern Species 

Fusca: poplar, willow, oak, hickory, ash, elm, apple, walnut, and others. 
Nitida: hazel. 
Anzxia: willow, poplar, apple, oak, and linden. 

Northern and Central Species 

Inversa: apple, elm, blackberry, and ash. 
Rugosa: poplar and willow. 
Drakii: willow, poplar, oak, elm, hazel, and blackberry. 

Central and Southern Species 

_ Hirticula: oak, hickory, blackberry, and others. 
Fervida: oak, hickory, persimmon, and willow. 
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Southern Species 

Forbesi: cherry, peach, and apple. 
Micans: persimmon and oak. . 
Bipartita: willow, hickory, and oak. 
Fraterna: oak, hickory, and persimmon. 
Profunda: oak, hickory, and persimmon. 
Crenulata: persimmon, willow, and hickory. 
Corrosa: persimmon, oak, and hickory. 
Delata: oak and hickory. 

- Forsteri: oak, hickory, and persimmon. 
Praetermissa: oak, willow, and apple. 

SUMMARY 

This paper presents a survey of the species, numbers, dates of 
occurrence, food-plants, and Illinois distribution of the genus Phyl- 
lophaga (May-beetles), based on a study of nearly 119,000 specimens 
collected in forty-two counties in all but one of the nine years from 

1905 to 1913 inclusive. 

Thirty-four species of May-beetles are recognized in Illinois. 
They vary greatly in abundance, the above collection containing but 

two specimens of the rarest species and 43,349 of the commonest. 

Ninety- one percent of the specimens collected belonged to ten of the 
species, the other 9 per cent being distributed among the twenty-four 

species remaining. 
A detailed discussion of the species, taken separately, shows for 

each its numbers in each year and in each of the three sections of the 
state, the dates, in each year, of its first appearance and its greatest 
abundance, and its comparative numbers on each of its food-plants. 
By means of the data of numbers and distribution,.the dominant and 

subdominant species are distinguished for each year and district, and 
the intervals between their periods of greatest abundance are con- 
sidered with reference to the length of the life cycle of the species 
concerned. 

From a comparison of the May deciles derived com northern, 
central, and southern Illinois, respectively, it appears that three spe- 

cies are practically limited to northern Illinois, three to the northern 
and central.parts of the state, two to the central and southern, and - 

eleven to southern Illinois. The actual boundary lines between these 
areas of distribution are, however, irregular and meandering, espe- 
cially that between southern and central JJinois, which is influenced 
by the course of the streams, the southern species following them 
northward towards their headwaters in a way to bring several such 

species far into the central division of the state. — 
The seasonal succession of the species—that is the order in which 

they make their first appearance in spring—is worked out for each 
section of the state as carefully as the wide distribution and irregular 
time limits of the collections will permit. 
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Generally speaking, successive periods of extraordinary abun- 
dance of a species in any locality or district show little correspondence 
to any possible life cycle, being too various and irregular for that 
interpretation. Extensive parasitism of imagos and larvae by insects, 
annelids, Protozoa, and fungi produces widespread and destructive 
epidemic diseases, a knowledge of whose prevalence and status is es- 
sential to any safe prediction of periods of destructive abundance of 
the white-grubs. 

The May-beetle species known as Phyllophaga fusca and P. futilis 
were evidently those which produced most of the white-grubs which 
were so abundant in northern Illinois in 1912 as to do heavy damage 
to farm crops in several counties. Two thirds of the collections made 
in that section in 1914 were of these species, the first of the two 
mentioned being, however, nearly four times as abundant as the 

second. | 
The facts concerning the food-plants of the more abundant species 

are grouped and classified in a way to distinguish trees and shrubs 
especially attractive to them, and consequently dangerous to adjacent 
crops by reason of the abundance of white-grubs to descend from them. 

¢ 



THE INFLUENCE OF TREES AND CROES 

‘ON INJURY BY WHITE-GRUBS 

By STEPHEN A. FORBES, Starz ENTOMOLOGIS?T 

White-grubs most abundant im the Neighborhood of Trees.—The 

fact that our common May-beetles, the parents of most of our white- 

grubs, fly back and forth each morning and evening between the trees 
upon which they feed at night and the ground on which they hide by 
day and in which they lay their eggs, and the further fact that they 
are never seen to move long distances from place to place, lead to the 
natural supposition that fields nearest to their food-plants must be- 
come most heavily stocked with eggs, and consequently worst injured 
by grubs when these eggs have hatched. It has, in fact, been fre- 
quently noticed that this seems to be the case; and it was for the pur- 

pose of getting definite information on the subject, in a form for state- 
ment in ratios of frequency or degrees of injury, that I began in 1904 

to instruct my field assistants to make collections of white-grubs from 
fields which were being plowed either in fall or spring. For this pur- 
pose they walked behind the plowman, making note of the distance 
which they traveled in each field, counting the grubs exposed by the 
plow, and recording at the same time the distance from the field to the 
nearest trees upon which the May-beetles, the parents of the white- 
orubs, might be supposed to have fed. Their data concerning abun- 
dance of the grubs were recorded in the form of numbers per mile of 
furrow traveled. The data sheets gave also the locality and date of 
each collection, the name of the owner of the field, the crop of the 
year and of the four years immediately preceding, the character and 

classification of the soil, its level—whether upland or lowland—its 

condition as to drainage, and the kinds of trees in the neighborhood, 
as well as the distance of these trees from the margins of the field. 
Observations and collections of this sort were continued by six of my 
field assistants as opportunity offered, during the years 1904, 1905, 

1907, and 1908. In this time white-grubs were collected from five 
hundred and forty-nine fields widely scattered thruout central Illinois, 

with a few fields also in the northern and southern parts of the state. 

The total distance traveled in this pursuit was a trifie over four hun- 

dred and twenty-nine miles, and the total number of grubs of the 
genus Phyllophaga obtained was 12,069. In addition to these, 1187 
grubs of the genus Cyclocephala were collected, of which, however, no 
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account can be taken in this discussion, since the beetles of this genus 
do not feed on the leaves of trees. 

One hundred miles of additional travel behind the plow in 1909— 

77.5 miles in Kane county and 22.5 miles in Marion and Perry coun- 
ties—proved on analysis to have been done in localities where white- 
grubs were so few that the data of that year could not be used in this 
discussion. The northern Illinois fields averaged only eight grubs to 

the mile, instead of the average of twenty-eight to the mile of the 
earlier collections, and most of these fields yielded only one or none in 
the same distance. The southern [linois fields, altho practically sur- 
rounded by woodlands and orchards, gave us only twelve grubs to the 
mile in 1909, and lacked the contrast of surrounding conditions nec- 
essary to the inquiry. 

For purposes of classification, my data sheets were assorted into 
four groups, according to the distances of the fields from the nearest 
trees—group 1 relating to fields with trees within or on their borders 
or within less than an eighth of a mile; group 2, to those with trees 

more than an eighth but less than a fourth of a mile away; group 3. 

to those with trees more than a quarter of a mile away and less than 
a half; and group 4, to those with trees half a mile away or more. Two 

hundred and twenty-four miles were traveled in fields belonging 
under group 1, with the result that white-grubs of the genus Phylloph- 
aga were found at an average rate of 39.17 to the mile; forty miles 
were traveled in fields of group 2, and in these Phyllophaga grubs aver- 
aged 17.83 to the mile; in fields of group 3, a hundred and thirty miles 
were traveled, and Phyllophaga grubs averaged 15.94 to the mile; while 

in group 4, thirty-five miles were traveled, giving 14.4 as the average 
number of Phyllophaga grubs. From this it would appear that fields 
so situated with reference to fruit, shade, or forest trees that May- 
beetles might feed within them, on their borders, or within less than 
an eighth of a mile away, contained two and a fifth times as many 
white-grubs as those whose nearest trees were between an eighth and 
a quarter of a mile distant; that they contained practically two and 

a half times as many grubs as those whose nearest trees were between 
a quarter and a half mile away; and that they contained two and 

three quarters times as many grubs as those with trees half a mile 

away or more. 

No attempt was made, in collating these data, to distinguish be- 

tween the different kinds of trees—a useless task, as the different 
species of beetles have different preferences as to food; and it is im- 
possible to separate the grubs by species. Ample materials on this 

subject are contained in the paper entitled ‘‘A General Survey of the 
May-beetles (Phyllophaga) of Illinois,’’ immediately preceding. 

The Kinds of Crops in which May-beetles Prefer to lay their 
Eggs.—The information derived from these collections has enabled me 
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to distinguish also between the different kinds of crops with reference 
to the preferences of May-beetles in searching for places to lay their 
eggs. It has been well established, mainly by the breeding-cage work 
of John J. Davis, of the U. S. Bureau of Entomology, that our most 
abundant May-beetles have a three-year life cycle in Illinois. From 

eggs laid by the beetles in spring or summer, grubs hatch the same 
season, and then pass thru practically two entire years in the larval 
or grub stage, and pupate in the third summer or fall after the eggs 
were deposited. From these pupae the beetles are formed under- 
ground, where they pass the winter, coming out at the end of the third 
full year to lay their eggs. 

From this outline it is evident that white-grubs fairly well grown 
in fall are from eggs deposited the year before, and that if one knows 
the crop on the field that year he may say with confidence that the 
parent beetles laid their eggs in that crop. Well-grown grubs seen 
in spring and early summer, on the other hand, may have come from 
eggs laid either the preceding year or a year still earlier. To be sure, 
consequently, of the crop in which the eggs which gave origin to these 
spring grubs were laid, we must know what crops the field has borne 
for the two preceding years, and can make use only of those fields in 
which the crops have been the same both years. If such a field has 
been in corn, for example, for the last two years before the time of 

observation, it is certain that the parent beetles of the spring white- 

grubs must have laid their eggs in corn, whatever the age of the grubs. 
By classifying my data sheets in accordance with these facts, I deter- 
mined positively the crops in which the eggs were laid that had pro- 
duced 9664 of our white-grubs, obtained during two hundred and 
ninety-one miles of travel behind the plow. The following table shows, 
for each crop in which May-beetles had laid their eggs, the number of 
miles which my collectors traveled in making their collections, the 
total number of grubs obtained, and the number per mile. 

TABLE SHOWING CROPS IN WHICH EGGS MUST HAVE BEEN LAID FROM WHICH WHITE- 
GRUBS COLLECTED WERE HATCHED, TOGETHER WITH THE WHOLE NUMBER 

OF GRUBS COLLECTED, AND THE NUMBER PER MILE FOR EACH 
sucH CROP 

Number of grubs | Number of grubs Crop on ground when | Miles traveled 
eggs were laid collected per mile 

Corn | 177.1 4342 | 24.5 
Meadow crops, / 

excluding clover 37.5 542 ) 14.7 

Pasture 23.5 / 1991 84.3 
Wheat 20.5 | 1272 | 62. 
Fallow ground 18.5 | 812 43.3 

Oats 9,38 571 | 60.9 
Clover 4.5 134 | 29.7 

290.98 9664 
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From this table we find that more eggs were laid in pastures (84 
grubs per mile) than in any other crop; that small grain came next 
with 61 and 62 per mile for fields which had been in oats and wheat 
respectively; that fallow land, grown up of course to weeds, largely 
grasses, was third with 48 grubs to the mile; that clover and corn 

seemed not far apart in attractiveness to the egg-laying beetles—clover 
with 30 and corn with 25 grubs to the mile; and that meadow crops 
(excluding clover) were least sought by the egg-laying beetles—about 
15 grubs to the mile in fields which had been in such crops when the 
eggs were laid. 

Additional light is thrown on this ae of a possible choice of 

erops by May-beetles in which to lay their eggs, by data of quite an- 
other description obtained in 1912. This was a year of extraordinary 
injury by white-grubs in several counties of northern Illinois; and 
a request for information concerning the injury itself and the pre- 
vious cropping of the infested fields was sent out (during.my absence 
in Europe) by Mr. Robert D. Glasgow, then of my office staff. Sixty- 
three replies to this inquiry were received from farmers in Carroll, 

Stephenson, Winnebago, and Whiteside counties. In thirty-five of 
these, estimates were given of the injury to fields of corn. The total 
area of these thirty-five fields was 676 acres, an average of 19.3 acres 
to the field; and the total estimated injury was $8843, an average of 

$13.08 per acre. Forty-four of the sixty-three fields reported had been 
injured by white-grubs. Thirty-five of them were in corn when in- | 
jured, six in grass, and three in potatoes. The injury was uniformly 
reported as continuing thruout the season from May or June to Sep- 
tember, and it was certain, consequently, that these grubs had hatched 
from eggs laid in 1911. Of the forty-four injured fields, nineteen were 
in grass in 1911, nineteen were in oats, three in rye, one in barley, and 
two in corn. That is, altho 80 percent of the injured fields were in 
eorn in 1912 only 5 percent of them had been in that crop when the 
parent beetles laid their eggs; and altho only 14 percent of the injured 
fields were in grass in 1912, 48 percent of them had been in that crop 
the preceding year. None of the injured fields was in oats, rye, or 
barley in 1912, but 52 percent of them had been in those crops in 
1911. Or, more briefly stated, in 95 percent of the injured fields the 
eggs had been laid in either small grains or grasses, altho only 14 
pereent of the injury was in fields bearing such crops. 

Turning to the nineteen uninjured fields, on the other hand, I find 

that fourteen of them were in corn in 1912: and also the same num- 
ber in 1911, three in grass in both years, one in wheat in both years, 
one in rye.in 1912, and one in oats in 1911. Or, taking corn, grass, 
and the small grains separately, the number of uninjured fields in 
each of these classes was the same in both years. The evidence of the 
predominance of grasses and small grains over corn and other crops 
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as a lure to May-beetles about to lay their eggs is unmistakable here, 
and much more emphatic than that obtained from our general col- 
lections behind the plow. This is, indeed, what we should expect, as 
any actual preference of one crop over another would be much more 
plainly manifest, when extraordinary numbers of May-beetles were. 

abroad than when we were dealing with a sparse and widely secat- 
tered population. 



THE CHINCH-BUG OUTBREAK OF 1910 TO 1915 

By STEPHEN A. FORBES, State ENTOMOLOGIST 

The chinch-bug uprising of 1910-15 in Illinois was a striking ex- 
ample of the power of an injurious insect to avail itself of temporarily 
favorable conditions, and, breaking thru the ordinary checks upon its 
increase, to make pfofitable agriculture impossible for a term of years, 
and even to bring financial distress and ruin upon large numbers of 
those least able to bear unusual burdens. Making its first appearance 
in the fall of 1909 in a few fields of Washington county, in the south- 
western part of the state, this outbreak increased rapidly year by 

year, spread steadily from that center with no apparent reinforcement 
from any outside territory, rose in 1914 to a climax of destructive- 
ness in the central part of the then infested area, and virtually dis- 

appeared, with a rapidity amounting to collapse, in the summer of 

1915. During its widest development in the fall of 1914 it occupied in 
destructive or dangerous numbers the whole of twenty-five counties, 

and a part of thirteen others. Its injuries to corn alone that year, 

as shown by statistics of crop production and price to be given in 
detail on another page, amounted to $5,045,000 at the market price 
of that fall; and those to wheat and oats to $1,400,000 more. This 

brings the total estimated crop injury for that year to $6,400,000. 
1914 was, however, but one of five years of heavy loss in that part of 
Illinois, and it is certain that the total for the other four years was 

at least equal to that for this year alone. We may consequently fix 
upon a loss of $13,000,000 as the lowest reasonable estimate for the 

whole period. 
Divided equally among the twenty-six counties injuriously in- 

fested at some time during the outbreak, this average of $500,000 per 
county might not have been felt as very oppressive; and if it had been 
equally distributed, like a well-levied tax, over the farms of each 
county according to their values, it might have been borne without 
Serious distress. It was, however, so unequally divided, both locally 
and personally, that it brought financial ruin to many tenant farm- 

ers, seriously embarrassed many owners of farms, led to a heavy sac- 
rifice of stock and other readily salable property, and compelled the 
purchase by farmers of hundreds of thousands of dollars’ worth of 

grain and hay, necessary to maintain their working animals in the 

presence of the crop failure. The further economic consequences of 
this disaster are being investigated in detail by a member of the de- 
partment of economics in the University of Illinois. 

For the first time in the history of agriculture in this state a per- 
sistent fight against the chinch-bug was made in several parts of the 
area of infestation, largely by the use of organized measures for the 
destruction of the spring generation of the bugs at harvest-time. It 
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will later be shown that corn was thus saved in twenty counties in 1914 

to a value of more than $700,000, by measures costing the farmers 

about $40,000, including under this head both materials purchased 

and the value of the labor of the farmer and his hired man. It is 

certainly safe to say that other defensive operations of this and other 

years added at least $300,000 to these savings, or that, in other words, 

at least another million dollars’ worth of crops would have been 
destroyed if the farmers had left them wholly without defense. 

It is the object of this paper to present a sufficiently detailed ac- 

count of our recent chinch-bug outbreak to show its causes and those 
of its disappearance, to compare the cost and outcome of the various 

defensive measures brought into use, and especially to show the prob- 
able result if all concerned had made a general and energetic use of 
the best of these measures from the very beginning of the trouble. It 
will appear from this discussion that it is not only perfectly feasible 
to protect the corn crop completely in the beginning and early stages 
of a chinch-bug uprising, but that this is an immensely profitable un- 
dertaking ; that by a thoro application of measures now well known, so 
large a proportion of the chinch-bugs in any badly infested area might 
be destroyed at this time that a developing outbreak would be prac- 
tically suppressed, to the great advantage of the local community and 
the substantial protection of a much larger territory adjacent. This 

would require, however, general cooperative action, taken in the com- 

munity interest as well as in that of each person whose crops are 
threatened at the time. Unfortunately, however, the individual farm- 

er will commonly stop short with the best protection which he ean 
afford his own erops, to the neglect of the further measures necessary 
to the protection of those of his neighbors and to the protection later, 
perhaps, of those of a great area exposed to destruction if an out- 
break is allowed full swing. Such an outbreak is like a contagious 
disease or a conflagration; if wholly left to individual control, 

it will run its course, with only a little saved from destruc- 

tion here and there, by special personal effort. If the commun- 
ity is to be protected it must be enabled to act in its own behalf 
through its official representatives, equipped and empowered to en- 

courage, assist, and, where necessary, to require and even compel indi- 
vidual action which will make the community interest safe. 

DETAILED COMPUTATION OF LOSSES 

For a critical judgment of the amounts and values of the loss of 
farm crops caused by the late chinch-bug outbreak, I have first taken 
the statistics of production for 1914, the year in which chinch-bug in- 

jury was the most extensive and most severe, and have chosen for com- 
parison the seventeen counties worst infested and seventeen other 
counties adjacent to them which were so little infested, if at all, that 

no appreciable injury was done to crops. The seventeen infested 
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counties (see Map 6) le in a compact, roughly triangular body, with 
the Mississippi River from Randolph to Pike counties as the base of 

the triangle and Shelby county at its apex. The uninfested counties 
lie in an irregular zone around the margins of the infested area ex- 
eepting, of course, on the western side. A comparison of the total 
yield and value of all crops subject to chinch-bug attack in these two 
areas in 1914 ought to show how large a deficiency should be charged 

to the chinch-bug in that year. 
It was first necessary, however, to see whether the two sets of 

counties were sufficiently alike in average productivity to make the 
comparison a fair one. It seemed quite possible that, altho taken at 
random, they might be enough unlike in their agricultural qualities 
and hence in their average crop yields to make it difficult to say 
whether any difference manifest in 1914 was all or mainly due to 
insect injury. To settle this point, I have taken the statistics of corn 
production for these two sets of counties for the eight years from 
1902 to 1909 inelusive—a period during which there was no chinch- 
bug injury in any part of either area; and I find that corn averaged 
39 bushels per acre, during these years, in the counties which became 
infested by chinch-bugs in 1914, and 32 bushels per acre in those 
which were uninfested in that year. This difference of three bush- 
els per acre being in favor of the infested area, it is evident that this 
area is at least as productive, under ordinary conditions, as the other. 

The year 1914 was one of severe and destructive drouth in central 
and southern Illinois; and it seemed possible that the two sets of 

counties selected might have differed with respect to the degree of 
drouth in a way to add a greater weather injury to that done by 
chinch-bugs, and thus to make it impossible to tell just how much was 
due to the latter alone. Reference to the published reports of the 
U. S. Weather Service, gave me nineteen points in the infested area 
at which the weather of the season was recorded, and seventeen such 

points in the uninfested area. It is generally agreed that the weather 
of June, July, and August makes the corn crop, that of August being 

the most important; and I consequently brought into comparison the 
rainfall and temperature of the two areas for these months, with the 
result that the total rainfall during these months for the infested 
eounties was found to be 8.07 inches, and that for the uninfested 
counties 7.85 inches—a difference of only .22 of an inch in the three 
months, which is too small a deficiency to have any significance in this 

comparison. Moreover, an examination of the monthly means of rain- 

fall for the separate months shows that the deficiency in the infested 
counties was most marked in June, when it would have had the least 

effect upon the corn crop, and least so in July, and that in August, the 
most important month for the growth of corn, the rainfall was larger 

by nearly two thirds of an inch in the infested area than in the un- 
infested. 
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A similar study of the temperature records of these two sets of 
counties shows that the mean temperature of the uninfested area for 

June, July, and August, 1914, was 78.9 degrees F., and that of the 
infested area was 79.5 degrees, the latter counties averaging only .6 
of a degree warmer than the former—a difference much too small 
to have any noticeable effect on the yield of crops. Evidently the 
weather of the season could have given no advantage to the corn 

erop of the uninfested counties. 
Thus satisfied that these two areas might be fairly compared and 

that any marked difference shown by them in the yield of crops sub- 
ject to chinch-bug injury must be due to the insects themselves, I 

have compiled the reports of the 1914 corn crop, published by the 
State Department of Agriculture in its crop report for December of 
that year. From these I find that the average yield per acre in the 
infested counties was 18.1 bushels and that in the uninfested coun- 
ties it was 25.2 bushels, a difference of 7.1 bushels per acre which I 

could attribute only to chinch-bug injury. The total area of corn 
in the seventeen counties thus injuriously infested was, by the same 
erop report, 947,582 acres, and the total loss of corn at the above 
rate per acre was 6,727,432 bushels, which, at sixty cents a bushel, 
the minimum current price of corn that fall, amounted to $4,036,699. 

This, however, is not all. The December report of the State De- 
partment of Agriculture shows not only the quantity of the crop 
but its quality as well, on a scale of ratios in which a fair. average 
quality is rated at 100 percent. Comparing the quality ratios of the 
corn crop in our two sets of counties separately, I find that the corn 
of the infested counties was graded at 60.8 percent of an average, 
while that of the uninfested counties was 85.9 percent, a difference of 
virtually a fourth in favor of the corn of the uninfested counties. We 
shall have, therefore, to make a further reduction of fifteen cents a 
bushel in the market value of the product of the infested counties, thus 
increasing our loss of corn by a fourth, and bringing the total loss in 
1914 for these seventeen counties up to $5,045,874. ~ 

Corn is but one of three important crops subject to destruction 
by chinch-bugs, the others being wheat and oats. <A similar use of 
the crop reports to that above described gives a yield of wheat per 
acre in 1914 of 1914 bushels in the uninfested counties and 16 bush- 
els in the infested counties, a difference of 314 bushels per acre at- 
tributable to chinch-bug injury. The total acreage of wheat in the 
infested counties was 516,589 acres, and the average price per bushel 
August 1 was seventy-five cents. From these data we obtain a loss 
of $1,356,039 in wheat due to chinch-bug injury. The loss in oats is 
much less important. This crop in the infested counties occupied only 
16,422 acres, with an average yield per acre of 6.1 bushels less than 
that in the counties uninfested. An average price of forty-one cents 

per bushel August 1 gives us a total loss of $41,071 for 1914. 
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The loss in this year on all three crops thus amounts to $6,442,984 
by this computation for seventeen counties only. Twenty-two coun- 
ties were, however, injuriously infested this year, fifteen of them over 
practically their whole area and the other seven over a part of it 
only. Furthermore, 1914 was but one of six years during which the - 
chineh-bug was destructively abundant in this part of Illinois, and we 
shall certainly be far within the truth if we double the figures for 
this limited area infested in one year as our estimate for the entire 
damage wrought in Illinois from the beginning of the outbreak. This 
gives us practically $13,000,000 as the immediate sacrifice of staple 
crops to the chinch-bug during this period in [linois. 

SECONDARY ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES 

Secondary losses of all kinds consequent upon this primary destruc- 
— tion it is probably impossible to compute or to estimate with even ap- 
proximate exactness; but that they were very heavy will be shown 
by a general study of the economic consequences, direct and indirect, 
immediate and remote, of this chinch-bug outbreak which is being made 
for me by a member of the economics department of the University of 
Illinois. I may here refer, however, in passing, to a single example of 
these secondary consequences, which I have myself drawn out of the 

data derived from assessors’ reports on the live stock of the state, as 
published by the State Department of Agriculture in its statistical 
reports. 

BEEF AND DaIRy CATTLE IN Four Worst INFESTED COUNTIES (2724 SQUARE 
MILES), AND IN FIvE UNINFESTED COUNTIES ADJACENT (2629 SQUARE MILES). 

| Kinds is : Gamicies ae of | Years Percentages 

miles | s(oek| “I9TT | 1912] 1913 | 1914 ] 1915 | Loss | Gain 
; Beef 9.983 6,495| 6,173) 4,938 | 4,197) 54.7 | 

Le 380 Dairy | 5,632| 4.506| 4,731] 5,204] 4788 | 15. 
<= a Beef | 10,265| 9,136| 8,314| 7,981| 6,066| 40.9 | 
Macoupin ./ 864 Ipairy | 3,304 | 3,205| 3,237| 3,399| 3,501] . 5.9 
Madison ...| 740 (Beef | 16,680 | 15,005 | 13,503 | 12,154 | 10,574 | 36.6 

Dairy | 6,332] 6,142| 5,528| 5,862] 4,826] 23.8 
Beef | 13,884 | 12,451 | 11,206| 6,724) 5,715| 58.7 
Dairy | 5,324| 5,324] 5,324| 5,164] 4,596] 13:6 Montgomery} 740 | 

Total ..... 2,724 70,654 | 62,267 | 58,016 | 50,926 | 44,263 | 37.0 

Clark | 513 |Beef | 6,425 | 4,305 | 3,440 | 2,993 | 2,993 | 51.8 | 
ae Dairy | 2,664 | 2,531 | 2,278 | 2,278 | 2,210 | 13.3 

oles... 509 [Beef | 9,837 | 8,066.) 7,421 | 6,679 | 5,544 | 43.6 

Beef | 11,350 | 10,782 | 10,027 | 8,523 | 8,097 | 28.6 
ee | 85 airy | 6.472 | 6472 |. 6,472 | 6,343 | 6,153 | 4.9 

Beef | 27,328 | 25,962 | 26,741 | 25,671 | 24,901 | 8.8 
Shelby ...-| 760 /poiry | 7.378.| 7,378 | 7,378 | 7,378 | 7,230 | 2. 
Total ..... 2,629 86,281 | 74,131 | 74,679 | 70,827 | 68,538 | 20.6 
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SUMMARY OF ABOVE TABLE 

Decline 

Cattle Counties 1911 1915 in | 
| percent 

numbers | 

’ Beef Uninfested 64,310 | 47,976 | 16334 | 25.4 
Infested 50,062 | 26,552 | 23,510 | 46.9 

Dairy Uninfested 21,971 | 20,562 1,409 6.4 
Infested 20,592 17,711 }. 286i 13.8 

Decline in four counties because of chinch-bug injury to crops: Beef cattle, 
7176 (215%); dairy cattle, 1472, (7.4%). 
Value of decline: Beéef cattle... os 26 Sea 2s ceo ed Se ee eee $358,800 

Dairy’ cattle, (oven 8 bt oes ce oe ee ee oe 88,320 

$447,120 

To arrive at the effect of a destruction of crops by the chinch- 
bug upon live-stock holdings in the infested country, I have brought 
into comparison the number of beef and dairy cattle in infested and 
uninfested counties for a period of four years from 1911, when the 
counties chosen were generally invaded by the chinch-bug, to 1915, 
when the invasion came to an end. The infested counties selected 
were Bond, Macoupin, Madison, and Montgomery, with a total area 
of 2724 square miles, and the uninfested countries were Clark, Coles, 

Cumberland, Effingham, and Shelby, with a total area of 2629 square 
miles. From the foregoing table it will be seen that there was a fall- 
ing off from 1911 to 1915 in the number of cattle of both classes in 

both groups of counties, but that this decline went much the farthest 
in the counties infested by the chinch-bug. While the uninfested 
counties lost 25.4 percent of their beef cattle and 6.4 percent of their 
dairy cows in these four years, the infested counties lost 46.9 percent 

of the former and 13.8 percent of the latter—differences of 21.5 per- 
cent of their beef and 7.4 percent of their dairy animals—all of which 
may be fairly attributed to the pinch of the emergency caused by the 
chinch-bug devastation: These ratios give us a loss on this account 
of 7176 beef cattle and 1472 dairy cows, which, at the average values 
of stock in the several counties for the year 1915 ($47 for beef and 

$60 for dairy animals) amounts to $447,120. It is not to be under- 

stood, of course, that this sum should be added to the losses due to 

the chinch-bug; it is merely a partial measure of the economic dis- 
turbance and strain which these losses produced. 

THE PROGRESS AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE OUTBREAK 

From its beginning in the southwestern part of Washington county 
in 1909, the chinch-bug outbreak expanded in 1910 to occupy an irreg- 
ularly pear-shaped area lying on both sides of the Kaskaskia River 
and including virtually the whole of the counties of Clinton, Wash- 
ington, and Perry together with a considerable part of six other coun- 
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ties adjacent. The northernmost locality in which an infestation was 
found was in the northern part of Fayette county. (Map 1.) 

By the summer of 1911 the smaller, northern end of this pear- 
shaped area had so developed to the north and west as to make a much 
larger district of infestation, still pear-shaped, but with the larger end 

of the figure now northward. Fourteen counties were involved, seven 
of them lying wholly within the infested area, the northern boundary 

of which reached to the southern part of Christian county and the 
northern line of Macoupin. A tendency of the expansion to the east- 
ward was shown by threatening numbers of chinch-bugs at single lo- 
calities in Franklin and Jasper countries. (Map 2.) 

During 1912 the infested district was widened and extended north- 
ward to assume a triangular form, with the Mississippi River between 
Jackson and Pike counties as one side of the triangle and with Cum- 
berland county at its peak. (Map 2.) Eleven counties were now 
wholly included in it, and a considerable part of twelve counties ad- 
ditional.. The northernmost point of serious infestation this season was 
in the southern fourth of Sangamon county. The severity of the at- 

tack was noticeably lessened in the southernmost counties infested, 

altho local crop injury in Hamilton and Saline counties showed that 
conditions to the southeast were barely below the danger line. 

In 1913, (Map 3) altho there was a slight expansion of the area 
of injury to the northward to include the whole of Greene and Cal- 
houn counties, the number of counties affected was reduced to eighteen, — 
the southern and eastern angles of the area occupied in 1912 being 
now withdrawn or rounded off in a way to give the whole tract an ir- 
regularly hemispherical or semielliptical form with the central parts 
of Shelby and Marion counties at its eastern boundary and central 
Randolph at its southernmost extension. 

There had developed by this time in parts of Madison and Ma- 
coupin counties a center of intense infestation within which nearly all 
crops liable to destruction were practically obliterated; and these 
conditions became still more serious in 1914 when the outbreak reached 
its climax. In this year (1914) the spring flights of chinch-bugs from 
their winter quarters brought them to our notice as destructively 
abundant either in wheat or corn over the whole of fifteen counties 
and in considerable parts of eleven others, the additions to the area 
occupied being almost wholly to the northward. (Map 4.) The north- 

ernmost line of the chinch-bug territory of this year ran a little above 
the southern boundaries of Adams, Brown, and Cass counties; and its 

farthest eastern boundary was in Effingham county. <A center of vir- 

tually complete destruction lay in the counties of Jersey, Macoupin, 
Montgomery, Fayette, Bond, and Madison, within which it formed 
an oval tract about seventy-five by forty miles in greatest length and 
breadth. The mid-summer flight of the first generation of the bugs 
earried them so far outward in all directions that the fall inspection 
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of my field assistants gave us a list of forty counties dangerously in- 
fested, twenty-five of them over virtually their whole area. (Map 5.) 

As a matter of fact, by the first week in May of 1915 chinch-bugs 
were reported dangerously abundant in wheat over the whole or nearly 
the whole of the following twenty-nine counties,— Adams, Brown, 

Cass, Menard, Pike, Scott, Morgan, Sangamon, Macon, Calhoun, 

Greene, Jersey, Macoupin, Montgomery, Christian, Moultrie, Shelby, 
Madison, Bond, Fayette, Effingham, St. Clair, Clinton, Marion, Mon- 

roe, Washington, Jefferson, Randolph, and Perry, and in parts of the 

following eleven others,— Mason, Schuyler, Fulton, Logan, Piatt. 

Douglas, Coles, Cumberland, Jasper, Clay, and Wayne (Map 6). Ex- 
traordinarily heavy beating rains in May and June so far reduced the 
numbers of the insects that by the 20th of June, 1915, all danger of 
an outbreak was over for the year and the office force organized for a 
field campaign was called in and broken up. 

LocaL AND GENERAL CAUSES OF THE OUTBREAK 

The original causes of the outbreak we are studying, of its con- 

tinued increase for six successive years, of its extension northward 
and its restriction and even retreat in the south and east, and those of 

its final disappearance, are to be ascertained only by careful inquiry 
into the conditions by which it was preceded, in the midst of which it 
arose, under which it was maintained, and by which it was surrounded. 

Such an inquiry must of course take into account all that we definitely 
know or may intelligently surmise concerning the effects of weather, 
soil, crops, parasites, predaceous enemies, and contagious diseases upon 

the rate of insect multiplication. | 
The weather relation may be very briefly described. Unusually warm 

weather, continued thru each year’s breeding season of the bugs—that 
is, from May to August inclusive—and the absence of heavy beating 
rains during this period of the hatching and growth of the young, es- 
pecially during June and August, are conditions generally regarded 
as favorable to a high rate of increase; while weather cooler than nor- 
mal during the late spring and summer, accompanied by an abundance 
of rain falling in beating storms in late May, June, and August, but - 
especially in June, may put an end to a destructive outbreak in a sin- 
ele year. The crop relation may be described with equal brevity. Fav- 

orable weather conditions will take first effect, other things being ap- 
proximately equal, in an area where the crops are most largely those 
upon which the chinch-bug can maintain itself—that is, the cereal 
crops and the forage grasses—and where those crops are so massed 
and so distributed that the bugs can easily find their way to wheat in 
spring and to oats and corn at and soon after the time of the wheat 
harvest. It is also commonly believed that an outbreak is most likely 
to appear in Illinois where a sufficient acreage of winter wheat is so 
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well distributed as to furnish abundant pasturage to the adult bugs 
when they scatter abroad from their winter quarters, and to the young 
of the first generation hatching in the field to which their parents have 

been drawn for food. 
By an examination of the records of the U.S. Weather Bureau and 

the data of crop production in southern Illinois for 1907, 1908, and 
- 1909, as published by the State Department of Agriculture, I am led 
to the conclusion that an immediate cause of the beginning of the 
Washington county outbreak was the warm weather of the spring and 
summer of 1908 and 1909 and the character of the farm crops pre- 

dominating in the country where the trouble began. 
The U. S. Weather Bureau stations nearest the fields in which the 

chinech-bug was first noticed in 1909 were those at Tilden and Sparta, 
in the northeastern part of Randolph county, the first close to the 
southwest corner of Washington county and the second about six 
miles farther south. The weather records were taken at Tilden up to 

1909 and at Sparta thereafter. The average temperature and rainfall 
data here for the four months from May to August inclusive are given 
in the following table. The minus sign before a number indicates de- 
erees of temperature or inches of rainfall below the normal for the sta- 

tion, and a plus sign indicates degrees or inches above the normal. 

TOTAL DEPARTURES FROM NORMAL TEMPERATURE AND RAINFALL, MAy TO AUGUST, 
1907-1911, RANDOLPH Co., ILL. 

Year | Temperature | Rain | Remarks 

1907 — 54 | 13.47 Cool and wet 
1908 - + 5.1 143.17 Warm and wet 
1909 + 4.2 —0.26 Warm and normal 
1910 Sit al | 413.24 Very cool and wet 
a941 +10.4 —6.13 | Very warm and very dry 

It will be seen that 1907 was a year unfavorable to chinch-bug in- 
crease, being both cool and wet, altho the change to warmer weather 
began in midsummer of that year, July and August averaging 1.5 de- 
grees above the normal. 1908 opened with an early spring, the mean 
temperature of March being 6.8 degrees above the normal, and it con- 
tinued warm until October, except for a drop to normal temperature 
in June and July. In 1909, June and August were warm in Ran- 
dolph county, the excess temperature of August especially rising to 
a mean of 4.2 degrees. This, with a shortage of 3.12 inches in the 
rainfall of that month, whem young chinch-bugs of the second genera- 
tion were hatching in the corn, seems to have been the match which 
set off the explosion, for it was in the corn fields of that fall that the 
chinch-bug was first noticed in extraordinary abundance. The fol- 
lowing spring it reached numbers to do considerable injury to wheat, 
and later in the season to corn also, in at least nine counties, as al- 
ready reported. The extent and amount of injury by chinch-bugs 
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in 1910 makes it very likely that infestation actually began over much 
of this area of injury in 1909, and farther on in tracing the relations 
of the outbreak to prevailing crops I have assumed that this was the 
fact. 

How little a deficient rainfall can have had to do with the com- 
mencement of this outbreak is shown by the fact that there was no 
dry summer in this district during these years until 1911, that of 
1909 being virtually normal as to rainfall, and May to August in 
1907, 1908, and 1910 being decidedly wet in Randolph county, with 
an excess of rainfall varying from 3/5 to 31% inches for each of these 
three years. 

At this point the inquiry will naturally arise whether there were 
not other places in southern Illinois where the spring and summer 
weather of these years was equally favorable to a rapid multiplication 
of the chinch-bug, but where nothing of the sort actually occurred. 
As an answer to this question I have prepared the following table 
comparing temperatures and rainfall at the southern Illinois stations 
in 1908 and 1909. From this it will be seen that both Flora and Cob- 
den, in Clay and Union counties, show conditions quite as favorable 
to the chinch-bug as those at Tilden, in that the breeding months 
were warm and dry at both the former in 1908, and warm at both in 
1909 with a rainfall a little below the normal at Flora and less than 
an inch above the normal at Cobden. 

¢ 

DEPARTURE FROM NORMAL TEMPERATURE AND RAINFALL, SOUTHERN ILLINOIS StTA- 
TIONS, May To Aveust, 1908-09 

1908 1909 

Weather stations Temperature, Rain, Temperature,, Rain, 
degrees inches degrees | inches 

Albian: 2 | ee eee 42.6 —2.96 —0.6 0.57 
Cobden #.6.) paeeee eee 414 —3.50 44.5 0.86 
Mlonay ». 2. \ssa che eeee.2 egrets 5.5 —3.50 +3.8 Js 
Greenville. (22 scp.ae seen —3.4 +4.91 +0.5 —0.64 
McLeansboro ........+.-. 0.0 9.45 115., i ieee 
Min Vernon, 2556.3. 260 eee 4.0 —1.88 +1.8 +0.65 
Olney |. 2! 2; eee 41.9 22) —1.3 41.31 
St. -dohn > f. | So eee eee —2.9 —0.04 +2.7 —0.35 
Wilden’: <1 aCe eee 5.1 +3.17 14.2 —0.26 

Evidently there must have been something other than the weather 
of these two years to prevent the appearance of destructive numbers 
of the chinch-bug in the districts around these two stations. It is 
when we compare the three counties with regard to their agricultural 
conditions, that we find differences having an important bearing on our 
inquiry. 

Clay county differed from Washington county in 1909 especially 
in the smaller percentage of its area in wheat (1 percent in Clay 
county and 12.6 percent in Washington), and in the smaller area in 
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RATIO OF THE AREA IN EACH CROP TO THE AREA IN ALL THE CEREAL AND FORAGE 
CROPS TAKEN TOGETHER 

d Wheat Oats Corn Forage 
Counties | percent percent percent | percent 

MMMETETE MENS 13.5 0 Pac coin edie seh 3 we oe Gad: 7A Oy le PAS 

EE ee Gee 3.9 10-2 | 43.2 | 42.7 

TORTI oh A ne ae, Sale| Zines Ehea 

PERCENTAGES OF TOTAL AREA OF EACH COUNTY IN EACH CROP 

; : | Wheat | Oats | Corn Forage : 
Counties | percent] percent percent pereent Totals 

SE ee 12.6 6.1 5 wen 35.5 
Clay RP Si os Sis caver oo <= 1.0 2.8 ala Ay able 26.8 
0. ay ea a 8.6 1.4 6.8 10.0 26.8 

ACRES IN CEREAL AND FORAGE CROPS IN WASHINGTON, CLAY, AND UNION COUNTIES 
IN 1909 

| Washington Clay Union i. 
re ie co 5 yee pea eee went sl. 8106. |. 22,116 
So ols le a ee 21,793 8,233 3,563 
a Re 33,289 35,011 17,450 

Oo eee 19,915 17,945 19,385 
OT a ee 7,609 16,675 6,251 

ieee aya) e970 i GE RG5 

ToTAL AREAS IN ACRES 

| Washington Clay Union 

IEE We he Unie cen ee a ena! 356,480 298,240 256,000 
pereaemmaer Cultivation..............- 264,837 228,469 132,084 

Percentage cultivated ............... 74.3 76.6 51.6 

erops on which the chinch-bug can live and breed (26.8 percent in 
Clay and 35.5 percent in Washington). Union county, on the other 
hand, differed from Washington in the fact that it had only about two 
thirds as large a ratio of its area under cultivation (51.6 percent to 
74.3 percent), two thirds as much of its area in wheat (8.6 percent to 

12.6 percent), and a little more than one fifth as much in oats (1.4 

percent to 6.1). Otherwise stated, Washington county had nearly 19 
percent, and Union county only 10 percent, of their total areas in 
those crops on which the chinch-bug depends mainly for food in 
spring. Union county also differs from Washington in its hilly and 
broken character, the cultivated fields being much more scattered and 

isolated. 
This brings us to a general consideration of the effects of the kinds 

and distribution of crops on a chinch-bug infestation as shown in the 
location and progress of this outbreak. For an investigation of this 
subject I have brought together the crop data for 1909 and 1910 of 
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nine counties within the area seriously infested in those years, and 
of nine other counties adjacent, but not infested at that time, as 
shown in the tables following. 

Crop AREAS, 1909, INFESTED COUNTIES 

Counties Wheat Oats > Fi Corn Forage 

Ne gISOM \ ec sco a nets 63,820 5,881 | 67,767 73,228 
Bond). cones. hee aoe 14,406 9,025 27,798 48,742 
Hametie a brs tet ce 16,457 7,948 31,682 77,567 
MeTIOn gigs ee ae 819 4,306 26,298 56,376 
Chinton i'. ots ewiceee 37,530 24,059 46,156 47,297 
Sy, ©) oh eae ne gee . 59,789 2,922 39,667 47,898 
Handolph)..o.y dee Yee 54,384 1,547 24,530 31,248 
Washington) oe fo sosr. a 44,777 21,793 35,619 27,524 
IPGL) Fh kw croeieis ae a ae 28,288 10,434 16,784 15,726 

OtAIS «6 sis cats rete eae | 820,270 S715, 1 316,301 425,666 

Total of above Crops wih sn sch le a octane Sie ee 1,150,152 acres 
Total of cultivated. land. 2.42.5. 5.6<.k ee ee ee oe ee 2,296,263 acres 
Total, areas. 2). 0655 22% 22s ee, Seusheun cei wee es ets ee ene 3,284,480 acres 
Ratio of acreage of each crop to total acreage of all above crops:—wheat, 27.8 

percent; oats, 7.6 percent; corn, 27.5 percent; forage, 37 percent. 
Ratio of area in above crops to total area of cultivated land, 50 percent. 
Ratio of cultivated land to total area, 70 percent. 
Percentage of total area in each crop:—wheat, 9.7; oats, 20; corn, 9.6; forage, 13; 

total, 34.3. 

Crop AREAS, 1909, UNINFESTED COUNTIES 

as Counties Wheat Oats Corn Forage 

Pitino ham <0: 2 aie 4,422 9,935 48,732 56,394 
SSD ERS peed Saari ee 286 982 19,582 14,065 
retell tc ost cee 993 7,694 19,755 48,490 
Clay Ae sonst eee 3,089 8,233 35,011 34,620 
NVI VRG eras to ae ake 684 1,031 39,709 62,549 
PeMCLSOM ~—doie ie Gees cee 2,983 8,379 24,983 51,231 
Ha muliton “asco. a. ae 360 9,247 47,342 33,299 
rk. (cats hoe 1,148 12,687 30,615 32,376 
Maes OR ee ane 5 se 2,660 6,986 35,0960 20,307 

Patalc. cnc eek te 16,625 65,174 ~~ 301,289 353,331 

Totalwoft aboveseropis Ss, < tna whys bes eon oe Se 736,419 acres 
Wotal of cultivated amd 2. ts oa 2st es ee ee 2,033,114 acres 
otalarea, ) okie ee fonts tints Whe ade tan de ce oe ee ee '. .2,759,680 acres 
Ratio of acreage of each crop to total acreage of all above crops:—wheat, 2.3 per- 

cent; oats, 8.9 percent; corn, 40.9 percent; forage, 47.9 percent. 
Ratio of area in above crops to total area of cultivated land, 36.2 percent. 
Ratio of cultivated land to total area, 73.7 percent. 
Percentage of total area in each crop: wheat, 0.6 percent; oats, 2.3 percent; corn, 

11.0 percent; forage, 12.8 percent; total, 26.7 percent. 

From these tables it will be seen that the nine infested counties have 
an area of about three and a quarter millions of acres, of which 50 per- 

cent was in the cereal crops and the forage grasses (the chinch-bug 
crops, in other words), and that nearly 28 percent of the area of these 

crops was in wheat, about the same in corn, 7.6 percent in oats, and 37 
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percent in hay and pasture land. It would have been difficult indeed 

to plan a cropping of these counties better calculated to breed and 
nourish the chinch-bug during a time favorable to its rapid increase. 
With an abundance of wheat for the first generation and of corn for 
the second, with oats enough to ease the way from the one crop to the 
other after the wheat harvest, with a large area in the permanent 
grasses available at all times as an emergency food when the more 
succulent cereals were wanting, and with weather favorable to a large 
production of eggs and a successful hatching and rapid growth of the 
young; it was no miracle that brought the chinch-bugs out in un- 
manageable numbers. 

In the nine uninfested counties, on the other hand, with an area 

of two and three quarters millions of acres, we see in the smaller per- 
eentage of the chinch-bug crops (36.2 percent here as against 50 
percent in the other counties) and especially in a ratio of winter wheat 
only about one twelfth that of the infested counties (2.3 percent as 
against 27.8 percent), at least a partial explanation of the freedom of 
these counties from chinch-bug attack. 

It was rather unfortunate for southern Illinois that wheat was a 
peculiarly tempting crop at the time when the agriculture of the re- 
gion was threatened with ruin by an insect which finds in an abund- 
ance of wheat its most favorable food. The price of wheat in 1909 led 
to an increased acreage in that crop in 1910, even in the infested and 
endangered counties. In our nine infested counties the area in wheat 
rose from 27.8 percent in 1909 to 31 percent in 1910, the other crop 
areas being diminished a little or remaining virtually unchanged. In 
the nine uninfested counties the change was still greater, from 2.3 
percent in wheat in 1909 to 7.3 percent in 1910, oats also coming up 
here from 8.9 percent to 12.4 percent, the corn and forage grasses 
falling off proportionally. The total acreage of the chinch-bug crops 

inereased in these uninfested counties from 36.2 percent (1909) to 42 
percent (1910). The contrast in crops between these groups of coun- 
ties continued marked in 1910, however, in respect to the area in 
wheat, which was more than four times as large in the infested coun- 
ties as it was in the uninfested. 

Crop AREAS, 1910, INFESTED COUNTIES 

Counties | -Wheat | Oats Corn | Forage 
ae 19,016 iy 103879 | 24,462 46,716 
Oo 20,165 | 10,290 | 14,876 15,583 
SEER ee ee es 32,914 | 8,504 | 33,900 76,858 
MRI iia ss 6 oy o's 65,100 6,234 [! | 67,767 70,228 
oo 901 | e737 |... 88,088 49,968 
i 6 31,117 Pc e86 bY 17,959 14,485 
Beaagolph ........-..-. 54,384 | 1,624 24.530 | 30,516 
5 60,985 | 2,805 | 38,477 40,047 
Mvacineton ........... AGL, |. eas. |. . $38,769 26,148 

0 ESR ate Ue ee | 330,255 | 78,052 =| 283,662 | 370,549 



Totals of above crops". <2 .k.5. ous tats clare ee ere Ree 1,062,518 acres 
Total of cnitivated land.) . o.2 sic teos wee ee ee 2,296,263 acres 
Total area) 2.2 cess «nw ale pede = bee» Wee eee tee eee eee 3,284,480 acres 
Ratio of acreage of each crop to total acreages of all above crops: wheat, 31 

percent; oats, 7.3 percent; corn, 26.7 percent; forage, 34.9 percent. 
Ratio of area in above crops to total area of cultivated land, 52 percent. 
Ratio of cultivated land to total area, 70 percent. 
Ratio of area of each crop to total area: wheat, 10 percent; oats, 2.4 percent; corn, 

8.6 percent; forage, 11.3 percent; total, 32.3 percent. 

Crop AREAS, 1910, UNINFESTED COUNTIES 

Counties Wheat | Oats | Corn | Forage 

Clays. iy. 50 ee ee ee 4,170 | 9,056 33,260 32,952 
Biinghann. 2) c.. (ae ete 35,964 | 45,417 44,888 82,915 
Branbilinsev., <7. aie see 1,297 13,829 31,840 31,973 
Harltonrs .-.s26 25 aoe 400 10,911 44,975 32,482 - 
Jasper = ce Pak mee ee | 243 1,129 18,995 11,293 
JeMErsON yi. isis See 4,624 9,887 24,483 51,777 
Richland: 5.5 2 .tetentac ee 1,092 8,771 20,743 49,251 
Wiel oe ae ein tea 752 1,217 42,489 61,857 
Wallkonsoa: <5 SS 2aer 13,586 | 5,705 36,649 33,178 

oetalsy: “Siete ee = 62,128 | 105,922 | 298,322 | 387,678 

Total of above crops... ... oe 2 see-6 sae Soe oe ei eee et 854,050 acres 
Total of cultivated land 3. 352 Jia ae ce ek 6 2 en ee eee 2,033,114 acres 
Total: aed. .<..:4.625 4056 aso epee, Away le eee eek eer Eee 2,759,680 acres 
Ratio of acreage of each crop to total acreage of all above crops:—wheat, 7.3 

percent; oats, 12.4 percent; corn, 35 percent; forage, 45.3 percent. 
Ratio of area in above crops to total area of cultivated land, 42 percent. 
Ratio of cultivated land to total area, 73.7 percent. 
Ratio of area of each crop to total area: wheat, 2.2: percent; oats, 3.8 percent; 

corn, 10.8 percent; forage, 14 percent; total, 30.8 percent. 

As another method of ascertaining the effect of the kind of crop- 
ping upon the extension of chinch-bug injury, I have brought into 
comparison the crop areas in 1911 of four counties adjacent to the in- 

fested area which were not themselves infested in this year but were 
invaded by the chinch-bug in the year following, and those of four 
other counties adjacent which were not infested in either year. 
(Map 2.) For convenience of discussion, I will call the four counties 
not subsequently infested (Clay, Franklin, Jackson, and Jefferson) 

Group A, and the four subsequently infested counties (Jersey, 
Macoupin, Madison, and Montgomery) Group B. The following table 

is the basis of my comparison. 

Crop AREAS, 1911 

Counties, Group A (not infested) 

Wheat Oats Corn Forage 
SS ee Ee 

Cliga. oe e eee 4,587 | 7,879 | 29,934 | 31,810 
Prakinnn Gece ee eee 1,128 | 13,414 | 30,248 | 31,565 
Beco ae 3. okey eters Se gana a 20,794 750 | 18,321 | 15,722 
Soren I Re apse ay SMe gr titan tek OT Tea 5,872 | 9,096 | 21,300 | 50,346 

Wakalis: . .taebar weet wean 32,381 | 31,139 | 94,803 | 129,443 
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_ Counties, Group B (subsequently infested) 

| Wheat Oats | Corn Forage 
STS et ae ee 17,827 860 | 34,286 | 19,968 
oo ee 23,844 | 10,427 | 41,280 | 51,173 
Ee aan 65,100 | 6,047 | 69,122 | 70,029 
ne 37,275 | 22,712 | 70,383 | 80,707 
"S| as ees Aen "744,046 | 40,046 | 215,071 | 221,877 

Acreage in above crops: 
Group A, 287,766 acres 
Group B, 621,040 ”’ 

Cultivated area, 1911: 
Group A, 837,749 acres 
Group B, 1,036,956 ”’ 

A—counties north of infested area of 1911; infested in 1912. 
B—counties southeast of infested area of 1911; not infested in 1912. 

Crop Ratios, 1911 (RATIO OF AREA IN EACH Crop TO TOTAL AREA UNDER 
CULTIVATION ) 

a Group i Wheat [= Oats Corn | Forage 

A 3.86% 3.71% 11.3% 15.4% 
B 13.9 % 3.8 % | 20.8% 21.4% 

From this table we see that the area in chinch-bug crops was 

much smaller in Group A (34.3 percent) than in Group B (59.9 per- 

cent), and that the ratio of wheat in Group B was three and a half 

times as great as in Group A. In other words, the outbreak extended 

from the area infested in 1911 northward over country planted largely 

to cereals and grasses, and with a high ratio of wheat, but did not 

spread over counties to the east and southeast with a smaller area in 

these chinch-bug crops and a materially smaller one in wheat. 

Another reason appears, however, for this rapid northward spread 

of the chinch-bug outbreak, in a fact brought especially to my atten- 

tion by one of my field assistants, Mr. W. P. Flint. The principal 

chinch-bug flights—the dispersal flights—are those which carry the 

insect over new territory in spring when it emerges from its winter 

quarters, in midsummer when the first generation reaches maturity, 

and in fall when the insect leaves the fields in search of winter quar- 

ters. The principal spring and fall flights are especially likely to 

occur upon warm days following upon raw and chilly ones, conditions 

under which the prevailing winds are from the south. 
This fact is illustrated by the following data of the direction and 

velocity of the wind at Springfield at times when our field notes show 
the occurrences of considerable flights of chinch-bugs in the infested 
area. 
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Date Direction of wind Velocity 

May 4, 1911 West 13 miles, maximum 
fe Dit) East and southeast 12 miles, Mi 
tes Os. te South 12 miles, 2 
a i ae South 15 miles, des 

Sept. 2s, 7? Variable 
eo ety 6 Pag Northeast around to south 
Masi Tastow pe South and southwest 

April 24, 1912 Southwest and west 18 miles, 
May. ees eae South and southwest 2D) 222 

$4 eae Southeast and east pals, 5a 
ie ey set Southeast and south ie 
es A eee South and southeast LS) 27 

April 18, 1912 West and northwest Sie 
Oi hase ge 3 South 19 ” 
eg meh cod South and southwest Oy 4 
Poihah ay Ae eee South ous ee 
72 16,914 West and southwest San 
A Par tud eee South and southwest le ” 
Aon ie ao nene | South SG tae 

Pepts. 20,827 Southeast and south LG ees 
haat) rr ges South oT 22 

It is a matter of common observation that the chinch-bug tends to 
move with the wind, even when on the ground, and much more so, of 

course, when on the wing. The wider and more rapid extension of 

an outbreak to the north than in any other direction is a necessary 

consequence; and the later stages of the spread of the present one 

into the northernmost counties of its area seems, indeed, to have been 

due mainly to this cause. Altho continuing much the most destructive 

in the distinctively wheat-growing counties, it invaded counties to the 

northward in which wheat was a relatively unimportant crop. In 

1913, for example, it spread to the north over the greater part of the 

counties of Christian and Sangamon, the cropping of which, as shown 

below, gives us but 9.8 percent of their area in wheat in 1912 and 7.6 

percent in 19138. Corn was, in fact, the predominating crop in these 

counties, with the forage plants next in area and oats averaging only 

about as much as wheat. 
s 

2 Crop AREAS, 1912 

Counties | Wheat Oats Corn Forage 

Christian: Leena | 18,059 5,846 | 109,303 74,915 
2), Samgamdn ps. eres | 21,136 | 29,196 99,596 41,581 

Wi Opades oe sel eee | 39,195 | 35,042 | 208,899 | 116,496 

Lotalsofabove crops :%.¢ 20 As. diay deeceeee ee oe eee 399,632 acres 

Mota Areas sain sbi 6 oo bie ee OA hoo eens ee RE 1,009,280 acres 
Total in cereal and forage crops 39.6 percent of area. 
Ratio of each crop to total of above crops: wheat, 9.8 percent; oats, 8.8 percent; 

corn, 52.3 percent; forage, 29.1 percent, 
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As a general conclusion from the foregoing discussion we may say 
that our outbreak made its start in the wheat-growing counties under 
conditions of high spring and summer temperatures for two succes- 
sive seasons, but with no marked deficiency of rainfall; that it spread 
thence by a process of overflow in the direction of the prevailing winds 
at the times of the dispersal flights of the bugs, and into wheat-growing 
counties to the virtual exclusion of those in which wheat was not an im- 
portant crop; that it reached its most destructive abundance in wheat 

country to the northward of its place of origin; and that it was 
finally swept in this direction into areas where wheat is decidedly 
secondary to corn, hay, and pasture grasses, doing there a diminished 

damage, however, except to corn which grew beside infested fields of 
wheat. 

It must be admitted, however, that proof of the immediate de- 
pendence of chinch-bug increase on high summer temperatures and 
moderate rainfall and upon the character of the agricultural crops, 
is not here so clean-cut and positive as to put these conclusions alto- 
gether beyond question. A great chinch-bug outbreak is, as a rule, 
general over a wide territory—the present one, for example, covering 
the greater part of Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri, besides some 
forty counties in Illinois. It began, indeed, earlier in the West than 
in Illinois itself, chinch-bugs being destructive there in the spring of 
1907, more than two years before our first observation of its preva- 
lenee in this state. The occurrence and maintenance, for a term of 

years, of any uniform weather conditions over so great an area seems 
quite improbable; and the problem is one which should at any rate 
be studied over the entire territory of an outbreak as a unit rather 

than in a fragment of it on its margin. Furthermore, all our conelu- 
sions are based on field observations only, and are wanting in the 
precision and conclusive character of experimental investigation. Just 
how varying temperatures affect the chinch-bug; at which degree of 
heat it becomes active; how high a temperature is most advantageous 
to it, and at what degree is begins to suffer; how long a season is most 
conducive to its rapid multiplication ; and what are the effects upon it 
of different degrees of humidity at varying temperatures,—these are 
all questions which must be answered before a complete solution of 
the problem of meteorological relations can be reached. 

The sensitiveness of the chinch-bug to differences of temperature 
is well shown by its habits in the field when it is attempting to escape 
from the dried-up stubble after harvest. It does not ordinarily begin 
its movements in the forenoon until the weather of the day warms up 
to about 74 degrees F.,* and on hot bright days its activities cease in 

*Upon this point the following field-notes by Mr. Flint for the summer of 
1912 have an interesting bearing: 

‘“The temperature at which chinch-bugs, assembled just within the road-oil 
line, begin to move in the forenoon was noticed on several days. They were never 
Seen in motion when the thermometer was below 74 degrees F., and no effort to es- 
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the middle of the day from 10 or 11 o’clock until 3 or 4 in the after- 
noon, the bugs sheltering themselves meantime against the heat as 
best they can. As night approaches they become quiet again, and 
they make no migration movements after twilight falls. 

THE ARREST OF THE OUTBREAK IN 1915 

Effect of the Weather—Whatever uncertainty may attach to our 
judgments of the principal causes of the origin and continuance of our 

chinch-bug uprising, there can be none as to those of its suppression 

in 1915, as will be seen from the following narrative abstracted from 
the notes of Mr. W. P. Flint, in charge of my field ea during 
that year. 

Examinations of chinch-bugs in their winter quarters during the 
latter part of March, 1915, and counts of living and dead bugs, showed 
that only a very small percentage of them had died during the winter. 
Thruout the greater part of the infested area they were active in their 
places of hibernation during the warm days from the 5th to the 9th 
of April, but few or none flew into wheat fields at this time. During a 
second warm period, beginning April 16, a general flight into the 
fields began, and by the 25th of that month nearly all the bugs were in 

ihe wheat or the oats. 
Eggs were very abundant in the wheat by April 28 in the central 

part of the infested area, and by the first week in May in the northern 
part also, but owing to cool and rainy weather, beginning in most sec- 
tions about May 3, their hatching was much delayed. Fifteen collec- 
tions of the eggs brought in from the field before May 11 hatched, on 
an average, twenty-eight and a half days thereafter, and some not 

until forty-three days after they were brought in. 
Young bugs were first noticed in the fields May 17, but they were 

not at all abundant until the end of May. From May 20 to 30 very 
hard beating rains fell over the whole infested area. At Springfield 
ihe total rainfall from May 25 to 27 was 6.26 inches, and it was nearly 
as great at several other places. These rains caused the death of 
most of the adult chinch-bugs in that part of the infested area. Dead 

cape from the stubble fields surrounded by barriers was ordinarily made until_ 
about the middle of the forenoon. More detailed data are as follows: 

‘July 18, 1912. The morning bright and very clear; temperature at 5:30 
a. m., 66 degrees, no movement of the bugs; 6 a. m. , temperature 68.5 degrees, no 
movement; 7 a. m., temperature 74 degrees, slight movement among such of the 
chinch- i ce as‘were directly exposed to the rays of the sun; 7:30 a. m., tempera- 
ture 7& degrees, slight general movement in field and in post- -hole traps, but no 
bugs crawling to the road-oil line. July 19. Morning bright and clear; tempera- 
ture, 5:30 a. m., 61 degrees F., no movement ; 6 a. m., 64 degrees, no movement; 
7 a. m., 70 degrees, no movement; 7:30 a. m., 76 degrees, slight movement among 
the bugs, altho no real effort was made to leave the field.’’ ; 

According to afternoon observations, recorded in Bulletin 191 of the Kan- 
sas Agricultural Experiment Station, it appears that in the dry cloudless weather 
of 1911 and 1912 ‘‘the bugs usually began to escape about 4 p. m., reaching the 
maximum from 5 to 5:30, and usually ending by 7 p. m.’’ 

Se ee 
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bugs were numerous on the ground in all infested fields, some showing 
the white fungus of Sporotrichum, but many with no trace of that 
or any other fungous growth. At least 95 to 99 percent of the young 
bugs that had hatched before May 25 were killed by these beating 
rains. In all the more heavily infested fields the ground around the 
wheat plants looked as if sprinkled with red pepper because of the 

abundance of young bugs imbedded there in the mud; and in only 
one instance did these dead young give any evidence of fungous in- 
fection. Where streams rose and flooded bottomland wheat in a way 
to leave the tops of the plants projecting above the flood, the bugs 
availed themselves of this means of escape from the waters, climbing 
the stems and remaining until the ground was exposed again, and then 
returning to the bases of the wheat plants. 

The period of egg-hatching extended from May 20 to June 20. It 
was difficult to say just when the young were most abundant in the 
fields, the weather for nearly all May and June being an alternation 
of short moderately warm periods, during which the eggs hatched in 
fair numbers, and heavy rains which the young were too small and 
weak to survive. There were thus alternating periods of a moderate 
abundance and unusual scarcity of the young in all the central and 
northern parts of the infested area; and by June 20 all danger of 
serious injury by chinch-bugs in 1915 had passed. Nevertheless there 
were young enough in a few fields to have warranted their destruction 
by means of the creosote line and post-hole traps, but when these 

ficlds were harvested, about July 1, they contained, owing to the wet- 
ness of the season, so heavy a growth of wild grasses available as food 
for the chinch-bugs that there was no movement of the insects out of 
the stubble. 

Eggs of the second generation were fairly numerous in corn fields 
by the second week in August, and young were appearing in moder- 
ate numbers by the middle of that month; but many were killed by 
the heavy rains which fell over the whole of the infested area August 
20 and 21. Over eight inches of rain fell at a number of places in 
the southwestern part of the state during these two days. These heav- 
iest rains of the season had much less effect than those of May and 

June, since most of the bugs were at this time in the corn where they 
were protected from the driving force of the storms. From August 
20 to about September 7 eggs and young could be found in moderate 
numbers in seattered fields in all the more heavily infested territory, 

and most of these young reached maturity and went into winter quar- 
ters. Examination of the usual hibernating places made during the 
winter of 1915-16 have convinced us, however, that chinch-bugs are 

not now present in sufficient numbers to cause any damage in 1916, 
unless conditions should be unusually favorable to their multiplication. 

While the exceptional spring and summer rains were thus the prin- 

cipal causes of the arrest of this destructive insect invasion, certain 
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slower and less effective agencies had been for some time at work in 
the same direction, one of them at a rapidly increasing rate. There 
was no notable development of fungous disease such as has sometimes 
been useful in hastening the disappearance of an unusually injurious 
outbreak, but there was a considerable number of predaceous insects 
which found in the chinch-bug horde an acceptable and convenient 
tood supply; and a minute insect parasite of the eggs of the chinch- 
bug had appeared in the fields and begun to multiply much more rap- 

idly than the chinch-bugs themselves—at a rate, indeed, to check se- 

verely or perhaps to suppress entirely the uprising within a year or 
two longer. 

Effect of Predaceous Insects.—My field assistant, Mr. W. P. Flint, 

reports a list of some twenty species of predaceous insects—mostly 
lady-beetles, ground beetles, bugs (Hemiptera), and larvae of lace- 
wing flies—which were eating chinch-bugs in the fields searched by 
him. By carefully collecting and counting chinch-bugs and their in- 
sect enemies in twenty-six separately measured square yards of wheat 
stubble in different parts of central Illinois, he found that the nuni- 
ber of these predaceous insects to that of the chinch-bugs in these 
fields in July, was about as 1 to 17; and by insectary experiments in 
feeding the various species of these insect enemies with living chinch- 
bugs, he further found that the predaceous insects occurring on an 

average square yard of stubble would eat 11 chinch-bugs a day if 

confined to them for food. This is equivalent to about a million a day 
in a 20-acre field—a number much too small to have any marked ef- 

fect upon a serious infestation. 
In addition to the foregoing I have an interesting note of an ob- 

servation made June 16, 1914, by Mr. P. A. Glenn, of my office staff. 
While observing chinch-bugs in a Sangamon county -corn-field he no- 
ticed that ants (Formica fusca subsericea) which-had their burrows 
in corn hills were attacking and killing many of the chinch-bugs that 
came near the corn, the ground around the hill being thickly strewn 
with the dead bodies of the bugs. The hill of corn which the ants were 

defending was in a healthy condition and comparatively free from 
the bugs, while the hills around it were covered with chinch-bugs, 
many of them killed. Numerous other hills of corn in the part of the 

field overrun with chinch-bugs were being similarly defended by the 
ants. 

Mr. Flint also reports a similar habit of the common corn-field ant 
(Lasius niger americanus). When spraying corn with Black Leaf 40, 
he twice saw this ant capture and drag away stupefied chinch-bugs; 
and he found the remains of 27 adult chinch-bugs in one of its nests. 

Effect of the Egg Parasite—An egg parasite of the chinch-bug 
(Humicrosoma benefica Gahan) discovered by McColloch in Kansas 
in 1913* was first found in Illinois January 14, 1914, hibernating 

*Canadian Entomologist, Vol. 45, p. 342. 

a ie 
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among corn-field grasses in Macoupin. county, and again in a similar 
situation March 3, near Marissa, in St. Clair county. Other speci- 
mens were obtained June 24 by keeping in closed dishes chinch-bugs’ 
eggs collected May 5 at Plainview, in Macoupin county, and again 
August 6 from eggs collected June 10. The extent of parasitism thus 
disclosed was, however, very small. From 11,521 eggs obtained be- 
tween May 7 and September 9 at various points in twenty-four coun- 
ties, and kept under normal conditions, parasites emerged from only 
140, 9 others dying, however, in parasitized eggs without completing 
their transformations. In other words, only about 1.5 percent of all 

the eggs collected during this period were found parasitized. Never- 
theless, at some of the points where the presence of the parasites was 

demonstrated in the fields, from a fourth to a third of the eggs were 
parasitized, and the general average of parasites at nine such points 
in six counties was 4.2 percent (149 parasites to 3524 eggs). In Kan- 
sas during this same year the percentage of egg parasites at Man- 
hattan varied from .016 of 1 percent in May to 9 percent in August, 

and 25 percent in September, the last ratio being based, however, on 

a very small number of eggs collected. The ratio for the 11,000 eggs 
obtained at that place during the season was 15 percent parasitized, 
instead of the 1.5 percent in Illinois. In sixteen Kansas localities from 
which eggs were gathered in July and August, 1914, the percentage of 
parasitism was 14.5, while in Illinois the ratio for 1356 eggs collected 
in the same months in twenty-two localities was 10.6 percent. 

The chinch-bug egg parasite had evidently made an excellent start 
in Illinois in 1914, materially helped on by our importation of para- 

sitized eggs from Kansas, when the weather intervened to destroy in 
sreat measure both the chinch-bugs and the parasites of their eggs. 
The following year (1915), parasitized eggs of chinch-bugs were found 
in fifteen Illinois counties instead of the six of the year preceding, 
but only 1.3 percent of the eggs collected in April, May, and June at 
these places were parasitized (128 parasites to 9972 eggs). It seems 

probable that the minute and delicate-winged parasites were even 
more susceptible to injury and destruction by the stormy, drenching 
weather of the season than were the chinch-bugs themselves. 

ARTIFICIAL MEASURES OF CONTROL 

It is evident from the foregoing that the ‘‘natural enemies’’ of the 
chineh-bug did it no serious harm in Illinois during the six years of its 
destructive prevalence here, and it remains to see what was attempted, 
what was done, what might have been done, and what may be done 

hereafter in any similar case arising, by man, the arch-enemy of all 

the injurious insect species. Other so-called ‘‘enemies’’ of the chinch- 
bug are really its friends, in the sense that they find it useful to them 
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and avail themselves of its useful qualities. It is to their advantage, 
indeed, that it should increase at the highest rate and prevail in the 
largest numbers possible; while man alone would destroy it utterly as 
never useful to him and always injurious whenever it becomes abun- 
dant. To this end four things are necessary: a knowledge of the 
habits, haunts, and life history of the chinch-bug such as will enable us 
to see when, where, and how it can be attacked most effectively; a 
knowledge of the best methods and materials for the operation against 
it; prompt and determined action at the critical time by the individual 
farmer whose interests are threatened; and cooperative arrangements 

and agreements which shall bring to Soe upon the undertaking the 
joint effort of all in the common interest. 

It is well and widely known that there are two periods in the year 
when the chinch-bug may be successfully attacked, under favorable 
conditions. These are the winter season, when it is in hibernation 

among dead grasses and under the shelter of leaves and other rubbish 
on the ground; and the time of wheat harvest, when it must escape 

trom the deadened wheat fields on foot to find fresh food in other 
crops. 

“BURNING OUT IN WINTER 

In the dry climate of the ‘‘ western plains’’ the dead bunch-grasses 
and other winter harborage of the chinch-bug can commonly be burned 
in winter close enough to the ground to destroy the greater part of 
the insects in their winter quarters; and marked success has been had 
with this method, especially in Kansas, where it has lately become a 

principal reliance in chinch-bug campaigns. Occasionally in Illinois 
the weather is dry enough to make this method feasible; and in the 
hope that the winter of 1911-12 might prove to be one of this character, 
I issued in November, 1911, a circular of information, warning, and 

advice with a view to a general clearing up and burning over of the 
winter shelters of the chinch-bug in a way and at a time to destroy 
ihe insects themselves. Considerable preparations were made to this 
end by farmers in several localities; but the character of the winter 
weather was such that very little could be done; and the same was true 
ct the three later winters during which the chinch-bug was present in 
extraordinary numbers. The dead grass and the rubbish on the 
sround were but rarely dry enough to burn to the deeper layers where 
the chinch-bugs were wintering; and then only locally and for a very 
short time. Furthermore, in the climate of central and southern 
Illinois the stems of the more abundant kind of bunch-grass (Andro- 

pogon virginicum), the favorite wintering place of the chinch-bug, 
remain green at their bases for an inch or two above the ground, and 
hence can rarely be burned far enough down to destroy the insects 
nestled away among them. (Figs. 1, 2, 3.) 

The burning method was however tested practically by my field 
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assistants, Flint and Smith, near Coulterville, in Randolph county, 
at several times between December 19, 1911, and March 20,1912. By 

selecting the most favorable times and places more than half of the 
bugs were disposed of, as was ascertained by carefully collecting and 
counting all the chinch-bugs in several bunches of grass, or on meas- 
ured surfaces of other shelter, both before and after the field was 

burned over. One of the most definite tests of this description was 
made March 19 and 20, 1912, by counting the bugs in twenty stools 
of bunch-grass—ten before and ten after the field was burned. In this 
field the ten unburned bunches contained 5198 living and 335 dead 
chineh-bugs, and the ten burned bunches contained 2767 living bugs 
and 767 dead. If we may assume that the number of living insects 
was practically the same in these two lots of bunches before the burn- 
ing, then 47 percent of the chinch-bugs (2431) were destroyed in the 
lot burned over, 432 of these being merely killed and the remainder 
burned up. In the whole series of this year’s experiments with bunch- 
erass, the chinch-bugs in 46 unburned and 40 burned stools of these 
plants were counted in all, with the result that the unburned stools 
averaged 554 and the burned stools 280 living chinch-bugs each. 
According to these data about half the bugs had been killed by burn- 
ing the grass. 

Furthermore,according to counts made of measured areas, each a 
foot in diameter, covered with leaves, weeds, and other similar rub- 

bish, (Fig. 4) twenty-five such patches yielded, unburned, 12,456 
chinch-bugs (498 to the patch), and eight others yielded 121 chinch- 
bugs each after they had been burned off. This would indicate the 
destruction of 76 percent of the bugs under such shelter by the opera- 
tion. In brief, from 50 to 75 percent of the chinch-bugs contained in 
these winter shelters seem to have been destroyed by our experimental! 
burnings under these peculiarly favorable conditions—sufficient evi- 
dence of the utility of this method when such conditions are general 
and continuous rather than local and temporary. Southern Illinois 
lends itself, however, rather poorly to the burning-out method, an 
abundance of shelter for hibernating insects being afforded in thick- 
ets, woodland borders, hedges, and other miscellaneous places of winter 
resort which it would be quite impossible to burn over at all gener- 
ally. Nevertheless, both our own experience and the successful work 
of others show the very great value of this method whenever and 
wherever conditions favor its use. It is the least expensive of all 
operations against the chinch-bug, and should be undertaken when- 
ever possible by cooperative, neighborhood measures, both in one’s 
own interest and in that of the community at large. 

DESTRUCTION OF ‘CHINCH-BUGS AT THE WHEAT HARVEST 

The best means known in 1909 for preventing the escape of chinch- 
bugs from an infested field of wheat at harvest-time was to pour a 
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narrow line of coal-tar along an especially prepared path at the edge 

of the field, with post-holes dug at intervals beside the line to trap and 
hold the bugs. This method, tho long in use, has certain serious handi- 

caps, owing especially to the nature of the material used in making the 
impassable line; and I undertook to find some substance better suited 
to the purpose. Coal-tar answers admirably when first poured out, 
its adhesiveness and offensiveness preventing the passage of the bugs, 
which ordinarily do not even attempt to cross the line, and are imme- 
diately destroyed if they touch it. It is, however, so fluid at tempera- 
tures high enough to stimulate the chinch-bugs to escape from barren 
stubble fields that it sinks too quickly into the ground and must be 
citen renewed at a large cost of labor and material. Even before it 
has thus disappeared, exposure to the air causes a film to form upon 

its surface so that it may be crossed by the bugs readily and without 
injury. Moreover, as it is a by-product of gas manufacture, its supply 
is limited and can not be increased to meet an increasing demand; and 

its price, already high for the purpose, is certain to rise when the de- 
mand becomes unusual. 

EXPERIMENTS WITH COAL-TAR MIXTURES AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS 

Beginning in late August, 1910, an elaborate series of tests were 
made at Urbana of mixtures of coal-tar with various denser or pow- 

dered substances such as might give it greater body and so prevent its 
sinking too rapidly into the hot earth. Other experiments were made 
by mixing with it less volatile oils, resins, ete., which, unitmg with 
coal-tar, in solution, might make the mixture more lasting when ex- 
posed to the heat. These various substances were tested in an electric 
oven the heat of which could be controlled, and in the open air out-of- 
doors. One hundred and thirty-five experiments of this character 
were run thru in the month of September with the result that a few of 
the substances tested seemed worthy of trial in the air under condi- 
tions as nearly like those of an Jllinois summer as could be found at 
that late season. For this purpose Mr. Flint was sent to Brownsville, 
Texas, at the mouth of the Rio Grande River, with instructions to imi- 

tate on a small scale our standard field operations against the chinch- 
bug at harvest-time. The temperature, even thus far south, was, how- 
ever, at the time of his visit (November 19 to December 3), too low to 
afford a fair test. The minimum readings in the open air ranged from 
43 to 72 degrees in the shade and the maximum from 68 to 86 degrees, 
with a maximum temperature of 109 degrees F., at the surface of the 
soil in the sun. The substances whose efficiency was compared with 
respect to the time during which they would continue sticky enough 
to keep chinch-bugs from crossing them were coal-tar, 18-gravity oil, 
Heppe’s fiux oil, asphalt oil, and Superior oils Nos. 1 and 2. Of these, 
Heppe’s fiux oil, a petroleum product, proved to be from five to 
seven times as lasting as coal tar. As an average of eleven identical 
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tests, with temperatures ranging during each trial from 40 to 109 de- 
grees, a narrow line of this oil poured upon the leveled earth of a back- 

furrow remained sufficiently sticky, without renewal, for twenty-one 
hours; and poured on inverted sod it continued effective in tempera- 
tures ranging from 40 to 103 degrees for thirty-eight and a half hours, 
as an average of six tests. On the other hand, nineteen tests with coal- 
tar applied to a back furrow gave an average of four hours and ten 

minutes with temperatures ranging from 40 to 100 degrees; and seven 
experiments with its application to sod gave an average duration of 

five hours. 
The Petroleum Road Oils.—My attention being thus called to the 

possibility that petroleum residues might be found a more efficient and 
dependable means of defense than coal-tar, I began a correspondence 
with the vice-president of the Standard Oil Company, in Chicago, and 

the chief chemist of the refinery of that company, at Whiting, Ind., 
as a result of which they kindly had prepared for me samples of 

petroleum products similiar to road-oils, one of which seemed, on test- 
ing, to have the precise qualities sought for. 

Four of the most promising of these substances were carefully 
tested in comparison with coal-tar at Urbana in April, 1911, by pour- 
ing them on very dry black soil in the insectary of my entomological 
office, recording temperatures, and noting the effects on the lines laid 
down. These were the Standard Oil Company’s road oil No. 5 (eon- 
taining 50 percent of asphaltic materials), their road oil No. 6 (con- 
taining 60 percent of asphaltic materials), and their 14-gravity and 
16-gravity residuum oils. By experiments commenced at 2:30 p. m. 
April 19 and continued until 8 a. m. of April 22, it was found neces- 
sary to pour road oil No. 6 three times where nine pourings were nec- 
essary with No. 5, and 7 pourings with the 16-gravity oil. The tem- 
peratures of these days, as shown by thermometers placed on the soil 
in the sun, ranged from 68 degrees F. April 19 to 100 degrees April 
21, and the exceptional reading of 125 degrees at 1 p. m. of April 20. 

Another series, carried thru nearly two days, from 11 a. m. of 
April 25 to 7 a. m. of April 27, brought into comparison this No. 6 
read oil, ordinary coal-tar, and 14-gravity oil. Where coal-tar re- 

quired pouring thirteen times, once was sufficient with No. 6 road oil, 
and three times was necessary with 14-gravity oil. The results of 
these experiments led us to use road oil No. 6 in all our extensive 
operations in 1911. The summer of 1911 proved, however, to be ex- 
cessively hot and dry, Sparta, for example, showing mean tempera- 
tures for May five degrees above normal, for June four and a half de- 
grees, and for July one and three tenths degrees, with a maximum of 

105 degrees in the shade for July 4; while the rainfall fell below nor- 
mal, 2.44 inches in May, 2.58 inches in June, and 1.78 inches in July. 
On the extremely hot and very dry earth in the open sun the No. 6 road 
oil, altho preferable to coal-tar, became too fluid to serve the best pur- 
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pose; and experiments were begun in the fall of that year with a pro- 

duct of the same class containing 70 percent of asphalt materials, and 
known as ‘‘ Road Oil No. 7.’’ To secure an effective test of this oil in 
time for its use the following season, Mr. Flint was sent to Yuma, 
Arizona, where he made, October 9 to 15, a series of experiments sim- 

ilar to those of the preceding year, but under conditions much more 
favorable to a fair trial of the materials in hand. Only .12 of an inch 
of rain had fallen at Yuma for two and a half months, and the maxi- 
mum daily temperatures at the time of his visit ranged from 80 to 96 

degrees in the shade and the daily minimum from 41 to 66 degrees. 
The earth in the sun where the experiments were made warmed up 
to surface temperatures ranging from 100 to 120 degrees for several 
hours during the middle of each day. 

To maintain an effective barrier for 6 days on a fairly level sur- 
face of very dry, sandy loam it was found necessary, under these con- 

ditions, to pour a line of coal-tar fourteen times, equal to two or three 

times a day ; while road Oil No. 7 was poured but three times and road 
Oil No. 8 but once. The road oil last mentioned, containing 80 percent 
of asphaltic materials, had the disadvantage that it must be heated to 
run from the vessel used in pouring, and that it was not soft enough 
to hold the chinch-bugs at the lowest temperatures at which movements 
of escape might begin. On a surface with a slope of forty-five degrees, 
an effective barrier was kept up 4 days with road oil No. 7 by pouring 
it seven times, while it took thirteen applications of coal-tar to main- 

tain an effective line under these conditions for two days only. _ 

Several other experiments had indeed been made in September, 

1911, by L. M. Smith, at Coulterville, Ill., bringing into comparison 
road oils Nos. 6 and 7 with coal-tar on the one hand, and with other 
products of the Standard Oil Company and the Barrett Manufactur- 
ing Co., of Chicago. To make these tests the stubble was scraped from 
the earth in a wheat field in a way to leave a hard smooth, but some- 
what irregular surface, upon which the tars and oils were poured in 
a narrow line, such as one would use in making a barrier around a 
fields of infested wheat. These lines were all kept up for ten days, be- 

ginning September 5. The daytime temperatures varied from 78 de- 
grees to 104 degrees F. by a thermometer placed upon the bare ground 
in the sun. Several rains fell during the period, some of them heavy 

enough to interrupt the experiment by covering the lines with dirt or 
by washing them away. Nevertheless, the results were significant and 

conclusive. 
To maintain perfect lines it was found necessary to pour ordinary 

coal-tar forty-one times during the ten days, road oil No. 6 ten times, 

and road oil No. 7 but four, and these only because of the rains. Still 
heavier road-oils with 80 percent and 90 percent of asphaltic materials 

respectively (Nos. 8 and 9), required heating to make them fiuid 
enough for pouring, No. 8 to 130 degrees and No. 9 to 160 degrees. 

- 
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When so applied, No. 8 was somewhat more persistent than No. 7; 
but No. 9 became hard enough at 80 degrees to bear the weight of a 
ehinch-bug, and it was not in perfect condition as a barrier until the 
soil temperature reached about 100 degrees. Most of the other mixtures 
tried were too fluid for the purpose, requiring from ten to forty-three 
applications in the ten days. They were also liable to form a film on 
the surface, enabling insects to cross even when the substance was still 
soft beneath. 

As a result of these experiments, road oil No. 7 was the material 
mainly used in all our operations against the chinch-bug in 1912. 
(Figs. 5, 6, 7.) Especially recommended in a cireular issued May 3, 

and used in our own field demonstrations, it was brought into the in- 
fested region in barrels by freight from Whiting in ecar-load lots and 
everywhere accomplished the purpose intended. It had, however, two 
rather serious disadvantages. It required for its successful use the 

eareful preparation of a hard smooth path upon which the oil could be 
poured, and it was desirable that this pathway should be raised above 
the general surface to protect it as far as possible from dust and other 
objects likely to be blown upon it in a way to facilitate its passage by 
the chinch-bugs. In extremely hot, dry weather the task of preparing 

such a path in the hard dry earth was in some soils very difficult, and 
in some almost impracticable. 

A more serious obstacle to success lay, however, in the fact that 
road oil of the quality needed in the chinch-bug work was not wanted 
or made for any other purpose, and that it must consequently be or- 
dered some time in advance. Often the farmer would suddenly dis- 

cover that his corn crop was endangered, was being already invaded, 
perhaps, from a neighboring field of wheat, only to find that he must 
wait a fortnight or more for relief; and by that time the mischief 

would be done. Furthermore, as the place of manufacture was dis- 
tant a hundred and fifty to two hundred miles from the infested terri- 
tory, delays in transportation were frequently serious, large ship- 
ments, altho called for in time, sometimes arriving after the emer- 
gency for which they had been ordered had mainly passed. 

Failure of the 1913 Road Oil.—There was an oil refinery of large 
capacity at Wood River, in Madison county, within the infested terri- 

tory, and it seemed possible to avoid the worst of the difficulties just 
mentioned by transferring the manufacture of road oil No. 7 from 
Whiting to that place; and in the spring of 1913 arrangements were 
made to this end. This step proved, however, most unfortunate, for 
reasons which we could not possibly have foreseen. The road oil fur- 
nished from the Wood River refinery, altho made by the same pro- 

cess and containing the same percentage of asphalt as that from Whit- 
ing, proved on delivery to have very different physical qualities, and 
to be inferior even to coal-tar for use against the chinch-bug. Where 
the Whiting oil would lie on a properly: prepared surface as a viscid 
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ridge for two, three, or even four days, the Wood River oil would 
sink into the ground almost at once. 

Later explanations from the responsible chemists brought out ‘de 
fact that the two refineries were supplied with crude oil from different 

oil-fields, that furnished the Whiting refinery making a thick and 
viscid road oil and the other a comparatively fluid and penetrating 
one. Owing to this difference, indeed, the Wood River oil is much 
used for road-making, for which the oil must penetrate and consoli- 
date, as it dries, the surface layers of earth on the road; while the 
Whiting product, lacking this quality of penetration, is virtually use- 
less as a road oil. These facts were known, of course, to the Standard 
Oil officials, but their bearing on our work was not appreciated; and 
they were unknown to us until the almost total failure of field opera- 
tions called for an explanation. The Oil Company furnishing this oil 
readily returned to purchasers all sums received for it, but this of 
course did not compensate for the losses due to dependence on it as a 

protection against the chinch-bug. 
Crude Creosote as a Repellent—By a lucky accident another sub- 

stanee had been found in 1912 nearly as effective against the chinch- 
bug as road oils of the best grade, costing more but requiring less 
labor to prepare a path, and obtainable at any time and in any quan- 
tity. A Montgomery county farmer, Mr. Henry Niehaus, who had ex- 

hausted his supply of coal-tar in trying to protect his corn against 
chinch-bugs coming from his wheat at harvest-time, was unable to 
get more at Litchfield, but was given for trial some oil of creosote 
from a barrel on hand in the general store of Bartling and Hussey, 

with the remark that it was the ‘‘worst-smelling stuff they had ever 
handled’’ and that ‘‘it ought to stop chinch-bugs, or anything else.”’ 
Poured along the coal-tar lines, it proved as effective as the coal-tar, 
and was used for the rest of the season by Mr. Niehaus and by five of 
his neighbors also. The facts coming to the knowledge of Mr. Flint 
(my field assistant for that part of the state) in May, 1918, experi- 

ments were at once made which showed that the chinch-bugs were 
strongly held in check by the odorous vapors given off by the ereo- 
sote, and not by any caustic or other physical property. Indeed bugs 
surrounded by a circular belt of creosote on the ground would cross 
it quickly when excited and without the slightest injury; but if it 
were placed as a line across their path they would stop short of its 
margin and turn in another direction. Enough was done with this 
substance during the latter part of the season of 1913 to warrant us 
in giving it equal standing with the petroleum road-oils—preferable 
indeed in some respects—and this was the material with which the 
final, most extensive, and most successful campaign of our chinch-bug 

period was mainly made in 1914. 
The fluid creosote did not lie upon the surface but sank readily into 

the ground, slowly evaporating on exposure, and it was necessary to 
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renew it only when the odor became too faint to repel the bugs. On 
this account it was only necessary to prepare a fairly level strip on 
which it might be poured, careful smoothing and firming of the path 
being unessential. 

That it is the odorous vapor of creosote which prevents the pas- 
sage of the bugs is illustrated not only by our field observations of the 
reluctance of the insects to approach the creosote strip, but also by an 
experiment made by Mr. Flint at Springfield in December, 1913. 
Fifty adult chinch-bugs were confined in an open box, 19x9 inches and 
114 inches deep, by chalking the upper edges of the sides. After they 
had settled quietly, various strong-smelling substances were introduced 
among them. Tested in this way the chinch-bugs paid no attention to 
sulphur or asafetida, and but little to wood soaked with chlorhydriec 
acid, but they immediately scattered when exposed to the vapors of 
creosote, none of them coming within two inches of the object for 

the next four hours during which they were watched, and still keep- 
ing at a distance of an inch from it five hours later. Formic acid 
was almost equally repellant. 

Altho a creosote line was not so complete a protection as one of road 
oil, a small percentage of the chinch-bugs filtering past it even when 
it was properly laid and carefully supervised, yet the number was 
never large enough to do noticeable harm to corn; while in one respect 
the creosote barrier was better than the road oils since its odor was 
not affected by dust, straws, or other rubbish blown across it, such as 

would often cover or bridge a road oil line in a way to allow the bugs 
to pass it readily. The efficiency of an old creosote barrier might even 

be inereased by a shower of rain sufficient to destroy that of a road- 
oil line by washing parts of it away or covering them with dirt. The 
ereosote, being lighter than water, rose to the surface when the ground 
was wet, and its efficiency was thus increased, rather than lessened, 
by the rain. 

The average cost of the creosote used to keep up an effective bar- 
rier during the chinch-bug migration season of 1914 was $16.50 for 
each mile of the line. We have definite information of the use of 
1840 barrels this year, at a usual cost of $7 to $10 a barrel according 

to quantity and quality ordered. 

EXPERIMENTS WITH INSECTICIDE SPRAYS 

Kerosene Emulsion.—As a secondary method of defense against 
chinch-bugs, very useful under certain conditions and in certain 
emergencies, spraying with insecticides which kill by contact is es- 
pecially to be advised. That a 5-percent kerosene emulsion will kill the 

chinch-bugs at a reasonable expense was a fact first established by the 
writer in 1882; but this material has the disadvantage that its correct 
preparation requires special care and considerable labor, and that if 
used on young corn it must be so applied as not to lodge in the ‘‘heart”’ 
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or curl of leaves at the tip of the plant, since otherwise it will kill the 

corn. By field experiments made with it in August, 1911, from 60 
to 86 percent of the bugs were killed with a 4-percent_solution on corn 

about two feet high. It was applied with a portable ‘‘automatic’’ 

pump which forced the fluid out by air-pressure in a small solid 

stream and not in a spray. The emulsion was made by dissolving 

eight ounces of soap, by boiling, in a gallon of water, adding two gal- 

lons of kerosene to the hot solution and pumping the mixture back 

into itself in a forcible stream for several minutes, until it made a 

uniform, cream-like mixture from which the oil would not separate on 

standing. This gallon of ‘‘stoeck emulsion’’ was diluted by adding to 

it fifteen and a half gallons of water to make a mixture containing 

4 percent of kerosene. 
Easier methods of preparing the kerosene-soap emulsion and sim- 

pler methods of applying it to the corn were found unsatisfactory, 

sometimes because comparatively few of the bugs were killed, some- 
times because the corn was injured, and sometimes for both of these 
reasons together. . 

Tobacco Preparations——In 1910, experiments made in southern 
Illinois by Mr. L. M. Smith, in charge of-our chinch-bug work in that 

part of the state that year, showed that a spray of tobacco extract 
known as ‘‘Black Leaf 40’’ was much more easily prepared than the 

kerosene emulsion, was more deadly to the chinch-bugs, and was not at 
all injurious to the plants to which it was applied. Precise tests of 
this insecticide were made by Mr. Flint at Plainview in August, 1911. 
In the first of these a half ounce of the tobacco extract was diluted 
with a gallon of water in which half an ounce of soap had been dis- 
solved, and the solution was applied in a small straight stream, by 
means of a portable automatic pump, to infested corn from twenty 
to forty inches high. Twenty-four hours later twenty hills of this 

corn taken at random were carefully examined, with the result that 
on three of the hills 75 percent of the bugs were dead, and on seven- 
teen hills 90 percent, making an average of 88.5 percent for the whole, 
while the corn was not injured in the least. In four similar experi- 
ments the Black Leaf 40 was reduced to a fourth of an ounce to 

the gallon of water, and the soap was increased to one and a half 
ounces. In these the percentages of bugs killed ranged from 74 to 
85.5 and in still another experiment, with half an ounce of Black 
Leaf 40 and half an ounce of soap, the number of chinch-bugs killed 
on the different hills was estimated at 75 to 90 percent. 

The cost of the materials necessary for a thoro treatment of in- 
fested corn varies of course with the size of the plants. In corn six 
feet high it averaged $5 per acre; in that six to fourteen inches high 
it averaged $1.30 per acre. With the small portable spraying appara- 
tus used in these experiments it would have taken one man eighteen 
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hours to spray an acre of corn six feet high, or four and a half hours 
per acre of corn averaging ten inches high. 

The profitable use of these tobacco sprays is practically limited to 
fields of large corn the outer rows of which have become heavily in- 
fested by chinch-bugs, which thru neglect or accident, have en- 
tered the corn from adjoining fields of wheat in numbers sufficient if 
left to themselves to destroy the entire field; and to fields of young 
corn which have become infested by chinch-bugs of the hibernating 
generation in early spring. Many instances of this latter kind occurred 
in 1912 where farmers plowed up in spring heavily infested wheat 
because of winter-killing or injury by the Hessian fly, planting corn 
at once on the same ground. The chinch-bugs already in the field 
infested the corn as soon as it came up, and laid their eggs there for 
the first new generation of the year; and these presently appeared in 
numbers to destroy the corn completely when it was only a few inches 

high. A general spraying of this young corn with Black Leaf 40, 14 
ounce to the gallon, saved the crop in many fields at a comparatively 

trifling expense. 
Other corn-fields became infested in the same way by reason of a 

cool spring which produced a heavy growth of wild grasses in the 
old corn-fields before they were plowed. The chinch-bugs laid their 
eggs on these grasses in immense numbers, and when the fields were 
plowed and planted to corn the young bugs destroyed the corn plants 
except where effective spraying was done. 

Insecticide Sprays in Wheat Fields.—In the latter half of April, 
1912, a number of field experiments were made with sprays applied to 
ehinch-bugs in wheat fields with a view to learning whether it might 
be feasible and profitable to destroy the bugs at that season of the year 
after they had gone into the wheat, particularly where, as is often the 
case, certain patches of the wheat were much more heavily infested 
than the remainder. To secure precise results chinch-bugs were taken 
from their winter shelter, usually bunch-grass, and placed in plots of 

wheat a yard square surrounded by a road-oil line to prevent the 
escape of the insects. The wheat was three or four inches high at the 
time. =! 

In each of three such experiments, twenty bugs, taken from the 

plot after it had been thoroly sprayed, were placed in a cardboard 
box, and left there for twenty-four hours. In one where a sixth of an 
ounce of Black Leaf 40 was used to the gallon of water, eight of the 
twenty in the box were dead after twenty-four hours, and six others 
were so affected that they were not able to crawl. They doubtless died 
later from the effects of the treatment. In still another experiment, 

where one fourth of an ounce of the tobacco extract was used, all of 
the twenty bugs were dead after twenty-four hours except two which 
eould still make slight movements of the legs; and in a third experi- 
ment of the same character, three of the twenty were able to crawl and 
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three others made slight movements of the legs, the remainder being 
dead. In all these plots there were many dead bugs on the ground 
where the wheat had been sprayed. The same was true of other ex- 
periments made in the same way, in which none of the bugs were sep- 

arated for counting. 
In another lot of fifteen experiments with Black Leaf 40, chinch- 

bugs collected in hibernation were placed on dry cloths in lots of 
twenty, sprayed with tobacco solution, and transferred at once to dry 
cardboard boxes. Examined from twenty-four to forty-eight hours 
afterwards 71 percent of the bugs so handled were found to be dead. 

Additional experiments of the same general description, made 
with kerosene emulsion containing 5 and 10 percent of kerosene, ap- 
plied to chinch-bugs in the wheat, showed that this insecticide was 
practically without effect under these conditions. In three such ex- 

periments only three bugs were killed. That this was due in part to 
the conditions in the field is shown by the different result of tests made 
by spraying kerosene emulsion upon chinch-bugs placed on a dry cloth 
and transferring them to cardboard boxes. In this case 54 percent of 
the bugs were killed as an average of eight experiments. Similar 
trials were made of scalecide at various strengths, from 1 percent to 
10 percent in water, with practically no effect on the bugs. Emulsions 

of gasoline and soap containing 5 and 10 percent of gasoline proved 
siunilarly useless, as did also solutions of iron sulphate in proportions 
of one pound and two pounds to the gallon of water. 

As the tobacco extracts prepared by manufacturing companies are 
rather expensive, it was thought possible that cheaper and equally 
effective sprays might be made direct from the wastes of tobacco fac- 
tories, and a few tests of this supposition were also made in 1911. 

In the best of these three ounces of cigar clippings were boiled in a 

gallon of water for half an hour and diluted with twice as much water 
in which an ounce of soap to the gallon had been dissolved by boiling. 
This mixture was applied to infested corn with a portable automatic 
sprayer which discharged a small straight stream. The result as 

tested by a careful examination of the sprayed hills of corn twenty- 
four hours later showed that from 21 to 48 percent of the bugs had 
been killed. 

Experiments wrth Solutions of Soap.—tn all these mixtures thus 
far described, whether made with kerosene or tobacco, small amounts 
of soap were used either to produce an emulsion or to inerease the 
spreading and penetrating power of the tobacco solution. To distin- 
euish the insecticide properties of these ingredients experiments were 
made with soap solutions alone, with results so unexpectedly favorable 
that an elaborate series of tests were made at Springfield during the 
winter of 1912-13 with a large number of different brands of soap ob- 
tainable on the ordinary market. In each of these experiments a 
number of chinch-bugs collected from their hibernating quarters and 
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brought into the laboratory were placed on dry paper, thoroly sprayed, 
and transferred at once to dry paper bags in which they were left for 
twenty-four hours at a temperature of about 65 degrees F. From the 
following table it will be seen that the different brands of soap differed 
quite remarkably in their apparent insecticide power, the home-made 
lye soap as tested in seven experiments (88.6 percent killed) equaling 

the solutions of Black Leaf 40, while Peosta soap, as tested in ten ex- 
periments, killed about as many chinch-bugs as the best of our home- 
made infusions of cigar clippings. The lowest ratio of chinch-bugs 
killed was 40.8 percent as the average of eleven experiments with 
Lenox soap. 

For large-scale operations the commercial extracts of tobacco, used 

-as already described, are undoubtedly to be preferred as the most ef- 
fective and reliable; but for emergency work soap solutions will serve 
an excellent purpose. One hundred and sixty-seven experiments made 
with fourteen brands of soap gave an average of 66 percent of the in- 
sects killed by this means. 

INSECTICIDE TESTS OF SOAP SOLUTIONS MADE BY W. P. FLINT, AT SPRINGFIELD, 
DURING THE WINTER OF 1912-713 

No. of Percentage of No. of 
oe 0ap | experiments chinch-bugs used chinch-bugs killed 

Home-made lye ........ | a 70 88.6 
Saugpa s Car......... via 110 77.3 
oU-MO-WOre............ | iy 110 73.6 
ewien sg ts0fae ......... | 8 | 143 73.4 
Pies eeatline ........ | 17 230 | 73.0 
Brown’s Pine Tar ..... 8 109 | 70.6 
Home-made Rosin ...... 15 157 70.0 
German mottled ....... 9 100 67.0 
0 | EF 132 64.3 
ee Mapmthe .......... 4 62 | 61.0 
LS | 15 190 59.2 
American Family ...... 24 250 56.4 
on 10 100 48.0 
SS i | 120 40.8 

| 167 | 1,883 / Av., 66.0 

As a test of the practical usefulness of the soap sprays applied to 
entire fields of well-grown corn, an acre and a half of heavily infested 
corn was treated at Plainview August 2, 1913, when the plants were 

four to six feet high. Unfortunately the soap selected was one of the 
brands which experiments had shown to be of rather low efficiency. 
Twelve bars of American Family Soap, each weighing ten ounces, 
were dissolved in forty gallons of hard water (3 ounces to the gallon), 
and the solution was applied to the corn by means of a barrel pump 
set on a drag and drawn by one horse between the rows. Two rows of 
corn were sprayed at cach round of the field, one man driving the 

horse and working the pump, and another handling the Bordeaux noz- 
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zle. The thoro treatment of this acre and a half of corn required three 
hundred and twenty gallons of spray, costing thirty cents an acre for 
the soap and the labor of twc men and a horse for a day and a half. 
An examination of the treated corn three days later showed that about 
75 percent of the bugs had been killed—apparently all that were ac- 
tually reached by the uid. Those alive had evidently been protected 
by the boots of the leaves behind which they were hidden. The corn 
showed nowhere any trace of injury. 

FIELD EXPERIMENTS AND DEMONSTRATION FIELDS 

Beginning in June, 1910, wheat fields heavily infested by chinch- 
bugs and so situated as to be readily accessible to the farmers of the 
vicinity were secured for experiments, and practical demonstrations 
were made of the trap and barrier method, at first with coal-tar, later 

with the two road-oils Nos. 6 and 7, and finally with erude creosote. 
Demonstrations with Coal-tar in 1910—A demonstration field near 

Oakdale, in° Washington county, gives us a good illustration of the 
value of this method, with coal-tar as the medium. This was a twenty- 

acre field of wheat sufficiently infested by both Hessian fly and chinch- 
bugs to make it doubtful whether the crop would repay the harvesting 
expenses. A barrier was made June 22, 1910, by plowing, smoothing, 
and compacting a ridge on all sides of this field, digging post-holes to 
a-depth of eighteen inches at the edge of the ridge, at intervals of 
twenty-five, fifty, and a hundred feet on different sides of the field, 

and pouring a narrow line of coal-tar on the dry ground along the 
center of the ridge in a way to touch each post-hole on the side farthest 
from. the field. This barrier, three quarters of a mile in length, was 

kept up for eleven days, after which time so few bugs were left in the 
wheat as to make further work unnecessary. The chinch-bugs accum- 
ulating in the post-hoic traps were killed with kerosene poured into the 
holes, followed by sufficient water to float the oil to the top of the mass. 

The coal-tar sank so readily into the dry and dusty earth on the 
first day that ihree applications were necessary, but two a day there- 
after served the purpose, one made about seven in the morning and 
the other at 2:30 in the afternoon. These times were selected in order 
to oppose a line of fresh tar to the chinch-bug during both morning 
and afternoon 1aovements. In the hot clear weather of these days the 
chinch-bugs moved from 7 to 10 in the morning, but from 10:30 to 2 
in the afternoon there were practically none in motion except in 
shaded places. The principal movement of the day, however, came, as 

a rule, between 3:30 and 5:30 in the afternoon. 
Converting our data of cost of operation into expense per mile of 

barrier—a line sufficient, that is, to surround a 40-aecre field—reckon- 
ing the farm labor used at $2 a day and the coal tar at the market 
price of that season—-$2.50 a barrel and freight from the nearest 
point—we have a total cost of $23.41 per mile for the whole period of 
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eleven days, of which $13.33 was the value of the labor and $10.08 the 
cost of the tar used. This was at the rate of $2.13 per mile for each day 
of the time during which the barrier was kept up, of which $1.21 per 
mile per day was the value of the labor and ninety-two cents the cost 
of the tar used. 

An attempt was made to measure the bugs caught in the post- 
holes, and 314 bushels were actually collected ; but heavy rains on July 
2, 3, and 4 filled the holes with mud and water, and made further 

measurement impracticable. On the sides of the field where the post- 
hole traps were a hundred feet apart, many of the bugs attempting 
to escape failed to find them and were either killed by the hot dust of 
the barrier ridge or entangled in the coal-tar line and thus escaped 
our measurement. If we take the 314 bushels as the total yield of the 
operation, the cost was $5.02 per bushel of chinch-bugs, of which $2.16 

was for coal-tar and $2.86 for labor. As there are about 8,500,000 
cehinch-bugs to the bushel at this time of the year, this was at the rate 
of nearly 17,000 dead chinch-bugs for each cent of the expense. When 
we take into account the fact that these were all bugs of the first gen- 
eration of the vear, and that if allowed to escape they would presently’ 

have bred a second generation to infest the corn at a rate, according 
to previous observations and estimates, of about 100 to 1, it is easily 
seen that this was an immensely profitable operation to the community 
as a whole and immediately useful also to the farmer concerned, as 

saving his corn from destruction where it lay beside wheat. 
In a field near Patoka, in Marion county, a barrier seventy rods in 

length was maintained for twenty-seven days, June 28 to July 24, 
between a field of infested wheat and one of corn immediately adjoin- 
ing. The difference in time during which the barrier was maintained 
in this field and in that at Oakdale was due to the quick destruction of 
the wheat in the Oakdale field by insect infestation which compelled 
a prompt escape of the bugs to obtain food. In this Patoka field it was 
necessary to renew the tar-line thirty-seven times and to use sixty-five 
gallons of coal-tar in so doing. The labor in this case amounted to 
$4.80 and the cost of the tar was $4.04,—a total expense per mile of 

barrier of $40.42, of which the labor item would be $21.95 and that for 

eoal-tar, $18.47. This is equivalent to $1.49 per mile for each day 
during which the barrier was maintained; but of this sum only sixty- 

eight cents per day was for the cost of materials. 
The third demonstration field of this season was near Dubois, in 

Washington county, where a tar line a hundred and twenty-eight rods 
in length was maintained for nineteen days, June 21 to July 9. In 
this case tar was poured upon the barrier ridge thirty-eight times—an 
average of twice a day—at a cost of $15.77, of which $6.80 was for labor 
and $8.97 for tar. The latter sum was regarded by the field superin- 
tendent as excessive, the tar having been wasted by too liberal use in 
pouring. This was a total expense for the season of $39.43 per mile 
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of barrier, of which $17 was for labor and $22.48 for tar. Or, other- 
wise stated, the cost of the operation was $2.07 per mile per day, of 
which ninety cents per mile was for labor and $1.17 for tar. 

It is a fair general statement of the cost of the coal-tar barrier 
under the conditions of 1910 to say that it was equivalent to $1.50 to 

$2 a mile per day, and that the cost of materials was approximately 

45 percent of the whole, the remainder being an allowance for the 
labor of horse and man. 

Demonstrations with Road Oil No. 6 in 1911.—The events of 1910 
having shown us that we were undoubtedly at the beginning of one of 
the periodieal uprisings of the chinch-bugs, tremendously destructive 
to Illinois agriculture, preparations were made for a general cam- 
paign of education, demonstration, and organized defense. Thoro 
scouting in winter and spring, by my field assistants having defined 
the area likely to be heavily infested, this was divided into five dis- 
tricts, an assistant was assigned to each, and a superintendent of 

operations and supply was engaged to take general charge. Each of 
the assistants was provided with a motorcycle and the superintendent 
with an automobile roadster, to enable them te cover a large territory 

as rapidly as possible when the brief season of activity should arrive. 
As our read oil No. 6 was virtually unknown to the farmers, and as 
the source of supply was about two hundred and fifty miles from the 
place of demand, it was thought best to make sure of a sufficient quan- 
tity at hand for the beginning of the campaign and to meet unexpected 
emergencies, and three car-loads in barrels, were ordered by the office 
to be shipped to Centralia. From here it was sent to sales agents at 
various towns thruout the infested region under an arrangement by 
which the oil, in barrels, was furnished to farmers at first cost with 

the freight charge added. The salesmen paid the company direct for 
the amounts handled by them, and my office paid the salesmen a small 
commissicn for their services. Any oil left on their hands at the close 
of the season was taken over by the office for use the following year. 
In this way supplies were made immediately accessible to the farm- 
ers at cost, and the dealers were protected from loss with very little 
use of public funds. Except for this emergency stock, the supply of 

road oil was left to such agents as the farmers themselves had inter- 
ested, with our assistance, in various communities. Often this com- 

munity service was done without compensation by some business man 
acting as purchasing and distributing agent for an organized group of 
farmers, or, in a few cases, for all comers in his county. Many public 

meetings had been held for this purpose with the valuable aid of 
business men’s associations, the farmers’ institute officers in the vari- 

ous counties, the local newspapers, and the like, and cireulars of in- 
formation, warning, and advice had been distributed in editions of 

many thousands thruout the endangered area. The fact was commonly 
realized by business men generally that the suppression of the chinch- 
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bug outbreak was a community problem in which all were alike, tho 
unequally, interested. 

Demonstration fields, on which the precise best method of prepar- 
ing and earing for a chinch-bug barrier was practically illustrated, 
were, of course, an important feature in our program, and a number 
of such fields were selected by each field assistant, arrangements being 
made in advance with the owners for their proper management. These 

demonstration fields were in the neighborhood of the following eighteen 
towns: Edwardsville and Highland, in Madison county; Vandalia, 
Hagarstown, Shobonier, and Vera, in Fayette county; Fairman, Ver- 
non, Patoka, and Selmaville, in Marion county; Albers, Germantown, 
and Bartelso, in Clinton; Ashley, Nashville, Oakdale, and Caspars, in 
Washington county, and Coulterville, in Randolph county. 

The season of 1911 was a very trying one for the road-oil line, the 
weather being excessively hot and the ground extremely dry, the 
months of May and June in the chinch-bug area averaging 5 degrees 
and 4.1 degrees respectively above the normal, and June and July 
temperatures rising repeatedly to 100 degrees or more in the shade—to 
105 degrees at Sparta and Duquoin, for example, on July 4. The June 
rainfall was less than half the normal, and that for May and July was 
only a third the normal for this area. The soil in the sun was, of 
course, very much hotter—so hot as to make even road oil No. 6 sink 
into the dry earth much too quickly, requiring its frequent renewal at 
an inereased expense for labor and materials except where the pre- 

caution had been taken to make a shallow groove for the oils down 
the middle of the ridge or path. For these reasons the cost of opera- 
tions on the experimental and demonstration fields ran much above 
that of the preceding year, from fifty cents to $9.00 per mile per 
day for the road oil used, and from ninety cents to $3.50 per mile 
per day for labor. Even at these rates, however, the work done with 
the road oils saved so many acres of corn and oats that it was com- 
monly regarded to have returned ‘to the farmers many times its cost. 
Nevertheless, the experience of the season led us to substitute road 
oil No. 7 for No. 6 the following year, and in this we had what was 
virtually a perfect material for the purpose. 

Road-oil No. 7 in 1912.—The greater part of the area infested in 
1912 having been already covered by our demonstrations of the pre- 
vious year, the use of new fields was secured for this purpose only in 

the newly invaded territory. These were all, however, successful and 
useful. At Reno, Bond county, for example, a tract of forty-seven 
acres was selected in which there were fourteen acres of rye, thirteen 

acres of wheat (both the foregoing in young timothy also), twelve and 
a half acres more of wheat which was so infested by chinch-bugs that 
it was plowed up and sown to cow-peas, and seven and a half acres in 
oats. This tract, with corn on three sides and a part of the fourth, 
was completely surrounded by a back-furrow and coal-tar barrier, 
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Jsune 27, and the work was continued with road oil No. 7. The pres- 
ence of fresh timothy in half the field so held the chinch-bugs back in 
the stubble that the lines were kept up for twenty-six days, at the 
following expense: 

Plowing the ridge (1% days’ labor with man and team).......... $ 4.50 
135 hours’ Jabor ponring oi] and tar... .<< o.5 2.-«%-«6sn5 nee 27.00 
3 barrels read oil at $3.50. 2.5 ee oe oe ec eee oe 10.50 
1 barrel coal-tar, at $4.02... Peer. 4.00 

Total for matemals; 3. Wn 2s oe eee ee eee $14.50 
Tphtal for ‘laher. oo sk ok eee eee 31.50 

$46.00 
Cost per day per mile: 

Materials. 2): 2 eee ee 2h t «coc eaeese ae 56 
Weather 7 eee ae eee 0 eee ee ee 1.21 

$ 1.77 

The diminished cost as compared with that of 1911 was due in part 
to the substitution of road oil No. 7 for No. 6 and in part to the less 
trying character of the season. While the average mean temperature 

for June and July in the chinch-bug area was nearly as high as in 
1911, there were no records of as much as 100 degrees in the shade in 
either month, and the rainfall of June and July was above the normal 
by .58 of an inch for June and 1.68 inches for July instead of 2.4 
inches and 2.16 inches below the normal in the year preceding. The 
thicker road-oil lay much longer on the moister earth, with a resultant 
saving in both labor and material. On the other hand, timely rains 

supported infested corn against the drain of chinch-bug injury so 
that even unprotected fields suffered much less than in 1911. 

Altho there were no experimental or demonstration fields in Ma- 
coupin county in 1912, Mr. Flint’s statement of farmers’ operations 

may be taken as a virtual substitute. Forty barrels of road oil No. 
7 and about twenty-five barrels of coal-tar were used in the vicinity of 
Carlinville, Plainview, and Bunker Hill. The road oil No. 7 gave 
general satisfaction, and was evidently about as thick a substance of 
its kind as could be used to advantage. It was repeatedly noticed, 
indeed, that where No. 8 was used it could be crossed by chinch-bugs 
in the morning and the evening, when the nights were cool. It took 
from four to six times as much coal-tar as road oil No. 7 to keep up a 
given length of line. The ground was usually prepared for the road- 

oil line by plowing a very shallow furrow around the field and trim- 
ming this with a hoe to leave a hard level surface. The very best bar- 
rier, however, was one prepared by dragging a heavy plank in the edge 
of a corn field to make a hard smooth surface, and then driving an 
empty wagon along in such a way that one of the wheels made a slight 
groove down the center of this path. Road oil poured in this groove 
made a line which lasted for twenty days with no renewal except to 
be touched up here and there occasionally where there were small 
breaks. 
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The average cost of operation during this season for ten fields on 

different farms in Madison county was collected by Mr. Flint, from 
whose notes these data are abstracted. The road oil used on these 
farms averaged 4.4 barrels to the mile of line for a period of fourteen 
days—a cost of $7 per mile for the fortnight, or fifty cents per mile 

per day. The labor cost for this period was $8.40 a mile, making a 
total average expense of $1.10 per day per mile. By the maintenance 
of such barriers, half a mile of oil-line saved, in several cases, from 
ten to thirty acres of corn from certain destruction; and in one in- 
stance sixty acres of corn destroyed by chinch-bugs could easily have 
been saved by a line less than half a mile in length. 

A more comprehensive statement of the general outcome of the 
1912 campaign is contained in an article written by Prof. F. W. Scott, 
of the department of journalism in the University of Illinois, who 
made a trip of inspection thru the infested territory in July, 1912, 
to interview farmers, examine fields, and report his own unbiased 
observations on the methods and results of the work. ‘‘The most sat- 
isfactory results,’’ he says, ‘‘considering both cost and protection, have 
been obtained from a line made of No. 7 road oil, which, when prop- 
erly applied, caught all the crawling bugs and was easy to maintain. 
Those who followed the directions as given in the Entomologist’s 
spring circular of this year [1912] found that the road oil needed re- 
newal but once in two or three days after the first two applications, 
and some lines were found to be in perfectly good condition two weeks 
after the final renewal. Coal-tar lines, on the other hand, had to be 
renewed once or twice every day, and were of course more costly both 
in labor and in actual outlay for material.”’ 

THE FINAL CAMPAIGN (1914) 

The lamentable failure of the road oil furnished from Wood River 
in 1913, together with continued and extraordinary drouth in the 
chineh-bug area, tended strongly to discourage many who had made a 
determined fight during two or three years for the salvation of their 
crops. From April to August, 1913, inclusive, the daily mean tem- 

peratures aggregated nearly 2000° F. above the normal for this re- 
gion, and the total rainfall for these same months was deficient about 
eight and a half inches. Furthermore, the partial and very imper- 
feet way in which the chinch-bugs had been met and disposed of at 
harvest-time, had left a vast and increasing horde of them to over- 
whelm crops the following year; and the plague seemed to be inereas- 
ing in virulence and destructiveness, notwithstanding all that had been 
done for its control. There was, consequently, a diminished disposi- 
tion in 1914 to renew the contest in the counties which had been long- 
est infested; but there was a considerable territory invaded or seri- 
ously threatened by the chinch-bug in the spring of this year which 
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had never been covered by our operations, and to this we consequently 
gave principal attention. Our most important spring preparations 
covered all or the greater parts of the counties of Pike, Scott, Mor- 

gan, Sangamon, Christian, Green, and Fayette, and much of the coun- 
ties of Jersey, Madison, Macoupin, Bond, St. Clair, Montgomery, and 
Shelby. By all the agencies and devices which we had found useful in 
previous years, the people of this territory were notified, advised, in- 
structed, and assisted. Public meetings were held at which the facts 
were set forth and the plan of operations was outlined; leading farm- 
ers, grain dealers, and others influential and widely known among the 
farming population were interviewed; illustrated posters were put up 
in post-offices and other places of general resort; and many thousand 
circulars were distributed by mail. 

At the end of the season data were collected for a careful estimate 
of the results of the work. By a general inquiry made of those who 
had handled supplies in the counties of Montgomery, Christian, San- 
gamon, Menard, Macon, Morgan, Scott, Pike, Adams, Jersey, Ma- 
ecoupin, Greene, and Madison, it was learned that not less than 2000 

barrels of creosote and 1000 barrels of coal-tar had been used, to- 
gether with considerable quantities of kerosene and salt. Further 
inquiry enabled us to learn the average amounts of these substances 
actually used per mile of barrier, and by this means to ascertain the 
total length of barrier made and maintained for the season, and the 
total cost of the same. All uncertain items of the computation were 
estimated at the lowest reasonable figures. We were thus assured that 
at least fifteen hundred miles of barrier had been kept up in these 
counties between fields of infested wheat and adjacent fields of corn, 
at a total cost, for both materials and labor, of not more than $40,500. 

To learn what area of corn was actually protected by these bar- 
rier lines, it was necessary to know the size of an average central Illi- 
nois corn-field. Fortunately, a series of observations made for me by 
two assistants engaged in a survey of the bird life of the state in 1907, 
gave me this information. In crossing the state from Wabash to 
Quincey, they traveled 71.87 miles through 362 corn fields, an average 
of 63.53 rods for each field. Virtually all central Illinois corn-fields 
being rectangular, the average form of a sufficient number is that of 
a square, and the average size by the above data is 25.2 acres. In 
other words, our fifteen hundred miles of chinch-bug barrier had 
protected from invasion the equivalent of a belt of corn fields 63.5 
rods wide and fifteen hundred miles long—an area of 190,590 aeres. 
The average yield of corn per acre in ten central Illinois counties not 
infested by chinch-bugs in 1914 was 30.8 bushels. It was the best 
judgment of my field assistants, supported by that of well-informed 
farmers, that 25 bushels per acre was a very moderate estimate for the 
vield of the protected corn-fields, and it was also the general opinion 
that at least a fourth of this yield was due to measures of protection 
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against injury by chinch-bugs. At these rates the total product of the 
protected area was 4,764,750 bushels, and the saving by protection was 
1,191,187 bushels, worth, at 60 cents a bushel, the ordinary price for 
the season, $714,712. As the cost of protection was $40,500, the net 
profit for the total operation was $674,212, a ratio of 1665 percent on 
the investment. 

This result was obtained by making barriers, as a rule, along only 
one side of infested wheat-fields. If each such field had been wholly 
surrounded, the expense, of course, would have been four times as 
ereat, or approximately $162,000, but the net profit even then would 
have been 342 percent on the cost of labor and materials. Indeed, if 
the like had been done by every owner of a badly infested wheat-field 
in this area, the total profit would have been much increased, since both 

eorn and oats would have been protected, not only against direct in- 
vasion from infested wheat but against a general infestation follow- 

ing when the chinch-bugs allowed to escape from the wheat came to 
maturity and scattered on the wing. These figures show not only the 
great advantage of wholesale operations against the chinch-bug at har- 
vest-time, but the essential reasonableness of the requirement that all 
dangerously infested fields of small grains shall be so handled by their 
owners that insects shall not escape from them to the injury of the 
owner himself and of his entire community. I am strongly of the 
opinion that if we had been in a position to make a requirement of 
this kind in 1910, and if we had then known all that we have now 
learned concerning the best methods and materials for use against 
the chinch-bug at harvest-time, it would have been quite possible so 
to reduce the numbers of chinch-bugs that year that there would have 
been no appreciable overflow the following year, and hence no north- 
ward expansion of the area of infestation. In other words, it seems to 
me quite possible to throttle a chinch-bug outbreak in this state in the 
beginning by active scouting in fall and spring to determine its limits 
and to locate dangerously infested fields, and by well-organized, 
prompt, general, and concerted action, especially with barriers and 
lines of post-hole traps around infested fields of small grains, with the 
addition of insecticide sprays wherever special conditions call for their 
use. 

THE LEGISLATIVE REMEDY 

The statement has been repeatedly made in the foregoing discus- 
sion that we have found it quite impossible to induce the average farm- 
er, or even the farmer of the highest grade, to do his best at harvest- 
time for the destruction of all the chinch-bugs escaping from his fields 
of wheat; but unless this is done it will be forever impossible to put a 
controlling check upon chinch-bug uprisings. The fatal difficulty lies 
in the fact, obvious to every one, that the individual farmer will not 
incur the trouble and expense of destroying his chinch-bugs for the 
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benefit of his community unless he knows that the other members of 
the community will do the same. 

The situation is essentially like that presented several years ago 
when the prosperity of fruit culture—its profitable continuance even 

—were threatened by an invasion by a destructive foreign insect 
known as the San Jose scale. This emergency was met in Illinois and in 
most other American states by making it the duty of all growers of 
horticultural products to keep their premises free from insect and fun- 
gus pests of every description which are liable to spread to the prop- 
erty of others, and enforcing this requirement by appropriate penal- 
ties. Legislation of this character has not only put it within the power 
and made it the duty of some state official—in Illinois the State Ento- 
mologist—to protect endangered property—by legal process if neces- 

sary—but it has acted powerfully to impress the public concerned with 
a sense of their duty in the premises, and through the resulting publi- 
eations of the entomologist’s office, the agricultural papers, and the 
like, to instruct the people thoroly in a whole class of subjects of 
which they would otherwise have remained in ignorance to their own 
great loss and to that of their communities and of the country at large. 

Influenced by these considerations I sent out, in January, 1915, 
the following letter to twenty-nine prominent farmers residing in 
districts badly injured by the chinch-bug the preceding year, and to 
three other persons officially cognizant of the facts. 

‘“An outbreak of the chinch-bug in Illinois, which began in a few 
southwestern counties in 1910, has now reached a crisis which forcibly 

illustrates our helplessness against a considerable class of destructive 
raids of the insect pests of agriculture because we are not able to se- 
cure, by any means now available, sufficiently general action by 
farmers concerned to get the benefit of cooperative measures. The 
actual loss last year (1914) in corn alone, due to the chinch-bug, 
amounted, for Illinois, to not less than $2,700,000,* and there is at 
present a prospect of a much more extensive infestation during 1915. 

‘*The chinch-bug breeds, as you doubtless know, in two generations, 
the first mainly in wheat and the second mainly in corn. The first 
generation, hatching from eggs laid in spring, has not yet got its wings 
at the time of the wheat harvest, and hence must leave the stubble 
fields on foot to find fresh pastures in corn, oats, and forage grasses. 
It can be stopped, trapped, and destroyed by barriers and traps laid 
down at the borders of the infested wheat-fields at a usual cost, for 
the season, of less than ten dollars a mile in money and an additional 
ten to twenty dollars a mile in farm labor; and every insect so dis- 

posed of at this time is ordinarily equivalent to a hundred times as 
many of the next generation which would hatch from eggs laid in the 
corn. 

*This estimate was far too small. The actual loss was more than $5,000,000. 

: 
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‘““We have succeeded in the past year in inducing very many 

farmers to protect their corn against direct invasion from infested 
wheat-fields (where corn and wheat lie side by side), by placing and 
maintaining one of the trap and barrier lines between the corn and 
the wheat at harvest-time, with the result that, in thirteen central 
Tllinois counties, corn worth $804,000* was saved at an expense of 

$40,500 to the farmers for materials and labor, and of $1933 to the 

State. The average farmer, however, will not entirely surround an 
infested wheat-field in a way to capture all its insect inhabitants, es- 
pecially for the reason that this would be of no appreciable benefit to 
himself unless his neighbors generally do the same; and if he has no 
corn or oats beside his wheat, he will do nothing at all. The conse- 
quence is that the bugs move out of the infested wheat in at least 
three directions, even if they are headed off and trapped in one; and 
those escaping presently get their full growth, scatter everywhere on 
the wing, infest the corn and other crops of the whole country-side, 
and there feed and lay their eggs almost as if nothing at all had been 
done. Persons able and ready to destroy all the bugs of the first gen- 
eration bred in their own fields, will not do so when they know that 

their neighbors are breeding vast hordes of them and allowing them 
to escape to destroy everything a little later. 

‘“We are thus compelled to seek means of securing general action 
such as will give every person concerned a reasonable assurance that 
all others will do their duty by the community. .To this end it has 
been suggested that the legislature be asked to pass a law making it 
the duty of every person having a field of small grain dangerously 
infested by chinch-bugs to take the measures necessary to prevent 

their escape to the injury of the property of others, with a proviso 
that this law shall take effect only when and where a proclamation by 
the Governor of the State may direct. The chinch-bug is but one of 
several insect pests of the farm whose control and destruction present 
the same practical problem, and any such law should be drawn in 
terms, consequently, to apply to all similar cases. The principle in- 

volved, I may say, is already well recognized in our various state 
quarantine laws, and especially in our state law intended to operate 
against the spread of the San Jose scale and other dangerous and 
destructive pests of horticulture. 

“*T should be much pleased to have your opinion of the desirability 
of such legislation at the present time, and as full an expression of 
your views upon the situation generally as you may be willing to 
give.’ 

Sixteen replies to these letters were received, ten favorable to the 
proposed legislation, three favorable to the principle but doubtful of 
its practicability, and three simply uncertain or non-committal. As 
only a third of those addressed expressed a positively favorable opin- 

*This should have been $715,000. 
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ion, and as there was not sufficient time—the legislature being al- 
ready in session—for a campaign of explanation and argument, it 
seemed best to lay the project aside for the time, and to bring it for- 
ward, as I am now doing, as a sequel to a full description of the con- 

ditions which it is proposed to remedy. 

SUMMARY 

A destructive outbreak of the chinch-bug, the first beginnings of 
which were seen in Illinois in the fall of 1909, continued with growing 
intensity and gradually widening area until the spring of 1915, when 
it suddenly collapsed. 

A careful computation of losses resulting, based upon a comparison 

of crop yields and crop conditions in seventeen infested and seven- 
teen uninfested counties, shows that the yield of corn, wheat, and oats 
in these infested counties was diminished by chinch-bug infestation in 
the year 1914 as follows: corn, $5,045,874; wheat, $1,356,039; oats, 

$41,071—a total of $6,442,984. Taking further account of losses in 

six other counties in 1914,, and in the five other years of the period 
of the outbreak, $13,000,000 is arrived at as the lowest reasonable esti- 

mate of the total immediate loss in these three staple crops. Secondary 

effects of the outbreak are illustrated by a comparison of statistics of 
live-stock production in four infested and four uninfested counties, 
showing that beef and dairy cattle of the four infested counties fell 
off in numbers to a value of nearly half a million dollars, as a plain 

consequence of the destruction of crops by chinch-bugs. 
An analysis of the weather and other conditions for several years 

in the region where the chinch-bug outbreak began, points to a con- 
clusion that the immediate cause of its beginning was unusually hot 
midsummer weather, with no excessive rainfall, occurring in a region 

in which the food plants occupied a relatively large area, with winter 

wheat in especially large ratio. There was also convincing evidence 
that the extension of the outbreak from the area occupied in 1910 was 
in the nature of an overflow from the heavily infested territory, the 
direction of which was governed in part by the cropping of the adja- 
cent territory but in great measure also by the direction of the prevail- 

ing winds at times when the insects were on the wing, especially in 
spring when emerging from hibernation and in fall when in search of 
winter quarters. These flights commonly occurring on warm sunny 
days when the winds are from southerly and westerly directions, the 
chinch-bugs were carried mainly to the north and east with a result- 
ing extension of the area of infestation, year after year, in those di- 
rections. The outbreak was brought to a conclusion in the spring and 
early summer of 1915 by heavy beating and flooding rains coming at 
times when the young bugs were hatching rapidly from the egg. 

The principal measures for the control of a chinch-bug outbreak 
are the burning out of the insects in their winter quarters and their 
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destruction at harvest time by means of impassable barriers and lines 
of post-hole traps placed beside infested fields of wheat. Altho winter 
burning on a large scale proved impracticable in Illinois owing to wet 
and snowy winters, small-scale field experiments with this operation, 
under conditions locally and temporarily favorable, destroyed from 
50 to 75 percent of the chinch-bugs under the harborage burned over. 

With a view to finding a better material than coal-tar for making 
the barriers against the escape of chinch-bugs at wheat harvest, many 
experiments were made in Illinois, in Texas, and in Arizona, with 
various more or less similar substances, resulting in the selection 
of a petroleum product, a residue of distillation, containing 70 

percent of asphaltic materials and known as road oil No. 7. 
This was virtually a perfect substance for its purpose, lasting from 

five to ten or more times as long as coal-tar, without renewal. It had 
the disadvantage, however, that it was not on the market, and must 

be made at Whiting, Ind., solely for this special use; must conse- 
quently be ordered some time in advance; and because of the delays 
in transportation, was frequently received after the emergency for 
which it was needed had passed. An attempt to secure the same re- 
sults with a road oil of the same composition made at a refinery within 
the infested district resulted disastrously because of the different phy- 
sical qualities of this road oil, due to the different character of the 
crude oil supplied to this refinery. 

A farmer’s chance experiment made in 1912 showed that crude 
creosote was almost as effective as coal-tar or the road oils. It had 
the advantage that it could always be obtained without delay in any 
desired quantity and from near-by sources of supply ; and this was the 
substance principally used during the last year or two of the outbreak. 
Experiments showed that creosote differed from coal-tar and the road 
oils in the cause of its effectiveness, the latter being impassable be- 
cause they were thick and sticky, and the creosote repelling the in- 
sects by the odorous vapors given off. 

Field experiments with practical operations, especially in 1910, 

1911, and 1912, showed that an effective barrier could be made and 
maintained at an expense for labor and materials varying from $1.50 
to $2 per day per mile, the difference depending mainly upon the 
character of the season. 

Under certain conditions it is desirable to kill chinch-bugs by means 
of an insecticide spray. Kerosene emulsion, in use for this purpose 
since 1882, being difficult to prepare and dangerous to the plants 
unless very carefully used, experiments were made to find other more 
satisfactory substances, with the result that a tobacco extract known 
as Black Leaf 40 was found highly effective in ratios of half an ounce 
to a gallon of water in which half an ounce of soap had been dissolved. 
Further experiments showed that soap solutions alone, three ounces 
to the gallon of water, were almost equally useful. 
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Data obtained concerning the results of the final campaign of 
1914 showed that in thirteen counties of west-central Illinois two 
thousand barrels of creosote and a thousand barrels of coal-tar were 

used, together with considerable quantities of other materials, and that 
at least fifteen hundred miles of barrier were maintained in these coun- 
ties at a total cost of $40,500 for materials and labor, with the result 

to protect against injury by chinch-bug corn fields aggregating 
190,590 acres and yielding 4,764,750 bushels of corn, a fourth of which 

yield, worth $715,000, was due to the protective measures. This was a 

ret profit of $674,212 on an investment of $40,500, a ratio of 1665 per- 

eent. If each infested wheat field had been wholly surrounded, the 
profit would still have been 342 percent on the cost of labor and ma- 
terials. 

Since it has proven impossible to induce farmers to surround in- 
fested fields at harvest time with impassable barriers and lines of 
traps, owing to the fact that the benefit of this complete operation de- 
pends upon its performance by all owners of infested fields, legislation. 
is proposed similar to that in foree for the control of the San Jose 
scale and other pests of horticulture, but applying to chinch-bugs, 
army-worms, Hessian flies, and a considerable series of insect pests 
of agriculture, the effective control of which requires community ac- 
tion. It is advised that any law of this character should be given 
effect only by a proclamation of the Governor, based upon information 
given him by the State Entomologist, and specifyi ing the territory, 
time, and extent to which the law shall apply. 

ERRATA 

Page 84, line 11, erase (Map 6). 

Page 90, line 13 -from bottom, for (Map 2) read (Map Te 
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crop relation to, 84, 86—91. 
effect of egg-parasite on arrest 

of, 96-97. 
of predaceous insects on arrest 

of, 96. 
of weather on arrest of, 94-95, 

120. 
effects of kinds and distribution 

of crops on, 87-91. 
expansion of, 76-84. 
estimated damage _ to 

crops during, 75, 120. 
falling off in numbers of beef and 

dairy cattle as consequence of, 
75-76, 120. 

general conclusion from discus- 
sion of, 93. 

object of present paper on, 72. 
reasons for northern extension of, 

Oil i220: 
weather relation to, 84, 85-86. 

requisites to successful control of, 
98. 

results of persistent and coopera- 
tive fights against, 71-72, 116- 
ihe 

summary of present article on, 120- 
122, 

Codling-moth, discussion of diagram 
and of other data illustrating ef- 
fect of temperature on life his- 
tory of, ete., 5-10. 

esos, 2. 4 a, OY te Se Oe LO we. 
main object of field work on, 2. 

number of generations of, 2, 10. 
on the life history of the, 1—21. 
outline of experiments on, 4—5. 
spraying for, in 1914, 1. 
stations for field observation and 

experiment on, 1-2, 3. 
equipment of, 3, 4, 13. 

tabular exhibit of seasonal history 

of, 6. 
when to spray for, 3, 6, 10-13. 

Coffee-tree, Kentucky, May-beetles 
collected from, 58. 

congrua, Phyllophaga, 41. 
Corn as food plant of May-heetles, 

33, 58, 60. 
cases in which tobacco sprays may 

profitably be used to protect, 107. 

estimated injury to, by chinch-bug 

in 1914, 71. 
-field grasses, Eumicrosoma benefica 

hibernating among, 96. 

of 1910 to 

Tllinois 

corrosa, Phyllophaga, 40, 44, 64. 
Cottonwood, or poplar, as food plant 

of May-beetles, 59. See also Poplar. 
crassissima, Phyllophaga, 41. 
crenulata, Phyllophaga, 39, 44, 45, 64. 
Currant, May-beetles collected from, 

58. 
Flowering, 

from, 58. 
Cyclocephala grubs, 66. 

May-beetles collected 

D 

delata, Phyllophaga, 41, 44, 64. 
drakii, Phyllophaga, 40, 44, 46, 63. 
Dogwood, May-beetles collected from, 

58. 
dubia, Phyllophaga, 35, 47. 

a) 

Elm as food plant of May-beetles, 29, 
30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 38, 40, 42, 
43, 46, 58, 59, 60, 61, 63. 

Engerling, 57. 
ephilida, Phyllophaga, 34, 47. 
Eumicrosoma benefica as parasite of 

egg of Chinch-bug, 96-97. 

a 

fervida, Phyllophaga, 38, 44, 46, 63. 
Forage plants, May-beetles collected 

from, 60. 
forbesi, Phyllophaga, 34, 44, 46, 63, 

64. 
Formica fusca subsericea as enemy of 

Chinch-bug, 96. 
forsteri, Phyllophaga, 41, 44, 45, 64. 
fraterna, Phyllophaga, 36, 38, 45, 63, 

64. 
Fungi, parasitic on May-beetles and 

white-grubs, 57, 65. 
fusea, Phy lewices 31, 33, 34, 36, 44, 

46, 61, 63, 65. 
snee ea, Horace 96. 

futilis, Phyllophaga, 31, 32, 33, 38, 
61, 63, 65. 

G 

gibbosa, Phyllophaga, 47. 
Gooseberry as food plant of May-bee- 

tles, 29, 32, 33, 38, 40, 43, 58, 60, 
63. 

grandis, Phyllophaga, 40, 47. 
Grape as food plant of May-beetles, 

40, 58. 
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Hackberry as food plant of May-bee- 
tles, 33, 36, 40, 58, 59, 60. 

Hawthorn as food plant of May-bee- 
tles, 38, 40, 58, 59, 60. 

Hazel as food plant of May-beetles, 
31, 38, 40, 41, 43, 44, 58, 60, 63. 

Hessian Fly, 110, 122. 
Hickory as food plant of May-beetles, 

29, 31, 32, 33, 34, 36, 37, 39, 40, 41, 
42, 44, 45, 46, 58, 59, 60, 63, 64. 

hirticula, Phyllophaga, 27, 30, 31, 32, 
37, 38, 44, 46, 61, 63. 

hirtiventris, Phyllophaga, 43. 
Honey-locust as food plant of May- 

beetles, 33, 38, 40, 58, 59, 60. 
Honeysuckle, May-beetles_ collected 

from, 58. 
Hornbeam, May-beetles collected from, 

58. 
horni, Phyllophaga, 42. 
Horse-chestnut, May-beetles collected 

from, 58. 
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ilicis, Phyllophaga, 32, 38, 46, 61, 63. 
implicita, Phyllophaga, 28, 29, 32, 61, 

63. 
Insecta as parasites of May-beetles 

and white-grubs, 57, 65. 
inversa, Phyllophaga, 28, 32, 36, 44, 

46, 61, 63 

K 

Kerosene emulsion as defense against 
Chinch-bug and best method of 
making and applying, 105-106. 

contrasted with Black Leaf 40 as 
defense against chinch-bugs, 
106, 108. 

L 

Lasius niger americanus as enemy of 
Chinch-bug, 96. 

Lilac, May-beetles collected from, 58. 
Linden as food plant of May-beetles, 

29, 33, 36, 38, 58, 59, 60, 63. 
Locust, May-beetles collected from, 58. 
longitarsa, Phyllophaga, 42. 

M 

Maple, May-beetles found on, 29, 58, 
59 

May-beetles and white-grubs, para- 
sites and diseases of, 57, 65. 

collected: record for years, species, 
and sections of state, 47. 

comparative collections of, at lights, 
46. 
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May-beetles—Continued. 
crops preferred by, for deposition 

of eggs, 67-70. 
discussion of species of, 27-43. 
distribution and numbers of, as af- 

fected by ecological situation, 45. 
eggs of, 66, 67, 68-70. 
Illinois counties in which collections 

of, were made, 23-24. 
important Illinois species of, 26. 
life-cycle of, 68. 
methods of collecting, 26. 
number of species and specimens 

recognized in Illinois, 24—25. 
of the three sections of the state 

in the order of their abundance, 
25. 

(Phyllophaga) of Illinois, a gen- 
eral survey of the, 23-65. 

basis of above discussion, 23. 
summary of above discussion, 64— 

65. 
plants from which collections of, 

were made, 58. 
principal food-plants of, by sections 

of state, 63-64. 
food plants of principal species 

of, 60, 63. 
fruit-species of, 63. 

relative attractiveness of different 
kinds of trees and shrubs to, 58— 
59. 

seasonal succession of species of, 
48-56. 

southern Illinois species of, and 
their principal food plants, 44, 
64. 

special collections of, from four 
food plants, 61. 

species of, by sections of the state, 
43-44, 

(See also Phyllophaga and White- 
grubs. ) 

micans, Phyllophaga, 28, 35, 37, 49, 

Mountain Ash as food plant of May- 
beetles, 29, 36, 40, 58, 60. 

N 

Negundo, May-beetles collected from, 
58. 

niger americanus, Lasius, 96. 
nitida, Phyllophaga, 41, 43, 44, 63. 
nova, Phyllophaga, 47. 

oO 

Oak as food plant of May-beetles, 29, 
30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 
41, 42, 44, 45, 46, 59, 60, 61, 63, 64. 



Oaks, kinds of, most and least re- 
sorted to by May-beetles, 59. 

Oats and Wheat, estimated injury to, 
by Chinch-bug in 1914, 71, 74. 

Osage Orange, May-beetles collected 
from, 58. 

P 

Parasite of egg of Chinch-bug, 96-97. 
Parasites of May-beetles and white- 

grubs, 57, 65. 
Peach as food plant of May-beetles, 

34, 44, 58, 60, 63, 64. 
Persian Olive, May-beetles collected 

from, 58. 
Persimmon as food plant of May-bee- 

tles, 29, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 
41, 44, 45, 46, 58, 59, 60, 63, 64. 

Phyllophaga anxia, 31, 32, 35-36, 38, 
43, 63. 

arcuata, 38, 47. 
arkansana, 42. 
balia, 43. 
barda, 43. 
biimpressa, 47. 
bipartita, 35, 36, 44, 63, 64. 
calceata, 43. : 
congrua, 41. 
corrosa, 40, 44, 64. 
crassissima, 41. 
crenulata, 39-40, 44, 45, 64. 
delata, 41, 44, 64. 
drakii, 40, 44, 46, 63. 
dubia, 35, 47. 
ephilida, 34, 47. 
fervida, 38-39, 44, 46, 63. 
forbesi, 34, 44, 46, 63, 64. 
forsteri, 41, 44, 45, 64. 
fraterna, 36-37, 38, 45, 63, 64. 
fusca, 31-32, 33, 34, 36, 44, 46, 61, 

63, 65. 
futilis, 31, 32, 33, 38, 6,163) Ob. 
gibbosa, 47. 
grandis, 40, 47. 
hirticula, 27-29, 30, 31, 32, 37, 38, 

44, 46, 61, 63. 
hirtiventris, 43. 
horni, 42. 
ilicis, 32, 38, 46, 61, 63. 
implicita, 29-31, 32, 61, 63. 
inversa, 28, 32-33, 36, 44, 46, 61, 63. 
longitarsa, 42. 
micans, 28, 35, 37, 45, 63, 64. 
nitida, 41, 43, 44, 63. 
nova, 47. 
praetermissa, 42, 45, 64. 
profunda, 37, 45, 63, 64. 
prunina, 42. 
rugosa, 32, 34-35, 43, 61, 63. 
tristis, 37-38, 61, 63. 
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Phyllophaga—Continued. 
vehemens, 28, 37, 39, 45, 46. 
villifrons, 42. 
dates of collection of :— 

in central Illinois, 53, 54. 
in northern Illinois, 51, 52. 
in southern Illinois, 55, 56. 
in Urbana, Illinois, 1906, 53. 

general chronological list of species 
of: 

for central Illinois, 50. 
for northern Illinois, 49. 
for southern Illinois, 50. 

grubs, 66, 67. 
nomenclature of present paper on, 

25. 
varying abundance of, in different 

years, 97. 
(See also May-beetles and White- 
grubs. ) 

Plum, May-beetles found on, 29, 34, 
38, 40, 58, 60, 63. 

Poison Ivy, Phyllophaga crenulata 
collected from, 40, 58. 

Poplar as food plant of May-beetles, 
29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 35, 36, 37, 38, 
40, 42, 43, 44, 51, 58, 59, 60, 61, 
63. 

Carolina, 59. 
praetermissa, Phyllophaga, 42, 45, 64. 
profunda, Phyllophaga, 37, 45, 63, 64. 

"Protozoa as parasites of May-beetles 
and white-grubs, 57, 65. 

prunina, Phyllophaga, 42. 

R 

Raspberry as food plant of May-bee- 
tles, 40. 

Redbud, May-beetles collected from, 
58. 

Remedies and preventives for insect 
depredations. (See Chinch-bug, un- 

der artificial measures and ex- 
periments for control of.) 

Rose as food plant of May-heetles, 
34, 38, 40, 58, 60. 

rugosa, Phyllophaga, 32, 34, 43, 61, 
63. 

Ss 

San Jose Seale, 122. 
Snowball, May-beetles collected from, 

58. 
Sporotrichum, 95. 
Sycamore as food plant of May-bee- 

tles, 34, 58, 60. 
Syringa, May-beetles collected from, 

58. 
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Tobacco sprays for Chinch-bug in 
Corn, limitation as to profitable use 
of, 107. 

Tree of Heaven, May-beetles collected 
from, 58. 

tristis, Phyllophaga, 37, 61, 63. 
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vehemens, Phyllophaga, 28, 37, 39, 45, 
46 

Vers blancs, 57. 
Viburnum as food plant of May-bee- 

tles, 40, 58, 60. 
villifrons, Phyllophaga, 42. 
virginicum, Andropogon, 98. 
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Walnut as food plant of May-beetles, 
31, 34, 58, 59, 60, 63. 

Black, as food plant of May-beetles, 
29, 37, 38. 

ix 

Wheat and Oats, estimated injury to, 
by Chinch-bug in 1914, 71, 74. 

fields, insecticide sprays in, for de- 
struction of chinch-bugs, 105-110. 

harvest, destruction of chinch-bugs 
at, 99. 

White-grubs, abundance of, varying 
with distance of fields from trees, 

66-67. 
and May-beetles, parasites and dis- 

eases of, 57, 65. 

extensive collecting of, 66-67. 
influence of trees and crops on in- 

jury by, 66—70. 
injuries by, 33, 35, 38. 
(See also May-beetles and Phylloph- 

aga.) 
Willow as food plant of May-beetles, 

29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 
39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 58, 59, 
60, 61, 63, 64. 
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